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THE “BREAKING” OF THE EASTERN PARTNERSHIP STATES 
INTO TWO BLOCKS AS A MATTER OF PRIORITY FOR THE 

SECURITY OF NEIGHBOURING STATES 
 
 

Georgiana-Ștefania AMBRUȘ, PhD Student 
National University of Political Studies and Public Administration (SNSPA) 

Bucharest/ Romania 
 
 
 
Abstract 
Beginning with the years of Eastward expansion and intensifying threats issued 
by Russia, the EU’s foreign policy has prioritized the creation of a stable and 
secure territory in its Eastern neighbourhood. Western countries have tried to 
solidify this union by means of developing a varied palette of regional 
cooperation instruments, such as: The European Neighbourhood Policy, The 
Eastern Partnership/EaP, Free Trade and Association Accords. 
This article brings to the forefront the issue of the current effectiveness of 
European policies, especially the Eastern Partnership, considering that the war 
in Ukraine generated major regional changes and different positions of the EaP 
member states towards the EU. And here I refer to the suspension of Belarus as a 
EaP member, Armenia and Azerbaijan, states used by Russia to evade 
international sanctions. Also, the EU's acceptance of the EU accession 
applications of the Republic of Moldova and Ukraine forces a change in the 
objectives of the EaP.  
In this context, starting from the assumption that the EaP, in the current regional 
context, is no longer a realistic project in its current form, the question remains: 
is it realistic and sustainable solution for the EU to continue developing new 
projects for EaP states or is it more efficient for the EU to redirect its attention to 
rethinking already existing projects, namely the allocation of EaP resources 
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exclusively for the Republic of Moldova, Georgia and Ukraine, with the aim of 
supporting and accelerating the EU accession process? 
 
Keywords:  
Eastern Neighbourhood; Eastern Partnership; efficiency; EU accession; 
inefficiency; Russia.  
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The multitude of studies and research carried out in recent years on the subject 
of the effectiveness of the Eastern Partnership/EaP in the face of Russian threats 
and on the evolution of democratic principles in the EaP member states, show us 
that the project is being approached by more and more analysts, academics, 
researchers (Bosse, Korosteleva, Popov, Sushko, Chkhikvadze etc.) from a 
negative perspective. Why? Even if the EaP offered reform processes to the 
member states (visa liberalization, development of economic and judicial 
cooperation with the EU etc.), which initiated and promoted internal 
transformations, the deep-rooted problems were not irreversible. For example, 
at the level of institutions and society in each partner country, corruption still an 
issue, respectively the presence of policies that do not conform to EU values, 
against the background of the ever-increasing threat of the Russian influence 
factor inside these states. 
 Of course, it is the war in Ukraine which intensified the debate among 
academics and analysis who question the perspectives offered by the 
continuation of the EaP in particular its role in ensuring the security of the 
eastern region. In this sense the global intelligence community witnessed the 
launch of the Russian’s so-called "special operation" in Ukraine (an alternative 
term used by Russia to define and minimize the war in Ukraine, launched by the 
Russian side on February 24, 2022) sustained by an unprecedented level support 
from Russia’s military and intelligence complex. 
The events, which followed, brought into focus the ineffectiveness of the 
measures proposed by the EaP, which were originally planned to facilitate self-
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sufficiency among its partners in hopes of avoiding direct military conflict with 
Russia and continued economic relations in the region. The fact that, in their 
directly military intervention, Russian troops used Belarus as a proxy for their 
assault against the well-motivated but scarcely prepared Kiev, made two things 
apparent: that the EU had little handle on Belarus and that Ukraine would 
ultimately fully rely on NATO and the EU to have any chance of continued 
independent existence. 
The EU’s woes were further deepened when the hastily implemented 
international sanctions levied against Russia, which came at great cost to its 
block’s own economy had a dampened effect, as Russia looked to its traditional 
non-Western economic partners for trade solutions (e.g. the purchase of drones 
from Iran, China's request for the purchase of military-grade technologies, the 
intensification dialogue with North Korea). 
Indeed, consideration needs to be given to the cost incurred by the EU, both in 
simple economic terms, especially with regards to its dependence on Russian 
prime resources, and in political terms as member states continue to suffer the 
effects of the disinformation campaigns and propaganda being generated by 
Russia against the West, facing issues both among its political class and the 
broader citizenship that is now bearing the cost of inflation and raising interest 
rates. 
What is clear is that the offensive caused almost immediate and complete 
collapse of economic and diplomatic relations between the West and Russia and 
that we are now facing, for the first time since the end of the cold war, threats of 
nuclear weapons being directed towards EaP states, for which there is no real 
answer outside of the US’s own nuclear pressence. Thus, in fulfilling the 
objective of this paper, three main indicators were identified - the Russian factor 
in the region, the principles underlying the EaP, concrete measures of the EaP member 
states regarding the European accenssion path - based on which, arguments were 
brought, at the level of the academic community and political scientists, 
regarding the inefficiency of the EaP, perhaps from the very beginning of its 
launch. The debates also shed light on arguments regarding the transformation 
process of the EaP, from a project aimed at ensuring the assimilation of 
democratic values in the region, into a determinant of the foreign policy of the 
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Russian Federation for the Eastern Neighbourhood and the halting of Russian 
values in the member states. Of course, I also chose to present, in parallel, the 
perspectives of analysts who come to the defence of the Eastern Partnership and 
who dismantle the arguments invoked by the critics. 
The final goal of this reflection is to arrive at a conclusion, consisting of the 
convergence/common point of the two pro-counter approaches, which can 
serve as a starting point for the academic community in the formulation of 
future analyses regarding the EaP perspectives. Thus, the middle ground 
conclusion that I have identified is that, regardless of the side chosen 
(supporting the ineffectiveness or efficiency of the EaP), in the current regional 
context it is more than obvious that the EaP, in its current form, is no longer a 
realistic construct. And here I mean both from the perspective of its format (the 
war in Ukraine caused Belarus to suspend its membership of the EaP) and as 
objectives, as long as we are currently talking about the submission of 
applications for the EU accession by the Republic of Moldova, Ukraine and 
Georgia, in March 2022, respectively the acceptance of the status of Ukraine and 
Moldova as candidate states for EU accession.Thus, the deliverables that the 
project offers are relevant only in the context of redefining the EaP and 
distributing its mechanisms where they can still be assimilated, in states that 
have an obvious openness to cooperation with the EU and that have made 
visible progress towards a closeness to it and its values. 
In order to formulate a comprehensive conclusion on the effectiveness of the 
current EaP and its need of official reformation, I conducted 20 semi-structured 
interviews with Moldovan citizens, some of them from the Republic of 
Moldova, and others settled/moved in Europe. The purpose of the interviews 
and their results, which I will develop in the methodological chapter, is to 
expose a vision from the field on the hypothesis of this article, especially in the 
new context in which the Republic of Moldova has a real chance of joining the 
EU. 
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2.INSIDER PERCEPTIONS REGARDING THE EAP - 
METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH 
 

a) Research Methods 
As I mentioned in the introduction, in order to formulate a conclusion regarding 
the effectiveness of the EaP, I made an analysis not only from a theoretical point 
of view, as I will describe in the following chapters, but also from a practical 
point of view. I considered it important to track the level of perception of the 
citizens of the EaP member states towards what the project currently represents 
and what it should offer to its members in the new context in which, three of 
them (the Republic of Moldova, Georgia, and Ukraine) have taken concrete steps 
towards joining the EU. 
Thus, I approached the qualitative methodology and I conducted 20 semi-
structured interviews (Annex 1), consisting of 6 open and 4 closed questions, 
with citizens of the Republic of Moldova, who live both in their own state and 
outside the country / in European states, where they have direct contact with 
the EU and a democratic society, where the experience of EU membership is 
indirect, without Russian influences in terms of propaganda and disinformation. 
The chosen sample consists of both women and men (12 women and 8 men), 
aged between 25 and 45, established in the urban environment, with higher 
education and working in EU member states such as Romania and the Czech 
Republic and in the Republic of Moldova. The period in which I conducted the 
interviews was between October 24 and November 2, 2022, more than half a 
year after the outbreak of the war in Ukraine, when we can already draw 
conclusions regarding regional instability. 
I conducted the interviews only with persons with Moldovan citizenship for the 
following reasons: a) Armenia, Azerbaijan and Belarus are presented in this 
article as being still trapped in the Russian area or even outside the EaP (the case 
of Belarus), which excludes the choice them to draw non-propaganda 
conclusions about the EU; b) access to Ukrainian citizens is limited in the context 
of the war; c) The Republic of Moldova is the state that has a real chance of 
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joining the EU, the leadership of Maia Sandu having as its objective the 
integration of Moldova into the EU.  
It is also important to note that the choice of semi-structured interview is not 
accidental. This research method offers the possibility to analyse data beyond 
numbers and patterns, perhaps pre-defined unions. Through the semi-
structured interview, which contains closed and open questions, we can find out 
not only what the subject says, the raw answer, as such, but we can find out 
what is the motivation and conviction behind the answer obtained (Brock and 
McGee 2002). Therefore, I formulated the questions in such a way as to bring the 
interlocutor to the point where they share their own conclusions, following 
personal beliefs and experiences that are not public or measured. 
 

b) Data Analysis/ Results 
At a first analysis from the online environment, which I have minimally exposed 
in a previous article published in the EURINT magazine (Ambruș 2021), it 
would be understood that the reactions regarding the EaP are not negative. 
Confidence in the effectiveness of the project is expressed annually by the 
citizens of the EaP member states through surveys carried out by the EU 
NeighborsEast project (EU NeighborsEast Website), which consistently show a 
positive position towards the EU and the existing partnerships with the Eastern 
neighbours. For example, in 2016, when the figures should have conveyed 
negative conclusions regarding citizens' trust in the EU after the annexation of 
Crimea and the ineffective sanctions applied by the West to Russia, polls 
showed that almost half of the citizens of the EU's Eastern Neighbourhood, on 
average 45% have a positive attitude towards the EU and believe that the EU's 
relations with their country are beneficial (EU NeighborsEast Website 2016). 
Also, in 2020, after 10 years of the existence of the EaP, but with an increasingly 
aggressive Russia, the result in the polls increased by a percentage of 4%, with 
49% of the citizens of the Eastern states expressing their support for it by the EU 
and its projects (EU NeighborsEast Website 2020). In the case of the Republic of 
Moldova, the EaP member state that I chose as the case study for this article, the 
perception towards the EU is generally positive, registering a percentage of 52% 
in 2016 and increasing to 61% in year 2020. However, in 2022, the year when the 
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EU granted candidate status to the Republic of Moldova, the percentage is 
decreasing, registering at 60% (fig. 1).  

 
Figure 1. Annual Survey – Republic of Moldova 

Source: EU NeighborsEast Website, 
https://euneighbourseast.eu/news/publications/annual-survey-2022-republic-

of-moldova/ 
 
From the analysis of the interviews, I extracted several conclusions which show, 
in an indirectly way, the fact that in informal settings many citizens tend to 
express dissatisfaction with the projects developed by the EU for cooperation 
with the Eastern region, as well as with the multitude of constraints and terms 
that the EaP states must apply in order to have real access to the EU, even if they 
are beyond their powers. On the other hand, the answers show that, even if the 
EaP is a project contested by the majority of respondents, it is nevertheless 
desired/considered as an alternative until the effective accession of the Republic 
of Moldova to the EU. I will assign coded names to the interviewed citizens (C1, 
C2, C3, etc.) to be able to present in this article the individual answers of each 
one. 
Thus, to the question no. 4 - "How do you evaluate the statement according to 
which the membership of the EaP of the Republic of Moldova accelerated the 
process of acceptance by the EU of Moldova's EU accession request?", the 
conclusion of the answers (18 out of 20 answers) was that the EaP never offered 
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a clear perspective of the accession of the Republic of Moldova to the EU (C2-C6; 
C8-C20). The EaP wanted more to be a project through which the EU would 
ensure a stable neighbourhood, "which does not have expansionist or invasion 
tendencies like Russia" (C6). The war in Ukraine was a trigger/pressure on the 
European leaders, who were forced to accept the accession requests of Moldova 
and Ukraine. 
Also, to the question no. 5 - "Do you think your country is ready for EU 
accession in the near future? What is the role of the EaP in this process?", the 
answers were negative, the arguments being attributed to the EU's lack of 
awareness of the reality in these states and the lack of trust in the European 
leaders, who "do not really want the Republic of Moldova to be an EU member 
state because it would mean that the EU would bring its borders closer to 
Russia" (C6). In other words, "the strip of land that separates the EU from Russia 
would disappear" (C3). Also, the perception is that, even if the states were 
prepared or accepted an immediate accession to the EU, as we see that it has 
happened at present, the actual process will drag on and serve only as an 
appeasement of social grievances, not giving real chances of obtaining EU 
membership. 
The negative perception about the EaP is also generated by the citizens’ lack of 
knowledge about the project and what it offers (a conclusion that I drew 
following the answers to question 1 - “What knowledge do you have about the 
Eastern Partnership? I am particularly interested in what the partnership 
proposes/what are its goals?” and question 2 - “What is your perception - 
positive/negative - when you hear about the Eastern Partnership?”). To the first 
question, more than half of the respondents (13 out of 20) answered that they 
had previously documented about the EaP, in order to be able to understand the 
questions that I will ask them. They emphasized that the EaP is not high 
promoted in the Moldovan mass media, “being discussed only in a narrow circle 
and at the level of state institutions” (C16). Also, a first search online shows that 
the EaP is presented by certain pro-Russian publications (eg. Sputnik Moldova, 
NTV Moldova) as a tool developed by the EU to threaten Russia. And this fact 
only disadvantages the EaP member citizens because they are perceived by 
Russia as a direct threat to its own security, alongside the EU. In other words, “if 
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EaP is not promoted by the leaders and organizations responsible for this in the 
Republic of Moldova, the propaganda of the Russian Federation will continue to 
win” (C16). 
From those analysed above, the general conclusion is that the perception of the 
interviewed Moldovan citizens on the EU, respectively the EaP is negative. 
However, by analysing each answer in detail, I also identified positive nuances 
in the answers to the EaP. To questions no. 4 and 5 about the correlation 
between the accession of the Republic of Moldova to the EU and the status of the 
EaP member, there were also answers such as “the EaP can be revalued to offer 
the candidate states a framework for implementing the measures imposed for 
accession, which are not at all simple" (C1) and “the measures imposed by the 
EU for accession could be implemented more easily with the help of the EaP” 
(C7). 
Also, even if the answers showed that currently the project does not enjoy the 
support of the citizens, some answers expressed confidence in the perspectives 
of EaP, giving it positive chances. To question no. 6 - "How do you evaluate the 
effectiveness of maintaining EaP as a project dedicated to the development of 
the eastern neighboruhood?", the answers showed that if the EaP would have as 
members only states that are pro-European and not pro-Russian, such as 
Belarus, it could be a signal by which EaP member citizens would be more 
confident in this project. Because "the EaP would become an EU outside the EU, 
made up of democratic and pro-European states" (C13). 
Thus, even if the EaP is currently criticized, it is still important that there is an 
openness and desire of the citizens for the reform of the project and the granting 
of the role of binder for EU accession/ platform for the implementation of the 
measures imposed by the accession process. And I will develop this aspect in the 
theoretical framework and the conclusions part of this article. 
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3.THE EVOLUTION OF THE EASTERN PARTNERSHIP IN 
THE CONTEXT OF THE PRESENCE OF THE RUSSIAN 
FACTOR IN THE EASTERN REGION 
 
Concluded between the EU and the Republic of Moldova, Ukraine, Georgia, 
Belarus, Armenia and Azerbaijan, the Eastern Partnership/EaP (2009), 
considered by many to be a brave project, represented from the beginning an 
additional instrument offered by the EU to the states of the Eastern 
Neighbourhood in order to ensuring an in-depth economic, political and social 
cooperation not only with it, but also with the EU member states on a bilateral 
basis (Cristal 2009). The results were easily felt, the project offering member 
states benefits from the beginning (e.g. visa liberalization, increased trade and 
foreign investments) (Manoli 2012), as well as prospects for the development of 
some future sectoral objectives assumed during the EaP Summits. In other 
words, the EaP has developed a new form of cooperation with the EU's 
neighbours, based on common ownership and common values, which 
complements the EU's perspective on its expansion. 
However, even if the EaP offered reform processes that initiated and promoted 
internal changes in the member states, they unfortunately failed at changing key 
structures, at the level of institutions and society in each of the partner country, 
problems such as corruption and namely the presence of Russian policies, which 
are inconsistent with EU values are still being felt. The biggest problem in these 
partner countries was at a leadership level, which offered mixed responses in 
practical terms to the initiatives developed, changing their position towards the 
EaP over time depending on the political and security events recorded at the 
national level, the main factor that influenced their mood swings being the 
Russian Federation (Korosteleva 2012). In other words, the actual applicability 
of the provisions established through various initiatives was at a low level, 
because most of the European decisions were stuck in the political, social and 
economic impotence of the countries located in Eastern Europe, where the 
authoritarian and hybrid regimes have not completely transitioned (Gregor and 
Thaidisgmann 2014). Thus, for the EaP states, the EU measures did indeed allow 
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for the inception of what was envisioned to become a beneficial economic 
framework. Some progress was made in terms of the assimilation of democratic 
practices at the level of institutions, as well as the development of democratic 
sentiment among citizens. 
Notable among these results were progressive steps towards justice reforms and 
the elimination of corruption at the level of certain institutions (Renz and Smith 
2016). Ultimately however, it was is the unevenness and dispersion of the effects 
across the member states which was ultimately the weakness that Russia 
exploited, by conventional and hybrid aggression, minimizing the overall 
effectiveness of the programme, and arguably nullifing many of the tangible 
results achieved. 
We know that, in order not to lose control in its so-called "zone of influence", 
with the development of the EU policies in the Eastern region, Russia has taken 
steps to strengthen its presence in the political, economic and energy plan of the 
states that expressed openness to intensifying cooperation with the EU by 
signing the "Associated Trio" (with reference to the Republic of Moldova, 
Georgia and Ukraine). At the same time, Russia developed or resuscitated 
projects such as the Russia-Belarus-Kazakhstan Customs Union/UV RBK, the 
Russia-Belarus State Union, Russia made permanent the military presence in 
Belarus by developing military bases (e.g. in the Grodno region) to keep the rest 
of the EaP states dependent, especially economically, on Moscow. All this led to 
the weakening in some places of the policies initiated by the EU for the Eastern 
Neighbourhood, making the process of "de-Russification" (Armand 2022) of the 
region more difficult. Moreover, the invasion of Ukraine by Russia on February 
24, 2022 showed very clearly that the priority of the Kremlin's foreign policy is 
the reunification of "Imperial Russia", which includes the annexation not only of 
Ukraine, but also of the rest of the ex-Soviet states, a fact also announced at level 
of official documents through the National Security Strategy adopted in 2021 
(where the West is described as the main destabilizing factor and enemy to 
Russia's security, including on a cultural/historical level, and the Eastern 
Neighbourhood is part of the "Russian world") and through the "Putin’s 
Memorandum" (the website of the Russian Presidencial Administration 2021), 
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through which the Eastern Neighbourhood is assimilated into the map of future 
Russia. 
In order to see how these developments influenced the perception of the EaP, 
below I will expose the debates of those who study regional dynamics both in 
terms of the effects of the EU's approach to Russia's "perimeter" through the 
EaP, as well as the perspectives of the EaP and its effectiveness in present. 
 
 
4.DEBATES REGARDING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE 
EASTERN PARTNERSHIP - THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
 
Considered as "an artificial political construction" (Bosse 2009), the EaP started 
from the premise of assimilation by the partner countries of European norms 
and standards in order to intensify economic, political and social cooperation 
with the EU. Despite the initial benefits given especially by trade opportunities, 
in the end the countries that took part in the project were forced to continue to 
consider Russia as an important partner (e.g. in trade and as a vital energy 
supplier), as the blackmail and pressure were not equaled by the European aid 
offered to the EaP member states (Bosse 2009). In context, the EaP is today a 
contested project as it has shown many of the EU's vulnerabilities, namely the 
speed with which the EU can provide support to non-member states vs. the 
quickness of Russian interference in their policies. 
Starting from three indicators identified and mentioned in the introduction - the 
Russian factor in the region, the principles underlying the EaP, concrete measures of the 
member states regarding the European path - in this article I have presented a series 
of pro-con arguments of those who analyse the evolution of the EaP, showing 
the effectiveness or ineffectiveness of the EaP project until now. The objective of 
this brainstorming on the EaP is to bring into light the common conclusion of 
the two approaches, as mentioned above, which can serve the academic 
community as a starting point in future analyses of EaP perspectives: in the 
current regional context, the EaP requires a new design in terms of format as 
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well as objectives, so that the project provides support for the EU accession 
process of the aspiring states, currently EaP members. 
 

a) The Eastern Partnership and Russian foreign policy towards the Eastern 
Neighbourhood 

From the short evolution of the EaP we can see that from 2009 until now, Russia 
has adopted a special foreign policy for the former CIS states, through the 
development of integrationist projects (e.g. the Customs Union), as well as clear 
policies to deter the West (the publication National Security Strategy, 2021). A 
concrete example is the Memorandum for the creation of the "Associated Trio" 
(the website of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and European Integration of the 
Republic of Moldova 2021), which mirrored the Russian propaganda manifesto 
entitled "On the historical unity of Russians and Ukrainians" (the website of the 
Russian Presidencial Administration 2021), where Romania is also mentioned as 
part of the "Russian world". The last mentioned document was published on the 
website of the Russian Presidential Administration, from which it appears that 
President Vladimir Putin/Russia is prepared to act both symmetrically and 
asymmetrically in the face of the EU measures to secure the Eastern flank and in 
relation to the EU member states, as he later demonstrated by the invasion of 
Ukraine. In other words, the evolution of the EaP was from the beginning a 
determining factor in the formulation of Russian policies for the Eastern 
Neighbourhood and in establishing the objective of the Russian Federation in 
relation to the West. 
In this context, the consensus among researchers (Svoboda 2019, Karaganov 
2018, Agh 2016, Bosse 2014) is that the reason for Russia's approach towards the 
states in the Eastern Neighbourhood is a direct reaction to the EU's ingress into 
the Eastern flank through the Eastern Neighbourhood Policy and The Eastern 
Partnership in conjunction with the threat posed by NATO enlargement. More 
precisely, in response, the Russian Federation increasingly developed its 
integration mechanisms in the states of Eastern Europe, respectively the former 
CIS states, in order to regain control in the region. The undeclared enemy of 
Russia (Svoboda 2019), identified by the Russian side as the bloc of European 
states, increased Russian initiatives in the direction of protecting its "living" 
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borders (Vice 2017), as the neighbouring countries of the Kremlin turned their 
"gaze"/ rhetoric increasingly towards the "dream" called Europe. Thus, from a 
simple strategic partner, the EU gradually turned into a competitor of Russia 
(Pop 2016), right at its borders. The influence of not only Western policies in 
Ukraine, the Republic of Moldova, but also their openness to access projects 
promoted by the EU, at the expense of the Russian factor, made Russia's actions 
in the neighbouring countries much more aggressive, anti-democratic (Svoboda 
2019) and violent. And here we remember the military action of 2014 in Ukraine, 
regarding its perpetuation today through the "special operation", which take us 
back in time, to the 20th century, when the annexation of territories was a global 
practice (Svoboda 2019). 
The debates about the EaP and the idea of its economic and political 
fragmentation are also formulated on the side of the theory of institutionalism, 
supported by Bosse (2014). First of all, we are talking about a tangential 
involvement of the European states that assumed the EaP in 2009, but also about 
a continuous presence of Russia in the territory (Bosse 2014). In exerting its 
influence, Russia has seen significant success in its economic and commercial 
policy of maintaining dependence of pro-Russian governments on Russia's aid 
and resources, especially after the Crimea moment, which has solidified its de-
facto hold of many of its former USSR territories to an undisputable degree. So 
then, the fact that there is talk of an EaP Europeanization, while we are 
witnessing Russia's continued success highlights a known, or perhaps unknown, 
impotence of the European Union, but one which must be assumed in the end 
(Agh 2016). 
What is known for sure is that during all this time we witnessed the creation of 
new dependencies of the six EaP states towards the EU, but also still towards 
Russia. For this reason, at this moment we cannot talk about an EaP country that 
is a relevant trade partner in relation to the EU member states (Karaganov 2018) 
and that does not share the trade process with the Russian side as well, even if 
not at the official level (e.g. companies run by Ukrainian oligarchs or from 
Republic of Moldova, wich are still dependent on the Russian side in terms of 
business). Could it be that the EaP was only a way to secure a market for the EU 
partners and member states? This question is raised not only by Bosse, but also 
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by Christoiu (2013), who emphasizes the lack of pragmatism and vision of the 
Union in order to actually implement a coherent program and project, which 
would serve the purpose initially proposed by the states of the EU through the 
much-discussed EaP. The project, in the form in which it is presented now, after 
more than ten years, proves to be an "attempt" that benefits the European states, 
Russia, and the realist perspective carried on the edge of liberal institutionalism, 
and so on. 
There are, however, numerous analysts (e.g. Troncotă and Rotaru, 2018, Umland 
2016, Douglas 2016, Hug 2015 etc.) who, even if they do not directly combat the 
views of the ones above, support the idea that there is indeed an increasing 
proximity of Russia to the Eastern flank, but this process did not start with the 
emergence of EU mechanisms developed for the region. According to Russian 
culture and politics found since the Testament of Peter the Great, elaborated in 
1725, the ex-communist states of today are considered by the Kremlin to be part 
of the map of "Imperial Russia", which is in the process of being restored, and 
this objective is still pursued since 2015, with the annexation of Crimea 
(Troncota 2016). And the idea of expanding NATO or the EU is just a good 
context used by the Russian side to justify its actions of interference in the states 
of the region, but especially the military ones in Georgia and Ukraine (Rotaru 
and Troncota 2018). 
At the same time, it is worth noting that European leaders have never 
undermined or denied the rise of the Russian threat, and they have not blamed 
it only on the oppressive Russian culture, but also on the EU's eastward 
expansion process. However, the solution was not to stop the support offered to 
the Eastern neighbourhood, but on the contrary, the leaders relied on the 
development of much stronger measures and objectives, which would counter 
Russia’s actions in a strategic manner, by using less coercion and rather more of 
a "soft power" (Nye 2008). Even in 2015, when the High Representative of the 
EU, Federica Mogherini, showed herself open to embrace, in the case of the EaP-
EU, a new strategy that stands under the sign of realpolitik, a concept 
synonymous with "power politics" (Bew 2015), more precisely with the 
approach of a realistic view of international politics, the measures taken within 
the framework of the EaP did not bring direct threats to Russia. From birth the 
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EaP, has assumed a gradual, safe and irreversible increase in cooperation on the 
economic and political level with the member states (EU Joint Communication 
2020), but without bringing, as an argument, the need to directly counter Russia, 
but instead deveolping democratic values in the region and establishing a 
mutually beneficial trade area. 
 

b) Europeanization, external governance and resilience - fundamental 
principles of the EaP 

In the researchers’ debates (Agh, Korosteleva, Rittberger, Ganzle, Borzel etc.) 
regarding the inefficiency of the EaP today, we find arguments related not only 
to the effects of the project vis-à-vis the Russian Federation, as I have presented 
it above, but also related to the principles/foundations on the basis on which the 
EaP was created. Those who come to the defence of the project bring to the 
forefront the idea that the importance of the EaP is given by the powerful 
instruments it is based on, respectively: Europeanization, external governance 
and resilience. In this context, the EaP cannot be seen as a failed project since, 
first of all, it is still an undefined construct and in the process of assimilation of 
these three EU instruments. 
Europeanization offers aspiring EU states a favourable framework for the 
assimilation of democratic values and norms, intended to pave the way for rapid 
EU integration. Claudio Radaelli defines Europeanization as "the process of 
construction, diffusion and institutionalization of formal and informal rules, of 
political procedures and paradigms, of ways of doing things, as well as of 
common norms and beliefs that are first defined and consolidated in the 
formation of politics of the European Union and then are incorporated into the 
internal political discourse logic (national and subnational) of political structures 
and public policies" (Radelli 2003). In other words, this definitionhighlights the 
independence of EU aspiring states to start an internal process of assimilation of 
EU values, at their own pace, with the EaP providing the most suitable 
framework for adapting them to the community norms, while also opening the 
way to joining the EU. At the same time, external governance comes as a 
complement to the above instruments, as it represents the platform through 
which the Europeanization process can take place. Resilience is also involved in 
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supporting these two instruments, a paradigm placed at the centre of the EU's 
actions and which represents a strategic priority of its foreign policy. The 
operationalization of resilience building in the EaP member states undergoing a 
process of democratic transition is a long-term objective of the EU, the effects of 
which will come with time, which is why we cannot yet conclude that the EaP is 
an ineffective and fruitless project. 
However, as I mentioned above, certain scholars see each tool in a different light 
than those who support EaP and implicitly its foundations. Referring to the 
process of Europeanization, even if this process, through the EaP, offers levers 
for the internal fight against corruption and the strengthening of the rule of law, 
the external pressure coming from the Russian Federation has gained over time 
a much greater influence on the project’s results and efficiency. Agh (2016) has 
been drawing attention since 2016 to the fact that the regional instability, the 
security challenges that arose with the annexation of Crimea by the Russian side 
led to the freezing of the process of external Europeanization and implicitly to 
the increase of slippages from democratic principles in the EaP member states. 
Thus, the association of the EaP with this process of europeanization should no 
longer be present in a context where crises are rampant in the region, and 
internal instabilities, generated by the Russian presence, overshadow the 
process of integration and europeanization of the states. And even if currently 
there are requests for EU membership for the Republic of Moldova and Ukraine, 
already accepted by EU, Russia still continues to be present in field, diminishing 
the power of the europeanization process. 
Elena Korosteleva exposes europeanization as an incentive for increasing 
Russia's hostility towards states in the Eastern region, an indirect challenge, as it 
forces states to choose between East and West, in exchange for "tangible 
promises of economic integration for the future" (Korosteleva 2011), which they 
could not even be realized at the level of the initial promises. We know that the 
Russian Federation has responded to every move by these states to move closer 
to the EU, trying to block every step on the way to changing/assimilating EU 
values. The most recent example is the war in Ukraine, which generated major 
implications for these states not only from a security perspective, but also from 
an economic perspective, as the Russian side did not delay in responding to the 
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sanctions imposed by the West. The Kremlin took retaliatory measures in the 
energy/gas and banking sectors and restricted exports, particularly in the agri-
food sector, to states traditionally served by Russian producers. All this 
favoured the triggering of a domino effect on the economies of these states and 
the supply of raw materials. In this scenario, at the level of the Republic of 
Moldova and Georgia, a difficulty was felt in the banking flows resulting from 
the remittances of citizens working in Russia, and commercial entities that have 
connections with Russia encountered problems in transactions (Troncotă and 
Ambruș April 25, 2022). Through these measures, Russia demonstrates that the 
EU has no way to remedy/come to the aid of these states, the only option in 
avoiding these related effects is the choice of offering loyalty to the Russian side, 
at the expense of the West. 
Also, the arguments of the critics are also based on the idea that, even if it is an 
internal process of states assimilating EU principles, both europeanization and 
resilience still have a unilateral character. Firstly, because states are forced to 
adapt to the EU requirements, which impose a clear and firm demarcation on 
the Russian side, which triggers tensions in the region, as I mentioned earlier, 
and secondly, because the measures are not adapted to the level and internal 
possibilities of the states in question, which makes the EU accession process, in 
fact, a continuous illusion, regardless of whether the status of a candidate state 
is currently recognized. In this context, the critics argue that europeanization 
and resilience are tools used by the EU in projects such as the EaP, as a measure 
to ensure a stable and safe neighbourhood for the community bloc, with 
principles based on the EU values, secure borders, and not the development of 
equal partnership relations, namely the construction of a safe framework for the 
integration of new members in the EU. 
Referring to external governance, critics (Kohler-Koch and Rittberger 2006, 
Ganzle 2009, Borzel 2010) place the EaP at the centre of the EU's governance 
ambition in the region, of the need to acquire influence in the common 
neighbourhood with the Russian Federation (Korosteleva 2016), the EaP 
becoming a currency in the EU-Russia relationship, especially in the current 
context of regional insecurity (Noyan 2022). The debates at the EU level 
regarding the importance of the EaP and the need to develop a much firmer 
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economic cooperation with the member states come as a response to the projects 
developed by Russia, such as the Customs Union Russia-Belarus-
Kazakhstan/UV RBK, through which the Eastern European states are caught up 
in Russian economic policies, that offer the "advantages" of a single customs 
area, through which taxes are eliminated. Korosteleva points out that external 
governance, related to the EU, represents an effort to extend one's own 
practices/rules to other states, to develop a safe, predictable, manageable and 
even controllable neighbourhood (Korosteleva 2017). Moreover, it is the concept 
that shows European selfishness the most, as long as the EU is considered the 
only way forward for the assimilation of democratic principles, and its 
institutions are presented as the main model to follow, despite the visible 
shortcomings, data extracted including from those which define external 
governance in a positive sense (Lavenex 2004 and Schimmelfennig 2012). In 
other words, the EU seeks to expand its legal, economic and political borders, 
but its own borders, including the institutional ones in order to accelerate the 
accession of other states to the Union, are, in fact, closed, thus the EU shows that 
it oscillates between the inclusive approach and that of simultaneously 
excluding the close neighbourhood through the harsh criteria required of states 
willing to join (Lavenex 2004). 
In combating these visions, Radaelli argues that europeanization must be seen, 
first of all, not as an instrument for joining the EU, but for the integration of EU 
principles within the states, which is what the EaP also does, namely the process 
of political, social and economic transformation, based on EU values, outside the 
Union, which helps internal development and brings mutual benefits. Radaelli 
emphasizes that the Europeanization process is not a one-sided one, as the EU 
offers, through its values and principles, a model of democratic development for 
the states that aspire to join, the community requirements also provide a 
framework for their correct implementation, avoiding their adaptation to 
internal politics which, most of the time we see that it is based on corruption. 
Complementing this point of view, we also find the opinion of authors such as 
F. Schimmelfenning and U. Sedelmeier, who see europeanization as a process of 
"complex modernization", based on the EU model and European institutions, 
which favour the internal development of the state of law and building 
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institutions based on democratic values and principles (Schimmelfenning and 
Sedelmeier 2005). Precisely due to the fact that europeanization causes an 
accumulation of changes in numerous fields - social, political, economic (Voinea 
2005), it cannot have a negative character within a construction such as the EaP, 
since the benefits appear both for the member states of the project, which obtain 
financial and political-social aid in internal development, as well as for the EU, 
which ensures a stable neighbourhood based on democratic values. At the same 
time, Lavenex and Schimmelfennig argue that not only Europeanization should 
be considered according to the arguments above, but also the concept of external 
governance, as they are interconnected. Specifically, due to the concept of 
external governance, the europeanization process can take place 
(Schimmelfennig 2012). Adrian Pop supports external governance by referring 
to the regional security complex, by which we understand that the security of a 
state cannot ignore the security of its neighbours, the geographical proximity 
itself forcing that the problems of some become the problems of others (Pop 
2016). Likewise, in the case of the application of external governance, the 
interdependence and the need to follow some common principles in the 
development of cooperation is urgent. 
Referring to resilience, in the resolution of the European Parliament of June 1, 
2017, it is defined as "the capacity of states and societies to reform, resisting 
internal and external crises and recovering from them" (Resolution of the 
European Parliament of June 1, 2017), and in the current context of the war in 
Ukraine, we can understand that states are sovereign, and the EU only offers 
support through cooperation and effective policies, even in times of crisis (Tocci 
2022). This concept of resilience defines the way to implement the EaP policies, 
contrary to critics (Agh, Korosteleva), who perceive the project as intrusive, a 
lever of the EU through which it can intervene in the internal affairs of its 
neighbours. According to David Chandler (2013), resilience cannot be generated 
by external actors, in this case the EU, but by the states in question, for which 
projects based on this concept have been developed, since change comes from 
within, and the states are sovereign, with their own identity. In other words, the 
intention of the EU through the EaP was not to "model" the member states 
according to their own interests, to control their institutions and internal 
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policies, but to increase the resilience of the states in areas such as the economic, 
social, digital and legal sectors (EU Joint Communication march 2020), an 
approach that, of course, serves common geopolitical interests. Dionis Cenusă 
reinforces this idea by emphasizing three key words in the definition of 
resilience: "resistance", "recovery" and "return" of states in the face of external 
threats. In other words, we are talking about the capacity of the states anchored 
in EaP, in our case Moldova, Georgia and Ukraine, to strengthen institutions 
and sectors that support three fundamental pillars of the state: institutions of the 
rule of law, critical infrastructure, crisis management procedures (Cenusă 2021). 
Cenusă also mentions the equal benefits offered by the principle of resilience, 
such as the development of a predictable and safe/trustworthy neighbourhood 
for the EU, respectively offering a transition to the EaP member states towards a 
"society based on democracy and trusting institutions" (Cenusă July 28, 2020). 
Also, by offering tools for sustainable development, the goal of the EaP is not to 
isolate the EU states, but creates the optimal framework for them to be co-
participants in the development of a model of democratic governance. Thus, an 
essential aspect in defining the role and importance of the EaP is to understand 
the concept of resilience not only by adhering to its definition, but also what it 
has offered to the states so far for their sustainable development. Resilience must 
be perceived, when it is brought into the discussions regarding the EaP, from a 
global and not specific perspective, because it has several dimensions, namely 
economic, social, digital resilience (Ashes 2020) etc. 
 
c) "Associated Trio" and the new EU accession perspective - the result of the 

differences felt within the EaP 
Ever since its launch, the EaP formulated political and economic objectives 
applicable to the member states in a unitary/common rhythm, a fact considered 
by certain analysts to be a disadvantage for the individual evolution of each 
state. In a context in which the states of the Associated Trio - Georgia, Ukraine, 
the Republic of Moldova, according to Freedom House, identify themselves as 
partially free countries, in which they try to maintain a democratic trajectory, 
even in the current context of the war in Ukraine, and Azerbaijan, Armenia and 
Belarus continue to be dominated by authoritarian regimes. This translates into 
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a difficulty of applying unitary political reforms in the region and the lack of 
any congruence in ensuring regional integrity and independence, respectively, 
the intensification of cooperation and dialogue with the EU (Karaganov 2018). 
Leaving aside examples such as the existence of the Russia-Belarus State Union 
or the Customs Union, the relinquishment of the EaP membership is the 
example that most emphasizes the lack of cohesion of the six EaP member states 
and the need to disperse the states that are open to the EU from those that are 
still anchored in Russian policies. Starting from June 28, 2021, Belarus 
suspended its presence in the Eastern Partnership, in response to the EU 
sanctions imposed after the fraudulent presidential elections by 
Lukashenko/August 9, 2020 and the massive repressions dictated by him on the 
population, amid protests and anti-regime riots (Latushko 2021). Because of this, 
in December 2021 we witnessed the first EaP Summit held in an incomplete 
form, i.e. in the absence of Belarus. Also, mentioning the other two states, we 
note that Azerbaijan has not taken significant steps towards the EU, the 
negotiation process on signing a Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade 
Agreement with the EU (DCFTA) has been going on since 2017 (European 
Council official website). And even though Armenia signed a comprehensive 
and enhanced partnership agreement with the EU in 2017, on the sidelines of the 
fifth EaP Summit (official website of the European Council), still the country is 
part of the Collective Security Treaty Organization (CSTO), alongside Russia, 
and the leadership in Yerevan remains deeply anchored in Russian policies and 
is willing to apply the guidelines drawn by the Kremlin even in its own state, 
cooperation with the EU being only a backup solution in economic terms. 
All these specific examples show that the three aforementioned EaP states "are 
distancing themselves from the European model towards authoritarianism or 
integration in the Eurasian political-economic space" (Cenușa 2021) and have 
only made the evolution of the Republic of Moldova, Georgia and Ukraine 
difficult, keeping them in place with each new objective drawn up within the 
EaP meetings/Summits. Basically, this is the background behind which the 
"Associated Trio" appeared, the horizontal dialogue between the three states 
being essential in clarifying the downsides of the EaP and the need to launch a 
new geopolitical platform within it, which would serve common democratic 
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interests. On a theoretical level, the analysts emphasize the instinctive choice by 
the three states of the theory of democratic peace, one of the most influential 
throughout history, which brings to light good understanding and the vitality of 
collaboration between states that are guided by democratic principles, but also 
the impossibility of any type of cooperation between non-democratic countries, 
allied to hostile/totalitarian policies (Rummel 1997). 
EaP critics (Agh, Korosteleva, Svoboda, Bosse etc.) argue that the timing of 
expressing dissatisfaction with the inefficiency of the project was expected, 
namely the dilemma of whether the project was carried out to "stun Russia" 
(Herszenhorn and Barigazzi 2017), to expand the export market of the EU 
member states or to favour, indeed, a rapprochement of neighbouring countries 
with the commercial, political, social and security principles of the West. In 
other words, the three states decided, by launching the "Associated Trio", to 
send a signal to the EU that the EaP can no longer function in its current format, 
and the choice of cooperation in a restricted form is a solution offered to the 
European Union to resuscitate the project and recovering the losses caused by 
the forced presence of Russia within the states. 
Moreover, in the context of the war in Ukraine, the acceptance of the EU 
accession applications of the three countries and then the granting of the status 
of EU candidate countries to Ukraine and the Republic of Moldova, was the 
result of pressure from civil society, including the European one, on the 
European leaders, and not the effect of the EaP results on the member states or 
the voluntary will of the European leaders. If we look back to March 2022, 
although Ukraine had managed to obtain the necessary support in the European 
Parliament this time (eg: the resolution debated in the plenary on March 1 
explicitly requested the granting of EU candidate state status), there was still a 
lack of consensus in Council at that time. France and Germany, states with major 
decision-making power in the EU, maintained their "traditional" position, that of 
supporting Ukraine, but not from the perspective of offering military assistance 
and unequivocal commitment to EU integration. Also, referring to the Republic 
of Moldova, even if the administration from Chisinau expressed its willingness 
to take radical measures to speed up the procedures and catch the "accession 
train", respectively to recognize the independence of Transnistria and its 
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decoupling from the Republic of Moldova, the main obstacle to joining the Euro-
Atlantic structures, Ursula von der Leyen’s position on the matter, was 
expressed cautiously, mentioning that EU candidates "have to do homework" 
before moving to the next stage (from CNN Siad and Liakos 2022). The 
European official signaled that she supports the approach, but that the member 
states will have the last say in the matter, states that were known to have a 
reluctancy towards the idea of accession in the case of existent open crises on the 
territory of these states.  More so, the Summits in Warsaw and Brussels brought 
together the conclusions of the main EU states regarding the impossibility of 
opening the accession procedure due to the current war, in the case of Ukraine, 
and the separatist conflicts in the Republic of Moldova and Georgia (Troncota 
and Ambruș April 25, 2022). In other words, the three acceding countries 
exploited the regional context and helped themselves in their European 
accession process, the EaP not being the reason of fulfillment of this long-
awaited objective. 
Following the same principle addressed in the case of the other arguments 
brought to the effectiveness of the EaP, from another perspective we can confirm 
that, indeed, the moment the war in Ukraine broke out, the "Associated Trio" 
saw an opportunity to force the hand of the European leaders, but we cannot 
dispute the effectiveness of the EaP and its role so far in providing a basic 
baggage to those three countries, which brought them benefits for an easier 
acceptance in the EU. And the EaP never sought to "force" their preparation for 
possible accession, each state assimilating benefits from the EaP at its own pace. 
A concrete example of this is Georgia. We know that the states have always 
approached cooperation with the EU in a collective form, "as a package deal", as 
we saw with the Association Agreements, but also with the "Associated Trio". 
However, in the context of the applications for accession in May 2022, the EU 
leaders offered the status of candidate countries for EU accession only to 
Ukraine and the Republic of Moldova (June 23, 2022), in a context in which even 
the "Associated Trio" can no longer be thought of as format, but only as a 
semantic/ way of relating to the three states at the same time. Why was Georgia 
left out? Georgia is a state still in the process of a democratic transition at the 
domestic political level, it is still caught in a pro-Russian government, which still 
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balances its interests between Russia and the West and against which the 
resources, and then the measures/requirements imposed by the EU would have 
no effect. However, the chances for accession are increased, with Georgia 
remaining a main beneficiary of EU accession, which may follow the path of 
Ukraine and the Republic of Moldova. 
Not surprisingly, the EaP had mixed reactions from the start. From those 
mentioned above, we can see that critics claim that the project has only 
demonstrated its effectiveness in the short term because it offered the member 
states development mechanisms, but not real prospects for EU integration 
(Kerikmae and Chochia 2016). But it is essential to clarify from the beginning the 
fact that the Eastern Partnership was not designed with this goal in mind, no 
one mentioned the project as having the ultimate goal of states joining the EU, 
but their cooperation with the EU. Indeed, the mechanisms and principles on 
which the project is based offered a corridor towards EU accession, a framework 
for assimilation and realization of the criteria underlying the accession. But this 
fact must be treated as a "bonus" offered to the states and not as an objective of 
the project. In other words, the EaP aimed at bringing the states closer to the 
economic, political and social methods and practices used at the EU level, based 
on democratic values, respect for human rights, sustainability and economic 
growth, but in terms of assimilation and identification with these EU values 
outside the EU, and not through interference. For this reason, most likely the 
expectations for the future were different among the states, depending on the 
level of perception from which they started - states that hoped for 
aid/cooperation with the EU for their growth and development, and states that 
hoped that the project is the way to a safe and fast integration in the EU, 
immediately after the signing of the partnership. 
Also, the idea that the Associated Trio is the result of the differences within the 
EaP is not supported by analysts such as Dionis Cenusă (Cenusă July 27, 2021), 
the lack of simultaneous evolution of the states being attributed to the political 
decisions of these states, respectively the influences and pro-Russian elections at 
the level of society. In other words, we refer to the de facto decision of the states 
in relation to the chosen interest environments – West or East. If we take a 
specific example, the proximity of the states to Turkey also weakens the effects 
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of EU mechanisms, not only the presence of Russia. We know that Azerbaijan 
enjoys the "two states, one people" format (Pelin 2022), maintained by the 
administration in Baku to benefit from the Turkish hydrocarbon market, but 
especially from Turkey's support in the Nagorno Karabakh conflict.So, we 
understand that this new geopolitical platform, this Trio, has nothing to do with 
the efficiency of the EaP or its evolution, but is a signal sent to the EU as a 
reaction to the opening of the three states to an EU accession, and not a message 
that the EaP did not fulfil this objective, otherwise not expressed in the founding 
document of the partnership or within the framework of the EaP Summits. 
 
 
5.CONCLUSIONS AND DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE 
ANALYSIS/ RESEARCH STUDIES 
 
This paper emphasizes that the debates between those who study the regional 
dynamics and the Eastern neighbourhood regarding the effectiveness of the 
Eastern Partnership over time have focused around the three indicators I chose 
for the literature chapter: on the one hand the instruments and principles that 
were the basis of the project, and on the other hand the analyses were developed 
around Russia's presence in the member states and its influence in the region. By 
choosing the first indicator – the Russian factor in the region – and exposing the 
arguments of EaP critics, we can conclude that the regional dynamics, starting 
from 2014, indicate that the EaP was a surprise element for Russia, and the 
finding that it was a triggering factor in the development of a much tougher 
Russian foreign policy towards the West and the ex-Soviet states, which led 
implicitly to the gradual weakening of the project and the outline of its 
shortcomings, brought to the table of discussions those who study the dynamics 
of the eastern neighbourhood the problematic of the perspective of the EaP and 
the new role it can play in supporting the states of the region. 
Where I chose to stop as an analysis for this article is the point of intersection of 
the two pro-con camps, more precisely the common point between them, which 
relates to the perspective of the EaP. Basically, both camps bring, through the 
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three indicators multiple arguments to support the hypothesis that the project is 
a construct that currently requires a redefinition, both from the point of view of 
the format and the objectives pursued. Even if the pro camp sees this approach 
from the perspective of an evolution, and the anti camp from that of the 
transformation of the EaP against the background of the lack of results in 
ensuring democratic stability in the region, the given goal is to divide the EaP 
into two blocs: the group of states that aspired to a fast and safe integration into 
the EU – the Republic of Moldova, Ukraine and Georgia, and on the other hand 
the group still subject to the guidelines drawn by Moscow – Belarus, Armenia, 
Azerbaijan. 
This fact is imposed especially by the new regional context (Turchyn 2022), in 
which we have, on the one hand, the feeling of insecurity of the EaP member 
states, generated by the war in Ukraine and the risk of its perpetuation in the 
rest of the states, and on the other hand the granting of candidate status to 
Ukraine and the Republic of Moldova for EU accession, respectively the 
existence of Georgia's application for EU accession. Thus, it is more than obvious 
that the Eastern Partnership requires a new design, which focuses on the 
different dynamics of the project's member states (Bosse 2014) and gives priority 
to states that are open to EU values and principles and that are ready to 
implement the measures offered by the EU through the EaP, without consuming 
resources in favour of the Russian side throughout the other states. As we saw 
in the arguments presented by those who support the EaP, when I referred to 
the second indicator - the principles underlying the EaP, the problem is not in 
the principles on which the project is based or in its actual existence, but in the 
regional context marked by political and military crises, which have led to an 
oscillating behaviour of the states, favouring or constraining their juggling 
between Russia and the West, depending on the economic and political 
interests. In other words, the new regional dynamic does not require the 
development of new principles and objectives within the framework of the EaP, 
but the creation of a safe framework/format for the application of the already 
existing ones, since, as we have seen, the principles cannot be supported by the 
states in the Eastern neighbourhood in the context of imminent Russian threats 
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and its actual presence on the ground, including military and not just 
political/economic. 
And these conclusions are also drawn from the interviews I collected. From the 
responses of the Moldovan citizens, I saw their openness and deep desire for EU 
integration, but which is blocked by the fear of the difficult accession process. 
Also, the EaP, with member states such as Belarus, Armenia or Azerbaijan, has 
stagnated the evolution of the other states, for reasons that I have explained in 
this article. In this context, maintaining the dialogue on the implementation of 
democratic values and the deepening of political and economic cooperation in 
the format of 6 states and not 3 states is unproductive. The post-war EU strategy 
for the Eastern neighbourhood must reaffirm the long-term commitment to the 
states that have a real and obvious openness to the EU, which have taken 
concrete steps to express their desire of accession to the EU. And this 
commitment can be expressed through the re-consolidation of the EaP as an 
initiative leading to the formation of a framework designed to ensure the 
stability, security and resilience of EU principles in the region. This need is all 
the more necessary as long as we can see that Russia is in the process of 
redrawing its borders, the main objective being to restore the integrity of the 
Russian people, constituted in the Kremlin's opinion from Russians, Belarusians, 
Ukrainians, as well as from the rest of the ex-communist territories (U.S. 
Department of States 2022). 
Therefore, the need to launch a geopolitical platform to support the acceleration 
of the EU integration process of the states that are found on the complete map of 
Russia - Ukraine, Georgia, the Republic of Moldova, is urgent, as the Eastern 
Partnership has the potential to provide these needs, especially since it is 
currently demanding the formalization of its consolidation through a new 
format, made up of states prepared to unequivocally follow the established 
objectives. 
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INTERVIEW GRID 
 
Open questions: 

1. What knowledge do you have about the Eastern Partnership? I am particularly 
interested in what the partnership proposes/what are its goals? 

2.  What is your perception - positive/negative - when you hear about the 
Eastern Partnership? 

3. Can you list 3 sectors in the Republic of Moldova where improvements were 
felt due to PaE? Justify your choice. 

4. How do you evaluate the statement according to which the membership of the 
EaP of the Republic of Moldova accelerated the process of acceptance by the 
EU of Moldova's EU accession request? 

5. Do you think your country is ready for EU accession in the near future? What 
is the role of the EaP in this process? 

6. How do you evaluate the effectiveness of maintaining EaP as a project 
dedicated to the development of the eastern neighbourhood? 

 
Closed questions: 

7. On a scale from 1 to 10, where do you place the relationship between the 
Republic of Moldova and the EU, in positive terms? 

8. Is the EaP a project that helped its member states to get closer to the EU? 
9. Has the development of the EaP influenced the foreign policy of the Russian 

Federation towards the EaP member states? 
10. If the Republic of Moldova will join the EU, is PaE still viable? 
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Abstract  
The COVID-19 pandemic offers the perfect opportunity to study how gender 
and leadership expectations influence the management styles of political state 
leaders in executive positions during crisis situations. This article tests the 
association between female leadership stereotypes and crisis situations by 
analysing the discourse and policymaking of New Zealand Prime Minister 
Jacinda Ardern and ex-German Chancellor Angela Merkel during the peak of 
the pandemic (March-April 2020). 
Based on the social role theory, I start from the idea that women are 
stereotypically empathetic, nurturing sensitive and interested in the others’ 
wellbeing, while men are prevailingly assertive, autonomous, ambitious and 
dominant. By these predefined profiles, leadership is typically attributed 
masculine traits. Other factors introduce further difficulties: the existence of 
fields that are seen as either predominantly masculine (politics, economics) or 
feminine (health, education), and the perception that top hierarchical positions 
require masculine characteristics (positions in lower tiers being less sensitive to 
the gender factor). 
I test these arguments in a critical analysis of the political discourse of two 
female leaders. The main conclusion is that the relationship between gender and 
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leadership is not stable, as Ardern and Merkel both displaced male and female 
attributes (steadfastness in decision-making, but also an empathetic speech). 
 
 
Keywords:  
COVID-19; female leaders; Germany; New Zealand. 
 
 
1.INTRODUCTION  
 
With socio-political changes happening with increasing frequency and intensity, 
affecting large segments of the globe’s population, today’s leaders face 
challenges that test their abilities like never before. This complexity requires a 
shift from earlier simplistic models of leadership to more sophisticated ones 
(Zaccaro 2012, 720). A leader is nowadays viewed in complex socio-political 
configurations and is examined by considering a wide variety of criteria 
simultaneously – the unique attributes of the leader (personality traits, ethical 
character, biological traits, etc.), the context in which a leader exercises 
leadership, the effect on the followers/ public opinion and the power of the 
leader to inspire others (Zaccaro 2012). 
The COVID-19 pandemic offers a valuable context to analyse the concept of 
leadership ‘in action’ in a complex and unanticipated crisis situation. The focus 
of this paper will be to further explore the relationship between gender and 
leadership by critically analysing the public discourse of two state leaders in 
executive positions (New Zealand Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern and ex-
German Chancellor Angela Merkel) during the peak of the pandemic (March-
April 2020). 
Why am I going to refer to women in executive positions? O'Brien and Reyes-
Housholder (2020, 5) state that executive representatives enjoy unparalleled 
symbolic ‘power’. The policies they promote have the widest media coverage 
and are the most visible in the public space, so the fact that leaders in executive 
positions are predominantly male may lead to the hypothesis that governance is 
a male act, discouraging women's participation from the start. Recent research in 
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social role theory shows a tendency for a natural association between the 
prototype of the political leader and the male gender (primarily based on the 
analogy between the attributes considered suitable for an effective leader and 
those considered typically male – rationality, ambition, competitiveness, etc.) 
rather than female (empathy, sensitivity, sociability, etc.). The parallel is 
additionally complicated by the existence of some fields considered 
stereotypically masculine (example: politics), respectively stereotypically 
feminine (example: health), but also by the perception that the positions at the 
top of a hierarchy are rather masculine, compared to the base of the hierarchy, 
where attention to the gender factor is diminished. 
However, there is a sort of natural association between female leaders and crisis 
contexts. This is explained by factors ranging from the disadvantages (material, 
emotional, etc.) of positions of leading in a crisis context (that are not necessarily 
‘courted’ by male leaders) to the need to have leaders with typical traits 
feminine (emotionality, empathy, sociability, etc.) in exceptional situations. The 
proven links on the axes female leadership - crisis situations and female 
leadership - the health field (a specifically female field, of ‘care’) turn the 
pandemic into a crisis with typically female valences. 
Interest in the way women leaders tackled the pandemic and the 
communication strategy they used was raised immediately after the onset of the 
pandemic, as international media praised the way female political leadership 
approached the crisis (Aldrich and Lotito 2020, 960; Priola and Pecis 2020, 621; 
Willis, Smith, and Devine 2021, 241). Johnson and Williams (2020, 947) also 
observe this trend. Although the media continues to ‘drag’ female leadership 
into the private sphere (using stereotypically female adjectives – ‘kind’, ‘caring’, 
‘sincere’ and ‘attentive’), female leaders seem to enjoy in the media a level of 
appreciation that was not specific to the period before the crisis. This exposure is 
not surprising given the proven links between female leadership and crisis 
situations in general, and specifically between female leadership and the health 
domain (considered a female field of ‘care’), associations that turn the pandemic 
in a crisis with typically feminine valences. 
Coscieme et al. (2020, 13) take from George Lakoff the metaphor of leaders as 
parents and thus dissociates between the models of the ‘strict father’ vs. the 
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‘loving mother’ as analogies for political leadership in the pandemic. Thus, the 
‘father’ has absolute authority and recommends that people identify solutions to 
get through the experience of the virus, while the progressive ‘mother’ believes 
that the best solution is isolation. 
This paper makes a contribution to the literature on leadership in crisis and 
women leadership. By examining the speeches of Ardern and Merkel during the 
peak of the pandemic, this paper adds to the existing picture of executive 
leaders’ communication strategies in crisis situations, but also of their responses 
to crises. The discourse and policymaking of leaders has proved vital during the 
pandemic. Even if the institutions and governments were responsible to adopt 
and implement the decisions on reducing the virus, the leaders were responsible 
to create a trust link with the public opinion – the most important actor in the 
fight against the virus. Overall, besides from explaining to the people the strict 
measures that were imposed and the lockdown, leaders also had to deal with 
the effects that the virus had at the individual level (sickness or death in the 
family, the work from home regime, the closure of schools, the need to isolate 
from the loved ones, etc.). This paper delves more into the issues approached by 
women leaders in their discourses during the crisis and provides more insight 
into the way women deal with crises situations. 
The purpose of this research is to investigate the crisis discourse theses 
promoted by New Zealand Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern and ex-German 
Chancellor Angela Merkel in March-April 2020 in order to be able to establish 
how and if the two leaders’ communication strategy is subject to gender clichés. 
More specifically, the following research questions are posed in the study: 
Q1: What are the main themes approached by New Zealand Prime Minister 
Jacinda Ardern and ex-German Chancellor Angela Merkel in March-April 2020 
in connection with the COVID-19 pandemic? 
Q2: How are the main themes approached by New Zealand Prime Minister 
Jacinda Ardern and ex-German Chancellor Angela Merkel in March-April 2020 
reflecting the social role theory? 
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2.LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Previous research has shown that political leadership is gendered. Some of the 
typical approaches to leadership - regardless of whether they focus on character 
traits that differentiate between political leaders or on the socio-political context 
in which the leader acts - seem to favour the male leader prototype: 
a) both the concept of leadership (Karl and Cormack 2021) - the syntagm 
established by Schein ‘think leadership = think male’ - and the political field are 
grosso modo associated with masculinity. According to Laura Sjoberg (2009, 
157), the typical ideal leader is masculine in terms of gender, appearance and 
character traits. This conclusion derives from the analysis of ideas and 
assessments that political communities and researchers disseminate about 
leaders and leadership (social constructs). Piazza and Diaz (2020, 2) further 
distinguish between top/ male policy areas (e.g., economy, agriculture, tax 
affairs, employment, crime, security) and ‘basic’/ female policy areas considered 
of lesser importance (e.g., education, health and other ‘children and family’ 
issues); 
b) situational approaches to leadership recognise many of the traits associated 
with masculinity as being ‘called for in a variety of situations (e.g., force in times 
of war, rationality in times of peace), while many features associated with 
femininity (emotion, interdependence) are rarely required in leadership 
positions (Sjoberg 2014, 5). 
Specialised research proves that the ‘tension’ between the female role and 
behaviour and leading roles (the so-called ‘glass ceiling’) reaches its peak at the 
highest levels of management (Eagly, Johannesen-Schmidt, and van Engen 2003, 
581; Koenig et al. 2011, 619). The meta-analysis of the publications from 1973 to 
2010 (made by Koenig et al. in 2011 to test the extent to which stereotypes of 
leaders are culturally masculine) shows that leaders that are higher in the 
hierarchy are associated with stronger masculinity. An argument identified by 
Eagly, Johannesen-Schmidt, and van Engen (2003, 572-573) for this conclusion is 
that lower managerial levels (middle and line management) require a higher 
degree of relation/ socialisation (female specific attribute) compared to top 
management positions (which tend to be more isolated). Haslam and Ryan 
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(2008, 530) identify further arguments in the literature. In addition to the 
perceived incompatibility between the personality traits of women and the 
requirements of management functions, there are to be taken into account, for 
example: sexism in the workplace, women’s responsibilities towards the 
household/ family care (which are time consuming, leaving less time for the 
career), and women’s fear of success. 
 
 
2.1. Social role theory literature review. Leadership stereotypes 
 
The existence of prototypes is relevant given that people tend to pay attention to 
patterns of traits or behaviours, rather than process individual elements or 
exceptions. Thus, the expectations or perceptions of public opinion about a 
leader can be shaped by how the leader has features consistent with those of the 
prototype (Dinh and Lord 2012, 655). Depending on the situation, certain people 
may be more or less likely to end up in management positions. For example, in a 
competitive environment, leadership prototypes can focus more on individual 
characteristics such as ‘dominance’ and ‘aggressiveness’. In contrast, in contexts 
that focus on cooperation, a more ‘sensitive’ and ‘generous’ leader prototype 
may be activated (Dinh and Lord 2012, 655). From this association we can 
generalise, for example, that in times of war there is a need for a strong male 
leader. Also, in some cases women are selected for positions associated with the 
male gender (e.g., defence portfolio) based on their perceived reluctance to 
conflict (Barnes and O'Brien 2018, 30). Much of the literature that theorises 
female leadership focuses on the differences between women’s leadership and 
men’s leadership style and how this diversity affects the leader’s efficiency or 
performance (Eagly, Gartzia, and Carli 2013). 
The literature associates female traits and behaviour with transformational 
leadership style and communal personality traits that are rather subsumed to 
the well-being of others (and derive from the role of ‘caretakers’ that women are 
more prone to assume): tenderness, empathy, care, affection, gentleness, 
honesty, trust (Eagly and Karau 2002, 574; Eagly, Johannesen-Schmidt, and van 
Engen 2003, 572; Kulich et al. 2021, 4; Cretti and Toshkov 2021, 4; Bauer 2014, 
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692). On the other hand, the male attributes and behaviours are considered 
transactional, laissez-faire, and are associated with authoritarian personality 
traits, subsumed rather to one’s ego and objectives: assertiveness, autonomy, 
ambition, competitiveness (Eagly, Johannesen-Schmidt, and van Engen 2003, 
572; Badura et al. 2018, 5; Bauer 2014, 692). Authoritarian individuals are more 
likely to express their suggestions and opinions within groups (‘the babble 
hypothesis’), which is another reason why they are considered more suitable for 
leadership positions (Badura et al. 2018, 10). In contrast, women participate in a 
group mainly to meet their needs for sociability and the perceived obligation to 
support others (Badura et al. 2018, 10).The transformational manager is 
characterised by the attention and care for the individual needs of the others, the 
ability to serve as a model (he has qualities that recommend him as an example 
for the subordinates) and the interest in the development of the organisation 
(including by finding innovative solutions that go beyond the job description) - 
Eagly, Johannesen-Schmidt, and van Engen 2003. The transformational 
leadership style is contrasted with transactional (authoritarian) management 
that is generally specific to male leaders. The transactional manager instead 
intervenes: a) to motivate his subordinates (through a system of bonuses or 
punishments); b) only in situations where the organisation faces problems 
(Eagly, Johannesen-Schmidt, and van Engen 2003). 
The direct linear relationship created on the axis women — transformational 
leadership — ‘communal’ personality traits (respectively men — transactional 
leadership — authoritarian personality traits) represents, in fact, the 
perpetuation of gender stereotypes and it has led to a role conflict. The double 
gender bind derives from the expectations that women will simultaneously 
belong to the following two categories: a) assertive enough to be leaders; b) 
representatives for the warmth and sociability that the public opinion generally 
expects from women (Eagly, Gartzia, and Carli 2014, 11). Research on the topic 
of the double gender bind exemplifies various concrete situations/ cases when 
women face greater challenges and are assessed less favourably than their male 
counterparts. These situations are generally caused by the issue of women’s 
legitimacy in leadership positions, so the fact that leadership roles are generally 
associated with male attributes is a hindrance to the career aspirations of women 
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managers. Thus, women often fail to comply with the double gender bind. On 
the other hand, even if women succeed to follow the double gender bind, they 
still risk to be ‘sanctioned’ by voters/ the public opinion either because: 
- being in a leadership position makes a woman appear ‘too masculine’ to be 
able to assume at the same time roles generally attributed to women (Windsor et 
al. 2020; Bridgewater and Nagel 2020, 2). Specifically, social expectations about 
women’s family commitments (the traditional woman’s profile includes 
marriage, children and the taking care of the house issues) are in conflict with 
the demands of a full-time political career (Teele, Kalla, and Rosenbluth 2018, 
13). As a result, many women seeking a political position emphasise their 
masculine characteristics, trying to ‘present themselves as women who do not 
conform to traditional gender stereotypes’ in political decision-making. It is 
worth noting that this happens even when, in their personal lives, women do 
stand by gender stereotypes (Sjoberg 2014, 4). One thing women leader might 
have achieved with this behaviour (showing off ‘masculine’ traits) is to help 
perpetuate traditional gender expectations in terms of leadership. 
Also, Fernandez-Mateo and Kaplan (2018, 1231) highlight Byrne and Barling’s 
analysis of the ‘Oscar curse’ and show, using more than 200 surveys, that in 
heterosexual couples, a woman’s higher status over her partner leads to marital 
problems and eventually divorce. Both partners may express dissatisfaction 
with how the dynamic family/ relationship - career is managed. Moreover, 
public opinion is more attentive to the physical appearance of women than men 
(Gillard and Okonjo-Iweala 2020, 134), which is why women sometimes also try 
to conform to male leadership aesthetic stereotypes in the attempt to inspire 
power; - or because some ‘communal’ personality traits of women (e.g. attention 
to the specific needs of each subordinate; extensive consultations with 
colleagues; sociability and interpersonal skills) may create the impression that 
women are, by comparison, more uncertain or unprepared than male 
counterparts in management positions (Eagly, Johannesen-Schmidt, and van 
Engen 2003, 586). So, the literature on the topic reveals that women can be 
assessed negatively in leadership roles especially in situations when: a) their 
subordinates are men; b) they show an authoritative style of communication; c) 
they are considered highly competent (Carli 2001, cited by Eagly, Johannesen-
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Schmidt, and van Engen 2003, 586). However, these negative reactions can be 
mitigated by the display of feminine behaviour (interest in the needs of others, 
smile, warmth, etc.) -  Carli (2001, 573) cited by Eagly, Johannesen-Schmidt, and 
van Engen 2003. 
On the other hand, there are a number of variables/ conditions that, if fulfilled, 
provide the right context for advancing women in leadership positions. These 
conditions relate to voters/ the public opinion and can be classified as follows: 
a) gender identification or gender affinity. In general, voters tend to see female 
candidates as more suitable for dealing with issues such as childcare, abortion 
and well-being (‘women issues’). Thus, since women voters attach greater 
importance to these issues, they will vote for female candidates. Due to gender 
stereotypes and the tendency to over-generalise women’s experiences, the public 
opinion tends to see women more suitable to promote policies favourable to 
their own gender category/ women (on issues such as maternity, equal political 
representation, abortion, etc.) — Cretti and Toshkov 2021, 17; O'Brien and 
Reyes-Housholder 2020, 15; Bridgewater and Nagel 2020, 5; 
b) ideological/ party identification or ideological/ party affinity. A study by 
Cormack and Karl (2021) concludes (based on a survey of more than 1,400 U.S. 
citizens aged 18) that the argument of party membership (democrats vs. 
Republicans) prevails over the gender argument in public opinion preferences. 
This means that respondents were more likely to evaluate candidates belonging 
to the same political ideology they identify with more favourably. Gender, 
however, remains a component that should not be neglected. In this case, the 
female ‘advantage’ lies in the fact that women who are not part of the same 
party or do not share the same ideology with the respondent are assessed 
significantly better than men in the same situation (Cormack and Karl 2021, 19); 
c) affective/ emotional identification or affective/emotional affinity. In the 
paper ‘Big Boys Don't Cry: Evaluations of Politicians Across Issue, Gender, and 
Emotion’, Karl and Cormack (2021) analyse the complexity of the way how 
leaders are rated according to their emotions and warns that there is, at least 
recently, a reverse of the medal in terms of the dual political affiliation. For 
example, women have greater ‘freedom’ to value emotions when working in 
policy areas that are considered congruent with the female gender (e.g., 
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education, health). Equally well women can display, without being ‘sanctioned’ 
by the public opinion, male behaviours or traits in a context that requires a more 
assertive approach. Karl and Cormack (2021) explain that voters have lately 
started to differentiate between ‘women politicians’ and ‘women’ groups, 
respectively ‘politicians’. As a result of this variation, ‘women politicians’ 
become a subgroup of ‘women’ and are subject to different expectations 
depending on the context in which they operate (fields considered typically 
masculine vs. feminine). 
 
 
2.2. Leadership for crisis situations 
 
In the specialized literature there is a direct association between female 
leadership and crisis situations (‘think crisis = think female’) - Haslam and Ryan 
2008, 543; O'Brien and Reyes-Housholder 2020, 14; Gillard and Okonjo-Iweala, 
2020, 65-66. A crisis is defined by Kulich et al. (2021, 2) as a difficult context that 
jeopardises the organisation’s assumed objectives and that usually requires a 
rapid response. According to Ansell, Boin, and ‘t Hart (2014, 421-422), political 
leaders in crisis situations should juggle at least three distinct roles: a) sovereign 
(takes authoritative decisions on how the state’s resources are used in times of 
crisis); b) facilitator (mobilises and organises the actions of the various 
stakeholders); c) symbol (for the rest of the political community and for the 
public opinion). 
In general, the fact that female leadership is mostly ‘demanded’ in times of crisis 
has also some benefits (it gives women the opportunity to be visible in 
leadership positions), but it is also more ‘costly’ than if both women and men 
were equally represented both in risk contexts and in periods of relative stability 
(leaders are placed at the centre of a ‘blame game’ that often occurs in crisis 
situations - Ansell, Boin, and ‘t Hart 2014, 427. 
Then why is there so much talk in the literature about the think female-think crisis 
paradigm? Building on her personal experience in an interview with Julia 
Gillard and Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala in 2020, Christine Lagarde, the current 
President of the European Central Bank, identifies two other reasons why 
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women might have an advantage for appointment to leadership positions in 
crisis situations: 
a) lack of competition for positions considered difficult/ risky. Lagarde states 
that the French the public opinion and political scene was sceptical of her 
appointment as Minister of Finance in France (2007) until the economic situation 
in the country worsened amid the global crisis (Gillard and Okonjo-Iweala 2020, 
64-65); 
b) the need for institutions to innovate and promote change/ modernisation. 
Lagarde was appointed to head the International Monetary Fund (2011) after the 
institution’s former managing director, Dominique Strauss-Kahn, was accused 
of sexual violence. Lagarde believes it would have been difficult to keep the 
position occupied by a man and believes that the gender favoured her in the 
race (Gillard and Okonjo-Iweala 2020, 65-66). 
 
 
3.METHOD 
 
This study seeks to examine the crisis communication strategy of New Zealand 
Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern and ex-German Chancellor Angela Merkel 
during the peak of the pandemic (March-April 2020). More specifically, it 
reviews the speeches and public statements of Ardern and Merkel to explore if 
the messages disseminated are typical for female leaders or are not gender 
bound. The study will look to identify and highlight the main themes and 
markers of the speeches of Ardern and Merkel. I chose Germany and New 
Zealand leaders as case studies because both countries have been praised for the 
results obtained in dealing with the crisis. I chose to focus on the early period of 
the pandemic, when preparations were being made and the first steps were 
being taken to manage the situation. Also, Ardern and Merkel were more active 
communicators on the pandemic during the period under analysis. I have 
chosen 17 speeches/ public statements, COVID-19 updates, press briefings by 
Ardern (remaining aware that Ardern also transmitted messages via social 
media) and 5 speeches/ press briefings, addresses to the nation by Merkel 
(Tables no 1 and 2 provide a detailed overview of the data used in the analysis). 
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The difference in numbers is explained by the fact that Merkel is renowned for 
not being very eager to communicate publicly (her performance during the 
pandemic being rather an exception in this sense). Based on the social role 
theory and the literature on I will divide the big themes identified in Ardern’s 
and Merkel’s into feminine/ ‘soft’ topics (e.g., calls for empathy and solidarity, 
health, education, policies that favour women etc.) and male/ ‘hard’ topics (e.g., 
politics, economics, strict measures/ restrictions, punishments for those who do 
not comply, etc.). 
The series of speeches analysed by Ardern starts with the statements that the 
main priority is to ‘protect people’s health’ and a precautionary approach is 
stressed, together with the need to self-isolate (Ardern 2 March) and ends with a 
relaxation of the restrictions and the announcement that 75 percent of the 
economy was operating (Ardern 30 April). Merkel’s appeals also start with the 
enforcement of the need for ‘solidarity and reason’ (Merkel 11 March) and end 
with a greater trust in the capacity to control the virus (‘However, we can, at the 
end of the day, only end the coronavirus pandemic with a vaccine, at least based 
on everything we know about the virus today’ – Merkel 23 April). 

 
Table no 1: Ardern speeches in March-April 2020 

 
Type of 
speech 

Date Source 

Post-
cabinet 
press 
conference 

2.03 Facebook 
live:https://www.facebook.com/jacindaardern/videos/8036
84923450577/ 

Post-
cabinet 
press 
conference 

14.03 The official website of the New Zealand Government 
transcript: 
https://www.beehive.govt.nz/release/major-steps-taken-
protect-new-zealanders-covid-19 

Press 
conference 

19.03 The official website of the New Zealand Government 
transcript: 
https://www.beehive.govt.nz/release/stronger-border-
measures-protect-nzers-covid-19 
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Press 
conference 

21.03 The official website of the New Zealand Government 
transcript: 
https://www.beehive.govt.nz/release/nation-steps-covid-
19-alert-level-2 

Ministerial 
Statement 

25.03 New Zealand Parliament site transcript: 
https://www.parliament.nz/en/pb/hansard-
debates/rhr/combined/HansD_20200325_20200325 

Post-
cabinet 
press 
conference 

26.03 RNZ 
transcript:https://www.rnz.co.nz/programmes/whakamaori
/story/2018838125/level-4-lockdown-announcement 

Ministerial 
Statement 

27.03 Facebook 
live:https://www.facebook.com/RadioNewZealand/videos/
2561206527467406/ 

COVID-19 
media 
update 

5.04 The Spinoff live: 
https://thespinoff.co.nz/politics/05-04-2020/covid-19-live-
updates-april-5-nz-case-count-closes-in-on-1000 

Press 
conference 

6.04 Transcript: https://www.rev.com/blog/transcripts/new-
zealand-covid-19-briefing-transcript-april-6 

COVID-19 
media 
update 

9.04 Ministry of Health live: https://www.health.govt.nz/news-
media/news-items/covid-19-media-update-9-april 

COVID-19 
media 
update 

14.04 RNZ 
live:https://www.rnz.co.nz/news/national/414206/covid-
19-pm-unveils-new-support-for-students-on-nz-s-deadliest-
day-to-date 

COVID-19 
media 
update 

15.04 Ministry of Health live: https://www.health.govt.nz/news-
media/news-items/covid-19-media-update-15-april 

COVID-19 
media 
update 

16.04 Ministry of Health live: https://www.health.govt.nz/news-
media/news-items/covid-19-media-update-16-april 

COVID-19 
media 
update 

19.04 Ministry of Health live: https://www.health.govt.nz/news-
media/news-items/covid-19-media-update-19-april 

COVID-19 20.04 Ministry of Health live: https://www.health.govt.nz/news-
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media 
update 

media/news-items/covid-19-media-update-20-april 

COVID-19 
media 
update 

22.04 Ministry of Health live: https://www.health.govt.nz/news-
media/news-items/covid-19-media-update-22-april 

COVID-19 
media 
update 

27.04 Ministry of Health live: https://www.health.govt.nz/news-
media/news-items/covid-19-media-update-27-april 

COVID-19 
media 
update 

29.04 Ministry of Health live: https://www.health.govt.nz/news-
media/news-items/covid-19-media-update-29-april 

COVID-19 
media 
update 

30.04 Ministry of Health live: https://www.health.govt.nz/news-
media/news-items/covid-19-media-update-30-april 

Source: selected and compiled by author 
 

Table no 2: Merkel speeches in March-April 2020 
 

Type of 
speech 

Date Source 

Press 
briefing 

11.03 In ‘Coronavirus: Germany's Angela Merkel urges 
'solidarity and reason', DW, 
https://www.dw.com/en/coronavirus-germanys-
angela-merkel-urges-solidarity-and-reason/a-
52719086 

Press 
briefing 

17.03 In ‘Merkel announces strict measures, tells Germans to 
stay home in virus fight’, France 24, 
https://www.france24.com/en/20200317-merkel-
announces-strict-measures-and-tells-germans-to-stay-
home-in-virus-fight 

Address to 
the nation 

18.03 German Federal Government transcript: 
https://www.bundesregierung.de/breg-
de/themen/coronavirus/statement-chancellor-
1732296 
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Address to 
the nation 

22.03 Jacobs University transcript: https://www.jacobs-
university.de/addressing-nation-regarding-
coronavirus-speech-angela-merkel 

Address to 
the nation 

23.04 German Federal Government transcript: 
https://www.bundesregierung.de/breg-
en/news/regierungserklaerung-merkel-1746838 

Source: selected and compiled by author 
 
 
4.DATA ANALYSIS 
 
4.1. Ardern’s communication markers 
4.1.1. Feminine/ ‘soft’ communication topics approached 
 
- Solidarity – was promoted as the main ‘solution’ to the virus, essential in 
obtaining the main objective stated by Ardern, respectively the ‘elimination of 
the virus’. The mantra that was constantly emphasized by Ardern is that: 

We have the opportunity to do something no other country has 
achieved — elimination of the virus — but it will continue to need a 
team of five million behind it. Under lockdown, we’ve shown our ability 
to put in place a virtual wall that is breaking the chain of transmission. 
(…) But I believe that, as a team of 5 million looking after each other, 
that we will follow through on that, that we will want to make sure that 
we’re successful, and so I have confidence in New Zealanders. (Ardern 
16 April) 

The need for a precautionary approach taken at the level of the individual was 
stressed and the need to self-isolate was carefully explained (examples, statistics 
from other countries and other periods of epidemics, like the swine flu, were 
given). The idea that ‘we must go hard, and go early, and do everything we can 
to protect New Zealanders health’ was repeated and instilled in the society. 
‘Please be strong, be kind, and unite against COVID-19’ Jacinda Ardern said (21 
March). 
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Ardern guided the New Zealanders through the whole period with detailed 
reports of the measures the state was taking to fight the crisis and examples of 
how one should deal with particular situations/ the needs one might encounter 
during the pandemic. Ardern admitted that ‘success won’t be instant’ (25 
March) and acknowledged success when she deemed it appropriate: ‘New 
Zealanders have done an exceptional job, by and large, of sticking with what has 
been an extraordinary ask. Compared to the rest of the world, we’ve done 
something that I think is incredible” (Ardern 20 April). 

Finally, if you have any questions about what you can or cannot do 
during this period, apply a simple principle: act like you have COVID-
19. Every move you then make is a risk to someone else. That is how we 
all must collectively think from now on. That's why the joy of physically 
visiting other family, children, grandchildren, friends, neighbours — for 
many, that is on hold now, because we're all now putting each other 
first, and that is what we do so well as a nation. So, New Zealand: be 
calm, be kind, stay at home, and break the chain. (Ardern 25 March) 

As part of the ‘go hard, go early’ mantra Ardern closed borders 25 days after the 
first case and modelled an economic package 18 days after (Ardern 5 April). On 
14 March Ardern was saying that ‘Alongside Israel, and a small number of 
Pacific Islands who have effectively closed their border, this decision will mean 
New Zealand will have the widest ranging and toughest border restrictions of 
any country in the world.’ 
Ardern also regarded the pandemic as an ‘opportunity’ to eliminate the 
inequities in New Zealand and reduce the gap between the rich and the poor,  

to consider the wage situation of those on lower incomes, or whether it’s 
the work that we’re proactively doing to redeploy to drive a high-wage 
economy to see that we don’t replace those industries that traditionally 
have had lower wages with more lower wages. This is an opportunity 
and we need to use it. (Ardern 29 April) 

- Protection of vulnerable categories (the elderly, children) – Ardern offered 
concrete solutions to protect these categories of people and again solidarity was 
deemed as paramount and as part of the solution (‘don’t be on the chain of 
transmission’). Also, community support was requested for those unable to 
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support themselves in isolation: ‘I’m asking everyone to support our older New 
Zealanders by doing things like keeping in contact with them and dropping off 
food or other supplies.’ (Ardern 21 March) 
- Acknowledging mental health – attending to people’s psychical comfort was a 
great concern for the government. 

We’ve invested heavily in mental health responses, whether or not it’s 
access to 1737 — the mental health telehealth service — or actively 
promoting and supporting apps that people have been able to access 
from home. That has been a strong part of our in-isolation response to 
mental health. We also know one of the best things we can do is try to 
get back to normality as soon as we can, safely. (Ardern 29 April). 

Education – schools were closed. Education was not among the frequent topics, 
though the measures regarding schools closing were updated and explained 
from time to time. 
“ 
 
4.1.2. Male/ ‘hard’ communication approached 
 
- ‘Economic issues’ – the need to assist businesses impacted by the coronavirus 
and employees at a local, regional and nation level and the Māori economy was 
stressed. Meeting with businesses impact was one of the first issues dealt with 
by Ardern in her speeches (2 March). However, different aspects related to the 
topic were considered with level headiness, Ardern constantly admitting that 
the best protection for the economy was containing the virus. 

A widespread outbreak will hurt our economy far more in the long run 
than short term measures to prevent a mass outbreak occurring. I make 
no apology for choosing the second path. New Zealanders public health 
comes first. If we have that, we can recover from the impacts on the 
economy, the impacts on tourism, and the impacts on our airline. 
(Ardern 14 March) 

Also, Ardern tried to induce her reasoning at the level of business owners, 
appealing to their emotions: 
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I ask every business to use the time you have to prepare for what every 
alert level means for you. Treat COVID-19 like a health and safety issue. 
Ask whether it’s possible for your business to operate with social 
distancing. Can you build in contact-tracing tools or mechanisms to 
keep track of your supply chain and customers? Help us get ready as a 
nation for the marathon that we must run together. (Ardern 9 April) 

By 30 April roughly 75% of the economy was operating, a sign that Ardern’s 
strategy was working – ‘Our best economic strategy is still to win the fight 
against the virus—eliminate it—and that means we get out of prolonged 
restrictions on the way we live our lives sooner, and move business into 
recovery sooner.’ (Ardern 16 April). 
- Internal politics – Ardern constantly gave updates on meetings of the 
government. Matters of internal politics were only tangentially approached 
when the developments in the country required the raising of the topic. There 
were two instances when internal politics was discussed, following questions 
from the media: 
a) after health minister David Clark was reprimanded for a non-essential 
mountain biking excursion, Ardern insisted that she still had confidence in 
Clark to do his job, and that the government was still putting prominent 
ministers up to answer questions. (Ardern 5 April); 
b) when teased whether the opposition politicised the crisis, she made no 
comment, but ‘You’ll forgive me for being utterly focused on the Government’s 
response to COVID-19, and that means that I have paid no attention to any, 
therefore, of the commentary that may have been coming from within the 
National Party itself.’ (Ardern 22 April). 
International politics – the topic was used for comparison and contrast in what 
regards the situation of other countries dealing with the pandemic: ‘There is no 
easy way to say that but it is the reality we have seen overseas and the 
possibility we must now face here.’ (Ardern 26 March) 
- Sanctions were impose on those who did not comply with the rules, as Ardern 
said that ‘there are still some whom i will charitably describe as idiots’ (Ardern 5 
April). 
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4.2. Merkel’s communication markers 
4.2.1. Feminine/ ‘soft’ communication topics approached 
- 
 ‘Solidarity and reason’ – were defined by Merkel as central for the country’s 
response to the virus (Merkel, 11 March). As Ardern, Merkel tried to make the 
community responsible and she constantly emphasized the uniqueness of the 
crisis and the fact that the measures undertaken were no breach on democracy. 
Merkel counted on a sense of community, where every individual is important 

And we are a community in which each life and each person counts. I 
would like first of all to address all those who as doctors, nurses or in a 
different capacity work in our hospitals and in our healthcare system in 
general. You are on the front lines of this fight for us. You are the first to 
see the sick and to see how severe the symptoms of the virus can 
sometimes be. (Merkel 18 March). 

Also, Merkel named Germany’s strong points: ‘Germany has an excellent 
healthcare system, perhaps one of the best in the world.’ (Merkel 18 March). 
Merkel’s stated goal was ‘to slow the virus down as it makes its way through 
Germany’ (Merkel, 18 March). For this objective she put great weight on the 
need to learn from the expert community and follow their advice. 
- Protection of vulnerable categories (the elderly, children) – emphasis was 
placed on protecting the vulnerable, children and people with pre-existing 
conditions. 

Ideally, we should avoid all contact with the elderly, because they are 
particularly at risk. A well-meant visit or a trip that is not essential can 
spread infection and really should not take place right now. There is a 
reason why experts say that grandparents and grandchildren should not 
come into contact with each other right now. (Merkel 18 March) 

She repeatedly sent the message that ‘we’re fighting our battle against the virus 
also for them.’ (Merkel, 23 April) 
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4.2.2. Male/ ‘hard’ communication approached 
 
- Economic issues – Merkel stressed that plans for economic measures to shield 
business and industry from the effects of the virus are important. 
- Internal politics – Merkel raised the topic and insisted on the need for unity: ‘In 
my talks with the Minister-Presidents and now here in this House, I want to 
warn against squandering what we have achieved and risking a setback!’ 
(Merkel 23 April) 
- International politics – Merkel stated the priority and need for German/EU 
based products: 

The pandemic has taught us that procuring protective equipment 
exclusively from faraway countries isn’t a good idea. Masks that cost 
just a few cents can become a strategic factor in the pandemic. The 
Federal Republic of Germany and the EU are therefore working to 
reduce our dependence on third countries in this area. We’re working 
intensively to expand our productive capacities for protective 
equipment in Germany and Europe with this in mind. (Merkel, 23 April) 
 
 

5.RESULTS 
 
The analysis shows that gender roles are not stable. Ardern and Merkel 
combined communal behaviour (the display of traits such as empathy and 
compassion) with the need to address typically male domains such as politics 
and the economy. Both leaders showed that they master the gender double bind: 
a) they imposed strict restrictions early into the pandemic (self-isolation was 
imposed, travel was banned, schools were closed), the ones who did not comply 
with the rules were reprimanded and punished and topics such as economy and 
politics (which can be considered a male appanage) were approached and dealt 
with; 
b) at the same time, they radiated warmth and sociability. Their speech was 
clearly built around the idea that solidarity is key to the management of the 
crisis, the individual was place at the centre of the crisis management policies 
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and was made responsible for the health of the community, protection of 
vulnerable categories such as the elderly, children and issues such as mental 
health were raised and dealt with. 
In this sense, Blake-Beard, Shapiro, and Ingols (2020) give Angela Merkel as an 
example of an androgynous leader able to juggle gender-specific behaviours. For 
example, she took a firm stance on the severity of the pandemic and did not 
hesitate to adopt quick and early containment measures, while he addressed the 
nation using relational language and asking Germans to work together. 
McGuire et al. (2020, 361) also analysed Arden’s speeches in March-April 2020 
and noticed the use of different mediums (parliamentary statements, daily 
briefings, Facebook Live broadcasts and podcasts) as mechanisms for engaging 
in dialogue with the public and creating social solidarity. 
Ardern and Merkel displayed examples of care in politics. This may be one of 
the reasons why the population generally respected the rules in Germany and 
New Zealand, as explained by Merkel and Ardern in their speeches. A higher 
degree of public trust in political leaders (an important barometer in the context 
of the pandemic given that there is some evidence of a directly proportional 
relationship between the population's tendency to comply with the rules/ 
restrictions imposed by the authorities and trust in political leaders) is 
associated with the politics of care (Willis, Smith, and Devine 2021). In general, 
citizens sought communal and caring traits in their leaders during the 
pandemic, rewarding those who met their expectations with a higher level of 
trust (Willis, Smith, and Devine 2021, 241). 
As opposed to Ardern’s and Merkel’s speeches, the male lexicon meant mostly 
the use of a war language to describe the virus and the measures needed to 
combat it; resistance to the input of experts and science (to maintain the 
independence and authority of the leader, who acts rather on his 
own/independently); creating the perception that the reaction to the virus is 
exaggerated (disparaging reactions) - Blake-Beard Shapiro, and Ingols 2020, 610; 
Sacca and Selva 2021, 18; Benziman 2020, 247; Windsor et al. 2020; Johnson and 
Williams 2020, 945. Brooks and Saad (2020, 1111) note, referring strictly to the 
US case study, that regulations regarding COVID-19 have been less focused on 
protecting individuals from the coronavirus amid the poor representation of 
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women among decision-makers in most US industries and in politics. In fact, 
according to the polls cited by Brooks and Saad (2020, 1121) from the spring/ 
summer of 2020, it appears that Trump would have lost support among women 
voters, possibly because of his positioning towards COVID-19. The hypothesis is 
plausible given that, according to Luoto and Correa Varella (2021, 8) women are 
generally inclined to show greater caution towards the pandemic than men – 
shown for example by wearing a mask, maintaining the possibility of working 
from home. 
Ardern’s discourse was often analysed in comparison with that of Trump (Sacca 
and Selva 2021) as the two were seen as archetypes of femineity and masculinity 
respectively. 
Sacca and Selva (2021) observe (in their analysis of 75 speeches by Trump given 
from February 26, and April 26, 2020, and 43 speeches by Ardern from March 14 
to May 14, 2020) that the speeches of Trump and Ardern were generally 
addressed the same concerns, only that in a different percentage. While Trump 
is much more focused on politics, Ardern is committed to public health. For 
both leaders, the economy is the third topic to be addressed. Furthermore, 
Ardern used a more empathetic discourse – insisted on the emotional burden on 
the families of the sick/dead (always relying on science) and expressed 
gratitude to all health workers (Sacca and Selva 2021, 15-18). Trump is anchored 
in populist rhetoric and strategy, has a muscular-masculine style that does not 
tolerate scientific caution, and tends to portray the pandemic as a war, while 
Ardern focuses on caution, solidarity and scientific arguments/rigorous plans 
pandemic management (Sacca and Selva 2021). 
 
 
6. CONCLUSION 
 
The discourse of women leaders during the pandemic has once again proven 
that the traits/ qualities associated with femineity are important for crisis 
management (the pandemic/ a health crisis in this case) and that they are 
appreciated by the public opinion and have the potential to raise the profile of 
the leader who displays such characteristics. To the same extent, however, there 
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is a need to address a crisis in a firm and coordinated manner, measures 
generally associated with the male gender. 
Some studies show that women have achieved better results in managing the 
pandemic (considering objective results — number of COVID-19 cases and 
deaths — Garikipati and Kambhampati 2021. However, other variables should 
be considered in further studies, such as: a) the political and social features that 
have helped some states better cope with the pandemic (previous exposure to 
pandemics and people’s trust in both state institutions and fellow citizens - 
Bosăncianu et al. 2020, 15; b) the maturity of democracy and the degree of 
representation of women in government and parliament fostering a better 
response of states in crisis situations (considered power structures that create 
conditions for the political leader to exercise power) — Park 2021, 1-3. 
Regardless of the objective results of women leaders in dealing with the 
pandemic, this study concludes that the detailed advice (of how a person should 
act in different situations during self-isolation, etc.), the approach of many topics 
related to a person’s and the community’s wellbeing and the scientific approach 
that Ardern and Merkel favoured during the pandemic were key to their 
discourse on the crisis. The analysis of the data and the literature reveals the 
complex relationship between gender and leadership as both leaders used in 
their discourse both male and female vocabulary, showing that women are able 
to handle a crisis both using both empathy and steadfastness in decision 
making. Ardern and Merkel transpired as strong but humane through their 
speeches. Even if their discourse was dominated by an emotional note and 
constant calls for solidarity, pressing issues for the people were not neglected. In 
terms of visibility in public space the pandemic has benefited women’s leaders. 
However, as with any crisis situation, there is also a reverse of the medal — 
Piscopo (2020, 8) notes that while the pandemic has increased the profile of 
women leaders, there is still a risk of turning them into symbols of COVID-19 
isolation and increasing voters’ dissatisfaction with their performance. 
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Abstract 
This article aims to analyse the situation that happened in 2014 when the 
Russian Federation illegally and illegitimately annexed the Crimean Peninsula, 
proving that in the 21st century the annexation of a part of a democratic state 
(belonging to a mostly democratic international community) is possible. 
Claiming its destabilizing actions in the form of "requested aid", the Russian 
Federation tried to find countless justifications for the annexation of the Crimean 
Peninsula by creating an interventionist annexation precedent. The research 
methodology of the article aims at a longitudinal study regarding the 
justifications that the Russian Federation tried to provide for the illegal and 
illegitimate annexation of the Crimean Peninsula, with the main method being 
the documentary analysis based on the specialized literature. The most 
important two questions of the paper are: „what were the justifications offered 
by Moscow in favour of the annexation” and „did the legal camouflage that 
Moscow gave to the illegal and illegitimate annexation of Crimea lead to 
international recognition?” The attempt to answer these two questions offers the 
opportunity to analyse the tricks (especially legislative) that the Russian 
Federation will use on the international level regarding the annexation of 
Crimea. 
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1.THE EVOLUTION OF SITUATION IN CRIMEA 
 
The Ukrainian territory has been of interest to the Russian state since its 
inception due to its positioning that allows direct connection with Europe. 
Vladimir Putin's main motivation for the actions in 2014 was to defend the 
Russian population on the territory of Ukraine, considering Ukraine to be 
"Russian land" (Hroch 1985). Where does this expression come from and what 
are the origins of Ukrainian identity? Ukrainian identity is considered to be the 
product of the nation-building process carried out by the intelligentsia of the 
19th century; according to the scheme presented by Miroslav Hroch, the nation-
building process has 3 phases: phase A – of cultural interest, where a small 
group of intellectuals discovers the common cultural heritage and tries to 
promote it through art and writings; phase B – of the national agitation, where a 
thick layer of the intelligentsia tries to impress the culture-based identity on the 
masses; phase C – of mass nationalist mobilization, where nationalist activists 
have political demands supported by popular movements (Hroch 1985). The 
Ukrainian problem consisted in the fact that the "national awakening" was not 
fully realized, suffering several delays due to Russian interventions through 
policies of a Russifying nature in the mid-19th century. A return to this period 
was attempted in the 20s under Bolshevik influences but then abandoned in the 
1930s by the reorientation of policies towards mass Russification. 
However, says Mykola Riabchuk, there were parts of the Russian territory, 
especially in the western part that were under Habsburg rule, where phase B 
was complete and thus the identity process could also extend to the east, but 
with difficulty. When Stalin annexed the western Ukrainian territory to the 
Ukrainian Socialist Republic after the Second World War, he created a hybrid 
entity where the majority considered themselves "Ukrainians" but gave this term 
different meanings: if the Westerners considered Russia as "the significant other" 
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rejecting the legacy the Soviet Union, Eastern Ukrainians considered themselves 
to be "little Russians." (Riabchuk 2015). After the collapse of the USSR in 1991, 
these two thoughts merged within the same state, where they had to coexist, 
reaching conflicts regarding belonging to a certain culture. The "two Ukraines" 
with different sense of belonging and with different legacies represented fertile 
ground for Russian destabilizing actions over time, with the Russian Federation 
turning this weakness into a means of manipulation. Of course, the inability of 
the Ukrainian authorities to implement policies to reduce or control 
"regionalization" was also a determining factor. The phrase "two Ukraines" 
should be understood in metaphorical and not necessarily geographical terms, 
with a population that has passed the three phases in terms of identity and a 
population that has remained stuck at the level of phase B and still open to 
nationalism; these two will be unevenly dispersed on Ukrainian territory, a 
"modern Ukrainianism" (national) and a "pre-modern Ukrainianism" (local) 
which the Russian Federation will use to destabilize the government in Kyiv. 
The capacity of the Ukrainian state immediately after 1991 to implement viable 
policies it turned out disastrous, with "Baltic-style de-Sovietization and 
Belarusian-style re-Sovietization" having adverse consequences for Ukraine's 
future from two perspectives, as Mykola Riabchuk says: first, this policy was 
enough tempting for local leaders to unite popular dissatisfaction with their 
economic and social failures towards the "centre" which "favours the other 
group", located either in the east or in the west (Galicia - inhabited by 
nationalists and ruled by the Americans or Donbass - inhabited by homo 
sovieticus and controlled by the local mafia); secondly, it led to an 
immobilization of the local electorate against the "other" (either east or west) not 
being able to start the process of assimilating the pre-national into the modern 
Ukrainian identity or to find common projects (Riabchuk 2015). Such a tense 
situation at the level of the population will be used by the Russian Federation to 
its own advantage, thus succeeding in destabilizing de facto (Bobick 2014). 
Ukrainian state, making the East-West separation a reality and expanding its 
sphere of influence in Eastern Europe. After studying three variables assumed to 
have a defining impact on the situation in Ukraine, Lowell W. Barrington 
(Examining rival theories of demographic influences on political support: The 
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power 2002, 455-491) obtained the following results: regional divisions represent 
one of the most important variables when discussing the situation in Ukraine 
because their positioning undoubtedly affects the way of thinking and 
perception of implemented policies, ethnicity was not used so much by political 
leaders to define the situation, nor was the spoken language; consequently, 
regionalization is a key factor in the process of understanding the situation. 
The tense situation in Ukraine started with the Orange Revolution in 2004 
following the presidential elections in which Viktor Yanukovych had won over 
Viktor Yushchenko; that was the moment when the first suspicions appeared 
regarding the fraud of the election results in favour of Yanukovych, supported 
by the power. These movements of the opposition supported by masses of 
people will be taken over 10 years later when, when there will be massive 
protests in the country known as Euromaidan (a particularly important role 
being played by the students). The situation in Crimea is similar to that in 
Transnistria upon a closer analysis of the actions undertaken by the Russian 
Federation, the same behaviour pattern being present in both parties. In both 
cases there was a rapid movement towards a nationalist type of government 
which somewhat eased the demands of those who felt ethnically or linguistically 
discriminated against; this threat, coupled with Russian military support, 
creates the necessary conditions for the creation of a "non-existing nation" 
(Bobick 2014, 6); the next step is, practically, a legitimization of the newly 
created power, through a democratic process: the referendum. The Russian 
Federation has the final role to „stabilize” the situation at the international level 
either through a unilateral peace (Transnistria), or through annexation (Crimea), 
or through international recognition (South Abkhazia and Ossetia (Foltz 2022). 
The eventful unfolding of the situation in Crimea was a fast one following the 
steps presented above, with the extremely important role of the Russian 
Federation in supporting the coup, providing military support for it and 
imposing a unilateral international trajectory for the event. After Yanukovych 
decided to stop talks on Ukraine's Association Agreement with European Union 
in exchange for financial aid received from Vladimir Putin, pro-European civil 
society reacted with massive street protests, with President Yanukovych 
refusing to budge by announcing that talks would continue regarding the 
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signing of the „Association Agreement and the Deep and Comprehensive Free 
Trade Agreement”. Armand Goșu presents in his book "Euro-falia" the 
chronological development of the events with the necessary explanations for 
each move coming from the Russian side. In his opinion, the revolution of the 
Maidan was one in which "public opinion and political opposition found each 
other (…) a revolution of the middle class not represented either in the 
structures of power or in the opposition (…) without young people, especially 
without students, it would have been a Maidan 2.0" (Goșu 2016, 35-36) fighting 
for an independent, sovereign Ukraine, integrated into the European Union. 
Immediately after President Yanukovych's statement, the protests gained 
momentum, forcing the incumbent president to leave the country and be 
granted political asylum on Russian territory (establishing an interim 
government and a new president, Oleksandr Turcinov). Things will evolve on 
February 23 when Ukraine's Verkhovna Rada will repeal the law on state 
language policy (TV 2014), which gave Russian the status of a regional language 
in 13 of Ukraine's 27 administrative regions where the ethnic population 
represented more than 10%. On February 26, 2014, gunmen and wearing 
military uniforms without insignia, speaking Russian ("green men") will take 
control of Sevastopol and Simferopol (Booth 2014) and a day later the building 
of the Crimean Parliament and the Council of Ministers. While the Western 
press (The Washington Post) was announcing Russian troop movements in 
Crimea (Russian army warplanes and trucks), the invading army took control of 
the international airports in the two cities. The newly appointed commander of 
the Ukrainian navy, Denis Berezovsky, will defect in early March to the pro-
Russian side (and then accused of high treason), but part of the maritime forces 
will remain loyal to Kiev.  In a marathon conference held by Vladimir Putin at 
the beginning of March, he explained, in his own terms, the situation in Ukraine: 
"We will not fight with the Ukrainian people. We are fighting for its defense (...) 
the control of the military objectives in Crimea was not taken by the Russian 
army, but by the local defense forces (...) (Vladimir Putin 2014)." 
In an interview given to the Bloomberg television channel, the vision of Dmitry 
Medvedev was clear and without violations of international law: "We did not 
annex any part of Ukraine (...) The population of the Autonomous Republic of 
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Crimea held a referendum and voted for self-determination and for joining 
Russia in accordance with the existing procedure (...) They started by 
proclaiming independence and after that, they asked to join Russia. We satisfied 
their request. The Russian Constitution was amended so that Crimea could join 
Russia as the result of a popular vote" (Medvedev 2014). Consequently, once the 
requirements of international law regarding the possibility of annexation „have 
been seeming fulfilled”, the internal destabilizing actions of the Russian 
Federation that ultimately led to the annexation lose their importance in the 
arguments full of legalisms interpreted in their own way by the Russian 
Federation. 
The month of March comes with controversial elements for the environment of 
international relations. In a desperate cry for control, the new Crimean Prime 
Minister, Sergei Aksionov (The Telegraph 2014), will ask the Russian Federation 
for "assistance in ensuring peace and stability on the territory of Crimea" 
declaring that the security forces "will take orders directly from me. Those who 
do not comply, resign" and will announce "a referendum on expanding 
autonomy on March 30." (Aksionov 2014) The first reaction will come from US 
President, Barack Obama, who will publicly declare that this "Crimea crisis" 
must be resolved peacefully and "reaffirm the United States' strong support for 
the new government and our commitment to the sovereignty, territorial 
integrity, and democratic future of Ukraine" (Obama 2014), recalling what will 
take place in the next period, especially from a financial point of view: "there 
will be costs for any military intervention in Ukraine" (Obama 2014). 
The Russian Federation will immediately react to the request for help from the 
Crimean Prime Minister through the request that Vladimir Putin will make to 
the Upper House of the Russian Federation parliament with a view to the use of 
the Russian armed forces on the territory of Ukraine: "Considering that the 
extraordinary situation taking place in Ukraine threatens the lives of citizens of 
the Russian Federation and the fact that our armed forces are deployed in 
accordance with an international agreement on the territory of Ukraine (the 
Autonomous Republic of Crimea), based on art. 102 para. (1) lit. g of the 
Constitution of the Russian Federation request the Council of the Russian 
Federation for permission to use the armed forces of the Russian Federation on 
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the territory of Ukraine to normalize the socio-political situation in this country." 
(Putin, en.kremlin.ru 2014). Upon this request, Vladimir Putin will unanimously 
obtain the approval of the Chamber for the deployment of Russian military 
troops on Ukrainian territory (BBC.com 2014). In reality, the reins of institutional 
control are held by Vladimir Putin, the unanimous vote obtained by the 
president's request is not surprising. This request made by Putin was only a 
facade, a mimicry of the democratic process to give legitimacy to a decision 
already taken by him, considering that the "green men" were on Ukrainian 
territory since February continuing the destabilization process Ukraine's internal 
affairs. 
NATO will summon the Russian Federation to stop supporting the separatists 
on Ukrainian territory through the voice of Secretary General, Anders Fogh 
Rasmussen. The Ukrainian authorities will withdraw their military guard ships 
from Crimea by moving them to the ports of Odessa and Mariupol and the 
Ukrainian infantry (base on the ground from Privolnoye) will be surrounded by 
unidentified soldiers who arrived in trucks registered with Russian license 
plates.  On March 6, 2014, members of the Supreme Council of the Autonomous 
Republic of Crimea will vote to support a referendum on the status of the 
region; more precisely, the official exit of Crimea from Ukraine and its accession 
to the Russian Federation (BBC.com 2014) so that, on March 11, the Crimean 
parliament adopts a declaration of independence from Ukraine. The 
consolidation of this decision will be made on March 16, 2014, when the 
referendum will be held on the accession of Crimea to the Russian Federation, 
the official results showing that 97% of the votes were in favour of joining 
Russia; in this referendum, supervision from international observers was not 
accepted. In May, however, after investigations, the main Ukrainian news site 
TSN.ua stated that the site of the Council for Civil Society and Human Rights of 
the Russian presidency published a report (quickly deleted by the authorities) 
that specified the real results of referendum: only 30% of Crimea's population 
participated in the referendum and of these only 15% voted for annexation 
(Gregory 2014). Two days later, on March 18, 2014, Vladimir Putin will initiate 
the annexation procedure for Crimea (which complied with the Constitution 
regarding the stipulation that the application for annexation must come from the 
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territory to be annexed) by notifying the Russian state authorities of the 
Council's intentions of the State of Crimea and the Legislative Assembly of 
Sevastopol regarding the insertion of the Crimean territory as a federated state 
into the Russian Federation (Myers 2022). 
An "interstate" agreement will be concluded regarding the annexation which 
will enter into force, according to the law, at the time of ratification by the 
Federal Authority, but it was applied de facto from the moment of signing. 
Respecting the democratic course of the procedure, Vladimir Putin will send on 
March 18, 2014 a request addressed to the Constitutional Court of Russia 
regarding the verification of the constitutionality of the accession agreement and 
on March 19 the Constitutional Court will declare its conformity; on the same 
day, Putin will send the agreement to the State Duma (in which he holds the 
majority) for ratification, which will pass the procedure on March 20 with only 
one vote against. On March 21, 2014, the Federation Council will also ratify the 
agreement, a federal constitutional law was adopted stipulating the annexation 
of Crimea and Sevastopol to the Russian Federation, signed by President Putin, 
creating the Crimean Federal District on the same day. On April 11, 2014, the 
constitutions of the Federal Republic of Crimea and the federal city of 
Sevastopol will be adopted, being also integrated into the Constitution of the 
Russian Federation. 
This fervour in speeding up the steps to annex the two territories highlighted, 
on the one hand, the ease and fluidity of decision-making within the Russian 
Federation regarding subjects of national interest, and on the other hand, the 
difficult coordination and collaboration between states at the level of response to 
the actions of the Russian Federation. Vladimir Putin proved to the international 
political scene that his regime of super-presidentialism exceeds democratic 
rigidity in terms of the way of action and reaction in case of a critical situation 
and proved, once again, that power in the Russian state is concentrated in the 
hands of the president and the narrow circle close ones. The attempt to 
minimally respect international provisions is seen as a form of legitimization of 
the actions taken by Moscow in the case of the illegal and illegitimate 
annexation of Crimea. 
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2.REPORTING THE EVENTS IN CRIMEA TO 
INTERNATIONAL LAW AND ATTEMPTS TO LEGITIMIZE 
THE ACTIONS  
 
With regard to the legal validity of the Crimean referendum, by the resolution 
adopted in March 2014, the United Nations declared it "invalid" and unable to 
form the basis of a new alteration in terms of status changes, referring in 
particular to the „Budapest Memorandum” and the „Helsinki Final Act” but 
also to the „Treaty of Friendship, Cooperation and Partnership” concluded 
between the Russian Federation and Ukraine in 1997 (Nations 2014). The 
Russian Federation supported the validity of this referendum; and, more than 
that, Vladimir Putin will reaffirm on every occasion "if there is an area where 
Russia could be a leader—it is in asserting the norms of international law” 
(Putin, en.kremlin.ru 2014).  Of course, support for this resolution was divided, 
with states such as Armenia, Belarus, Bolivia, Cuba, North Korea, Nicaragua, 
Sudan, Syria, Venezuela and Zimbabwe supporting Russia's view of non-
recognition, and although the resolution was passed with the votes of 100 states, 
58 states abstained and 24 did not vote (by not showing up, for example China, 
Argentina, Brazil, India) (United Nations 2014). 
Principles related to territorial integrity and the principle of the prohibition of 
the use of force are contained in the Helsinki Final Act, but also in the UN 
Charter, Article 2, paragraph 4, as well as in other international bilateral or 
multilateral documents that the Russian Federation is accused by the 
international community of having violated. The argument of the Russian 
Federation was as follows: the treaties are void because they were concluded 
with a previous government, with a "legitimate authority of the Ukrainian state" 
(Allison 2014) they lose their value with the changes of the Ukrainian 
government. The Budapest Memorandum signed in 1994 began to be discussed 
with the Ukrainian crisis, stipulating security guarantees from the US, Great 
Britain and Russia offered to Ukraine as a result of its renunciation of Soviet-era 
nuclear weapons and its accession to the Treaty on The non-proliferation of 
nuclear weapons and "respect for the independence, sovereignty and existing 
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borders of Ukraine " (The Budapest Memorandum 1994), reaffirming that "the 
United States of America, the Russian Federation, as well as the United 
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, reaffirm their obligation to 
refrain from to the threat or use of force against the territorial integrity or 
political independence of Ukraine, and that none of their weapons shall ever be 
used against Ukraine except in self-defence or otherwise in accordance with the 
Charter of the United Nations." (The Budapest Memorandum 1994). Although at 
first Moscow's involvement in the destabilization of Ukraine was a disputed 
matter, with March 2014 and the annexation of Crimea it was clear that the 
Russian Federation had not complied with any of the provisions of the treaty; 
Ukraine was not a threat to Russia, so it cannot be argued that it acted in "self-
defence" nor was it delegated by the UN Security Council "to intervene in 
Ukraine and, moreover, to annex Crimea" (Yost 2015). 
On the same note, the Treaty of Friendship, Cooperation and Partnership 
between the Russian Federation and Ukraine from 1997 continues, in which it is 
stipulated that the parties "will build mutually beneficial relations based on the 
principle of mutual respect for their sovereign equality, territorial integrity, 
inviolability of borders , the peaceful settlement of disputes, the non-use of force 
or the threat of force (...) the non-intervention in internal affairs, the 
conscientious fulfilment of assumed international obligations and other norms 
recognized by international law." (Treaty of Friendship 1995). 
As a result, the Russian Federation not only violated the internal legal order of 
Ukraine through the unconstitutional procedures (Allison 2014, 1258) supported 
by Yanukovych (the declaration of independence and the referendum), but also 
the international treaties it had concluded with Ukraine. The deployment of 
Russian military troops on the territory of a sovereign and independent state 
cannot be legitimized even by the request of the Ukrainian president, as the 
Russian Federation does not have a mandate from the United Nations to 
intervene. That is why the "illegal and illegitimate annexation of Crimea" is 
discussed: illegal, i.e. not in accordance with the law stipulating the inviolability 
of the borders and territory of a state, not recognized by law, not approved by 
the authorities of the sovereign state (Kyiv authorities), activity carried out in 
secret (referring not to the quick process of a few days of annexation, but to the 
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destabilization actions carried out for the purpose of annexation) and 
illegitimate, that is, unfounded, not having a sufficiently well-argued legal basis 
for involvement, which is not justified, which does not have the conditions 
required by law. The link between international law and Russia's intervention in 
Ukraine is extremely interesting from several perspectives: international law is a 
limit but also provides free-hand for action for Russia, the gaps in international 
law and the possibility of interpreting its provisions are both a way of 
justification as well as a restriction invoke the law, get bound by the law and 
most importantly, "legal rhetoric can frame policy options." (Borgen 2014). 
Although Moscow will mime the entire democratic process of annexation, the 
international states will not recognize the new federal state and the city within 
the federal state. Moscow's argumentation for the actions started in Crimea will 
go through several stages: from the attempt to legitimize the actions in Crimea 
domestically to support Vladimir Putin's leadership at the political level and at 
the level of Russian society, dressed in disinformation and partial truths, to 
attempts at international legitimation, exploiting the very weapons of the West - 
the loose interpretations given to international law and liberal discourse in a 
background of instability, those "grey areas" that are easy to exploit (the alleged 
threats to the Russian-speaking population). The Russian Federation had three 
main motivations regarding the justifying speech for the actions started in 
Crimea, used to different degrees at the domestic and international level 
depending on the target audience to which it was addressed: 1. protecting 
Russian citizens located on the territory of Ukraine, 2. intervention based on 
invitation (aid requested by Yanukovych) and 3. humanitarian intervention 
(bringing up the precedent of Kosovo) (Krisch 2014). 
The legal camouflage in Roy Allison's (Allison 2014, 1261-1264) view that the 
Russian Federation will use will stretch in several directions. The first of them is 
that the interim government that was established after the flight of Yanukovych 
from the country is illegal, unrepresentative because it was based on a coup 
d'état in reaching power, an opinion officially supported by the Russian foreign 
minister, Sergey Lavrov, in the annual speech at the United Nations where he 
proposed a statement regarding: "non-recognition of a coup as a method of the 
change of power." (Lavrov 2014). From Moscow's perspective, Yanukovych was 
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still de jure president of Ukraine, the legal impeachment procedure not taking 
place (a third of the votes cast in the Verkhovna Rada and the submission of the 
case to the Ukrainian Constitutional Court for analysis). Another argument put 
forward by Moscow in support of this view was the failure to comply with the 
agreement signed by Yanukovych and the Ukrainian opposition that provided 
for a unitary national government to commit to constitutional reforms and the 
restoration of the 1996 Constitution. However, Yanukovych will be the one to 
violate the terms of this agreement by leaving the country and leaving Ukraine 
in the midst of crisis with the dysfunctional presidential institution; in this 
context, the Ukrainian parliament will vote to impeach the president. 
The second concerns the violation of the rights of the Russian minority resident 
in Crimea through a "nationalist-extremist" program promoted by the interim 
government. There will be exchanges of words between the US and the Russian 
Federation during the UN Security Council meetings, America claiming that the 
motivations brought by Moscow are "fabricated" and "trumped up pretext" for 
intervention and Vitaly Churkin pleading for the elimination of any possibility 
of taking power by extremists: "extremists in Ukraine must be prevented from 
taking control of the situation through illegitimate means, the use of violence 
and open terror." (UN Security Council Meeting, no. 7124 2014). The only 
argument put forward by Moscow for the so-called „nationalist-extremist 
program” is the uninspired decision of the Verkhovna Rada to cancel the law 
regarding language, but this was not approved by the acting president 
Oleksandr Turcinov. 
The third argument is based on the "direct threat" that Russian military troops 
stationed in Crimea and the Black Sea Fleet felt. This point was basically an 
attempt to legitimize actions by creating requirements for self-defence. In the 
statements that Britain will make through Mark Lyall Grant at the same meeting 
of the Security Council, the opposite will be shown, specifying that the Russian 
military forces are the ones that took control of the airports, put pressure on the 
military leaders for defections and blockaded Ukrainian ports (Allison 2014, 
1261-1264). The fourth argument is also related to an "imminent threat" but 
coming from a potential humanitarian crisis of refugees - here in close 
connection with the arguments in the cases of Kosovo (1999) and Libya (2012). 
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And this point was difficult to sustain since the "humanitarian catastrophe" was 
not happening, there were no refugee flows. 
Argument number five is based on article number 61 paragraph 2 of the 
Constitution of the Russian Federation which concerns the right of the Russian 
state to protect its citizens and outside its borders. This argument is similar to 
the one invoked by Vladimir Putin before the Council when obtaining approval 
for the use of weapons "in the territory of Ukraine pending normalization of the 
public and political situation in that country." (Putin, Itar-Tass 2014) But 
considering the fact that Moscow must also obey international law, the 
supremacy of the constitutional provisions could be used mainly only at the 
national level. The last argument used by the Russians was that of the invitation 
made by President Yanukovych and the Prime Minister of the Autonomous 
Republic of Crimea, Sergey Aksyonov, to the Russian Federation to provide 
military assistance in order to stabilize and protect Ukraine. As a theatrical work 
spread over several days, V.Churkin will present on March 1 Foreign Minister 
Lavrov's vision regarding "unknown armed men from Kyiv" confronting "self-
defense groups" and that in this tumultuous scenario the request for help was 
addressed by the president (UN Security Council Meeting, no. 7124 2014) so 
that, two days later, at the meeting on March 3, the letter from Yanukovych 
requesting the intervention of the Russian armed forces to restore peace, law, 
order and stability and to defend the population would be presented Ukrainian. 
The next day, Vladimir Putin will intervene arguing this action in an interview 
that if the population of the southern and eastern regions of Ukraine: "ask us for 
help (...) we retain the right to use all available means to protect those people." 
(Putin, Novo-Ogaryovo 2014) 
Consequently, the arguments brought forward for the interventions of the 
Russian Federation on Ukrainian territory were not among the most convincing. 
As I have already stated, they also represented legitimization for the use of 
military force, but also a way to strengthen the power of Vladimir Putin, who 
will win the third term as president of the Russian Federation four years later. In 
the case of the crisis in Ukraine, international law is a reason for international 
dispute, asking the question: is international law sufficient to ensure the 
territorial integrity and sovereignty of a state? Has the Russian Federation set a 
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precedent in its violation? Although the answer to the first question is debatable, 
the second clearly presents an affirmative answer, the specialized literature 
considering the actions of the Russian Federation as a new attempt to expand 
the sphere of influence and the start of a new "Cold War": "The Russia-Ukraine 
crisis also impacts real-world policymaking. If international law, or at least the 
Charter's rule on the use of force, is very weak or non-existent as a tool for 
restraining state action, then policymakers should not rely on the Charter rule as 
meaningful protection against aggression." (Ku 2014) 
The implications of Vladimir Putin's decision will have repercussions not only at 
the local level, but also at international one, reshaping the very perception of the 
ways of interpreting international law to the good of ethnic argument: "Russia, 
Mr. Putin insists, has a responsibility to protect all Russians abroad, and he gets 
to decide who is a Russian (...) It is impossible to overstate the degree to which 
this is a threat not just to Russia's Eastern European and Eurasian neighbours 
but to the whole post-1945 international order." (Ash 2014). What Putin did in 
Ukraine, invoking the existence of the Kosovo precedent, will set a precedent in 
terms of changing the borders of a sovereign state on ethnic and historical 
grounds affecting the international order itself: "With its aggressive behaviour 
against a sovereign country, Russia has confirmed its revisionist will concerning 
the nuclear, European, and international order. It has put in danger one of the 
elementary principles of nuclear disarmament: it is realistic only if security is 
guaranteed. How can new phases of American–Russian nuclear disarmament be 
envisaged in such a context? How can it be argued that a world without nuclear 
weapons would necessarily be a safer world if elementary respect for the rule of 
law is not guaranteed?" (Roche 2014). 
 
 
3.THE REACTIONS OF THE INTERNATIONAL SCENE 
REGARDING THE EVENTS IN CRIMEA  
 
The Ukrainian crisis will provoke numerous and different reactions in the 
international arena depending on the interests and the role of the states in the 
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international arena. As far as the European Union is concerned, it was one of the 
main actors in the management of this crisis, although there were also elements 
that restricted the power of the Union over the situation, as Taras Kuzio 
(Ukraine between a Constrained EU and Assertive Russia 2016, 1-18) also 
presents three main elements that constrained the margin of actions in the 
conflict: 1. the EU never supported Ukraine's candidacy, 2. the EU 
underestimated the Ukrainian leaders (the blind belief that Yanukovych really 
has pro-European inclinations) and 3. the differences between the two actors: the 
EU and Russia (it was lost sight of the fact that Russia is an authoritarian state, 
where the decision is taken by a single leader, while the EU is made up of 28 
members, where co-decision involves an arduous and long-lasting process). As a 
consequence, the three elements significantly reduced the possibility for the 
European Union to intervene promptly and with a much stronger effect on the 
Russian-Ukrainian conflict. Of course, with regard to individual EU member 
states, the preferential policies that the Russian Federation has with them are 
also discussed. 
In an article published in 2016 I.P. Karolewski and M.D. Cross present the role 
that the European Union had in the Ukraine crisis, analysing its power as a 
dependent variable, dividing this power into several areas and trying to create 
an analysis framework. They identified 5 elements that need to be analysed for 
EU intervention at the crisis level and the explanation of power in international 
relations: 1. the domain (participating actors; unilateral or cooperative exercise 
of power) – EU power was exercised in close connection with US policies and 
those of NATO (after the USA took the decision on March 6, 2014 to impose 
economic sanctions against Russia, the EU  followed closely from March 17, 
being followed by other NATO member states (Albania) or with potential 
attribute (Montenegro); the second wave of sanctions imposed by America was 
on July 17, 2014, and it targeted energy companies and banks in particular, 
which made the EU also implement a new list of sanctions; therefore, the 
collaboration between EU member states and the US/ NATO was extremely 
tight-knit with unanimity regarding the need for sanctions 2. the purpose (the 
issue at hand, where the actor has the most power) – EU powers are especially 
in the economic and legal field; in this direction, the EU overestimated the long-
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term benefits that Ukraine could have obtained from the free trade area with EU 
while underestimating the short-term opportunities that Russia could offer. 3. 
the weight (the probability of influencing the behaviour of other actors by the 
EU) – the Union had a lot to lose due to the inconsistency of the policies initiated 
by the states, this being due to the umbilical cord that connects the member 
states of the Union bilaterally with Russia, being created in this kind of 
sympathies towards Putin's regime and privileged economic relations; however, 
there was one event that increased the normative pressure and gave the EU the 
"weight" it needed by giving Germany a previously non-existent role in blaming 
- the downing of Malaysian Airlines flight MH17 resulting in the deaths of 
hundreds of civilians; 4. the costs (both for the EU and for Russia) – represented 
by the economic sanctions imposed on the Russian Federation which affected 
the economy by entering into recession at the beginning of 2015 with a decrease 
in GDP - 2.2% (the effect being felt through the combination of economic 
sanctions with the drop in the price of oil since 2014), the costs being also for the 
EU of approx. 155 million euros (only in the food sector); 5. the means (the range 
of powers used: symbolic, economic, military or diplomatic) (Karolewski, Cross 
2016) - at the diplomatic level we will have the Minsk Agreements, economic 
sanctions, the removal of the Russian Federation from the G8 group (the 
meetings are held in the G7 format), financial aid (the loan given to Ukraine in 
the amount of 1.8 billion euros (Euractiv.com 2015)). 
The European Union's response to the crisis in Ukraine therefore aimed at a 
range of sanctions of several categories. As for the Minsk Agreements of 
September 2014 and February 2015, they had as their main purpose a ceasefire 
and the restoration of order in the area. Many states led by Germany were 
initially against the imposition of sanctions due to their economic relations with 
the Russian Federation. 8 states (USA, Canada, UK, Poland, Georgia, Turkey, 
Lithuania and Israel) will provide assistance to Ukraine by supervising the 
training of Ukrainian military units and the National Guard, through military 
personnel training sessions larger than those conducted by NATO PfP 
(Partnership for Peace). Minsk II imposed more obligations on Ukraine than on 
the separatists, accepting the special status granted to Donetsk and Luhansk 
regions; Germany and France put pressure on Ukraine to accept agreements that 
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served Russia's strategic interests: "there is no structured process or legitimate 
international forum to deal with Russia's aggression against Ukraine." (Socor 
2015) The Ukrainian crisis revealed the lack of consensus and vision regarding 
the Eastern Partnership and the deficient construction of the European Union 
regarding the resolution of crisis situations, political instability, regime change 
and violent conflict. 
There are 6 reasons why the German-French-led negotiations on the Minsk II 
accords are unlikely to resolve the Russian-Ukrainian crisis: the constitutional 
changes that Ukraine must make in relation to the Donetsk and Lugansk 
autonomous regions (which will be used by Russia as a new form of pressure on 
Kiev), the number of 12,000 Russian troops in Eastern Ukraine, (Reuters 2015) - 
(a situation similar to the period of the Red Army), the lack of response from the 
West to the war crimes in Crimea and Donbas (approximately 90% of the 
prisoners Ukrainian soldiers and civilians were subjected to inhumane treatment 
and in 40% of the investigated cases the key roles were played by Russian 
soldiers (Coynash 2015)), Russia refuses to let Ukraine regain control of the 
borders (this allows Moscow a continuous flow of arms deliveries, special forces 
and volunteers, with the GRU and FSB being omnipresent via "humanitarian 
convoys"), terror campaigns are permanently financed by Russia and illegal 
arrests are the order of the day (Kuzio 2016, 12-13). 
Relations between Germany and the Russian Federation have also gone through 
a sine wave that has waxed and waned with events and actions taken by 
Moscow. If at the beginning of the tensions Germany was reluctant to accept the 
imposition of economic sanctions against the Kremlin, with the unfolding of 
events and increasingly visible and brutal interventions, it will change its 
perspective through the voice of Angela Merkel, the policy vis-à-vis Moscow 
moving from "Ostpolitik" to "a new ice age." (Schepps 2012). But things did not 
continue on that note, with the German chancellor having regular phone 
conversations with Vladimir Putin and meetings at the diplomatic level, 
although the harassment was constantly present (for example, at the meeting 
that Putin had with Merkel in Milan, he was five hours late (Herszenhorn 2014) 
and at the G20 meeting in Brisbane, Vladimir Putin left early arguing that he 
was being treated as a second-rate leader). In a general view, Germany's attitude 
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towards the Russian-Ukrainian crisis was based on firm condemnation of 
Russian actions and the imposition of economic sanctions (Forsberg 2016) seen 
more as a reorientation and not as an accelerated change of perspective in 
international politics, the same attitude being present and in the case of France. 
As for the reaction of the United States of America, it came both from the 
direction of the government and the direction of the North Atlantic Treaty 
Alliance. Considering the reduced trade between the US and the Russian 
Federation of approx. $40 billion per year (an extremely low percentage 
compared to the amount recorded in relations with European states) 
(economist.com 2014) America seems unlikely to be affected by the sanctions it 
wants to impose on Russia. A second element that provides some leeway comes 
from the direction of American public opinion indifferent to the conflict, "less 
than one in five Americans believe it is necessary for America to protect 
Ukraine." (economist.com 2014). In fact, the American president at the time, 
Barack Obama, was accused by Republicans that the scourge of the crisis in 
Ukraine expanded precisely because of his policies. The "weakness" that Barack 
Obama displays in relation to the friendly relationship between America and the 
Russian Federation has allowed, in the view of the Republicans, a reinforcement 
for the expansionist policy of Moscow. From a financial and military point of 
view, the United States will help Kiev through financial loans and the delivery 
of weapons. As for the North Atlantic Treaty Alliance, its implications will be 
limited to the declarative level because Ukraine is not a NATO member state 
and, therefore, the Alliance cannot invoke the application of Article 5 regarding 
collective security. What is worth noting in terms of the changes that the 
Alliance is registering after the Ukrainian crisis is that rethinking the strategy in 
Eastern Europe. This means: deploying increased military forces in NATO 
member states, (by finally installing anti-missile shields - the decision regarding 
the ABMDS was taken before 2014), joint military exercises with the aim of a 
good coordination and actions at the operational level, but also reiteration of the 
commitment to ensure international security within the Summits. Although the 
Alliance itself could not intervene, the member states unilaterally helped 
Ukraine through armaments and military exercises with the aim of training 
troops from Kyiv. 
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A full implementation of the Minsk agreements, however, is a derisory thing as 
long as Putin remains the president of Russia. The annexation of Crimea led to 
an increase in the popularity of the newly elected president and a return of 
Crimea to Ukraine: "would spell the end of Putin's regime and could provoke a 
nationalist rebellion. The full implementation of the Minsk agreement would 
require returning control of the border to Ukraine and the withdrawal of 
Russian occupation forces. If implemented, these two steps would make it 
impossible for Putin to continue to provide a security guarantee to the Donbas 
separatists of not allowing Ukraine to retake the enclaves." (Kuzio 2016, 9). Any 
attempt to resolve the situation diplomatically and through the implementation 
of international agreements is impossible considering the symbolic load that the 
annexation of Crimea has for the leadership of the power of the leader from 
Moscow not only domestically, where Putin has to reassure the circle restricted 
by friends that his power is continuous and indissoluble, but also externally. 
The portfolio of interventionist actions of the Russian Federation will be 
completed in 2014, in addition to Kosovo and Georgia, with the annexation of 
the Crimean Peninsula. Moreover, bearing the economic consequences of this 
annexation as well as international blame, Moscow in 2022 will bring a new war 
to the stage of international politics and will continue the annexation of 
Ukrainian territory with February, proving that a new war in the heart of 
Europe is possible. Unlike 2014, the armed military intervention on the territory 
of a sovereign, democratic state was carried out without any restraint. If in 2014 
we are talking about "green men" and military troops without badges, 8 years 
later the Russian Federation will intervene directly, with troops and military 
weapons, with an aggressive character hungry for territorial expansion and 
proving that the interventionist actions of the past were just a preparation for 
the 2022 moment. The attempts to justify military intervention become history 
and for the year 2022 Vladimir Putin will bring to the fore not the power of 
international treaties but the power of weapons and war. 
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4.CONCLUSIONS 
 
The "umbilical cord" (political and economic) that Vladimir Putin will establish 
during his first term with the European leaders will prove extremely useful until 
2014 and in the immediate following period, especially regarding the doubts 
that the European leaders shad on the necessity of economic sanctions for 
Moscow. The Georgian precedent represented an extremely valuable lesson for 
the Kremlin, but not for the European states; The Russian Federation applying 
the same behavioural pattern in the case of Crimea: the internal destabilization 
of the regime in Kyiv (by financing corruption and exploiting ethnic tensions), 
masked military intervention (the "green men" and indirect military subsidies 
through pretended humanitarian convoys), public evasion of Muscovite political 
leaders regarding foreign interventions and, finally, military intervention 
masked by their own interpretations of international law for the purpose of 
legitimation; but in the case of Crimea, the Russian Federation will go even 
further until the annexation of the Peninsula, proving to the West that it is 
incapable of action. 
European states and international organizations reacted as expected: trying to 
debate and create a unified point of view on this issue. But the great 
disadvantage of the democratic consensus is that of the increased time for the 
decision, a period that offered the Russian Federation enough time for 
mobilization and action, since the regime is an authoritarian type and the 
decision is taken unilaterally without the need for consultation or following a 
process democratic. The bureaucracy required to fulfil and comply with the 
provisions of international law, which provides legitimacy for action from the 
perspective of democratic states, has been a real impediment for the EU, NATO 
and the US. It is necessary, therefore, to resume what is considered to be 
"functional democracy" in terms of speed of decision and not only in terms of 
compliance with international provisions. 
The eventful course of events in Crimea highlighted gross violations of 
international law (the Charter of the United Nations Organization, the Helsinki 
Agreement, the Budapest Memorandum, the Treaty of Friendship, Cooperation 
and Partnership) and of Ukrainian constitutional law (by supporting the 
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referendum declared as illegal and illegitimate and not recognized by the 
European states nor by the UN). The legal camouflage that the Russian 
Federation tried to display, as well as the arguments with a legitimizing role, 
did not stop the European states and the USA from imposing economic 
sanctions that will affect the Russian economy in the long term. The Minsk 
agreements and the Berlin plus package - although intended to be a way to 
remedy the situation - will not be put into practice, Vladimir Putin drawing the 
essence of his "great leader" power precisely from this archaic thinking of the 
need to conquer of territory. The lack of consensus and vision, the continued 
application of obsolete provisions and the non-modification of legal provisions 
to fit the new realities (hybrid war) will only represent a weak, powerless 
international, political, economic and military environment that the Russian 
Federation will use every opportunity it gets to destabilize democratic regimes 
and expand its sphere of influence. 
As a consequence, following the events that took place in 2014 when the Russian 
Federation illegally and illegitimately annexed the Crimean Peninsula, violating 
not only the constitutional provisions of the Ukrainian state, but also the 
provisions of international law, the need to recreate and rethink the term 
"threat" is being discussed to international security, especially the strategic 
concept of the North Atlantic Treaty Alliance to be able to face the new threats 
coming from the hybrid war area, a kind of wake-up call for all member states of 
the Alliance; this alarm signal that will wake up the international community 
and especially the European one much too soon (2022) with the start of the new 
war of the 21st century. 
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Abstract 
The paper contributes to understanding how innovations in teaching 
International Relations are critical for building competencies to students. 
Modern diplomacy challenges require a bunch of competencies that have to be 
developed even before joining the diplomatic service. The paper explores the 
interactions between real policy, diplomacy and international relations and 
students’ capabilities, and to what extent the knowledge is transferable through 
a role-play game developed by the author to simulate a part of the activities of a 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The data were collected between 2016 and 2021, 
using a voluntary, anonymous questionnaire from 68 respondents and focus 
group discussions. The paper is a continuation to our previous study and 
confirms that the role play simulation helped students acquire or enhance skills 
related to diplomatic practices, and that they are using those skills in their 
professional life. These findings can enrich the best practices for effective 
learning and competencies development. Data shows that experiential learning 
is able to form or to enhance a series of competencies specific to the field of 
International Relations and Diplomacy. The transfer of knowledge is effective in 
terms of professional and social competencies. Implications are discussed for 
enhancing the learning process in International Relations and Diplomacy master 
programs. 
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What is already known about this topic: 

• Experiential learning strategies using collaborative working are effective in 
students’ knowledge transfer; 

• Building students’ skills in Diplomacy is always difficult due to a restrained 
access to practice; 

• Feedback from students was collected through quantitative online assessments 
and qualitative assessments during focus groups. 

 
What this paper adds: 

• Proposes a new simulation game, easy to replicate in universities, based on the 
author’s diplomatic practice. 

• Identifies key skills related to diplomatic tasks that are enhanced due to the 
simulation game. 

 
Implications for practice and/or policy: 

• Assessment marks that the motivation of students tends to increase by 
collaborative work; 

• Indicates that the simulation proposed in this article is effective in terms of 
knowledge transfer; 

• The role play tends to diminish the heterogeneity of students from different 
master’s programs. 
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1.INTRODUCTION 

Modern Diplomacy needs to deal with challenges that never existed 50 years 
ago, but also involves an adaptation of the ministries of foreign affairs to the 
digital revolution. Teaching diplomacy should follow this trend and in this 
respect innovations in the learning process are critical for building new 
competencies or enhancing the competencies already acquired during university 
studies. More specifically, developing learning programs in Diplomacy, at 
university level, is a tangible problem. Diplomacy is an applied art built on 
contributions from a number of disciplines, from Public Law and International 
Relations up to History, Psychology and Communication. Diplomatic skills are 
difficult to acquire exclusively from a theoretical point of view, while practicing 
diplomacy is almost impossible without being a career diplomat because the 
largest part of the diplomatic activity is based on confidential information, 
unavailable to students. Therefore, the challenge when setting up the master in 
Diplomacy and International Negotiations consists of creating learning 
experiences for students as close to reality as possible. Thus, we designed an 
innovative simulation game to offer learning experiences as close as possible to 
real life situations. This article aims to answer a number of questions: Is the 
experiential learning exercise developed by us able to transfer to the students 
some of the skills requested by diplomatic activity? Simulations games in 
Diplomacy studies do enhance or form some requested capabilities for a smooth 
insertion in the professional life? Are they measurable? 

 
 

2.LITERATURE REVIEW 

The learning design in International Relations courses always includes 
diplomatic simulations to ensure a cyclical experiential learning as described by 
the Kolb’s Learning Cycle. Such simulations in real-life are deficient because the 
students learned the evolution of the simulated situation and will try to adopt 
the same approach (Brynen 2010, Chasek 2005, Dougherty 2003). Despite the 
abundant literature on the learning aspects of game simulations, there is little 
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research regarding the capacity of role play simulations in International 
Relations to generate measurable and meaningful outcomes in developing 
specific skills (Cercel 2022, Blum 2007, Raymond 2010, Stover 2005). Kim (2016) 
proposes to include gamification concepts to enhance the understanding of 
political science concepts. 
Using game based learning to support the development of different 
competences is not a new educational method, but it is a powerful tool in 
developing real competences by challenging the students’ creativity (Cercel 
2022, Michael D. și Chen 2005, Mustata, Alexe și Alexe 2017, Pivec 2007). 
According to Dadheech „students won’t be able to gain any information and 
skills out of dull learning process but they understand the application of skills 
and knowledge to solve real-life problems with help of effective learning 
process. The knowledge and skills acquired through game-based learning are 
retained longer than information from other learning methods.” (Dadheech, 
https://theknowledgereview.com/importance-game-based-learning-modern-
education/) 
Chen et al. (2015) argue the importance of enhancing the educational process by 
designing and including gamification learning strategies. Researches show that 
game simulation learning increases the students’ motivation and their 
achievements (Chen 2015, Giannakas, și alții 2018). O’Donnell, Hmelo-Silver and 
Erkens (2013) argue that there are three key elements that strengthen students’ 
learning experience: common team experience, team-collaboration, and 
communication. These elements develop students’ social skills such as: 
teamwork, dialogue and cooperation, and critical thinking (Giannakas, și alții 
2018). Through learning experiences, individuals change perspectives, learn 
something, and transfer the acquired competencies elsewhere. Is this transfer a 
fact? Some authors consider that the transferable knowledge is „unrealistic 
because this learning is mediated by culturally, societally and situationally 
derived facts and personal factors” (Bilett 2013, 5). 
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3.THE ROLE PLAY MODEL 
 
The role play game developed by us and that we called MAEDRI simulates the 
interactions between diplomacy tasks and students’ capabilities, and is 
appropriate for students in Diplomacy, International Relations and Political 
Sciences. 
MAEDRI offers a pedagogical instrument to demonstrate not only a small part 
of what diplomacy is in a day-to-day activity, but also to experience teamwork, 
coordination within a hierarchical organization, work accuracy, change 
management, or time management. Wilcox considers that situated praxis 
„encourages the design and development of games that guide players to 
discover knowledge inside a range of communities, domains, and experiences” 
(Wilcox 2019, 157). MAEDRI game simulation responds to the elements 
identified by Wilcox: the con text (the students learn easier because they 
recognize the situation), the practice (the exercise allows them to experiment in a 
safe manner the theoretical concepts learned during their college studies), and 
the experience (the students discover themselves what are the diplomatic day-
to-day tasks) (Cercel 2022). The skills acquired during simulation games can be 
separated into two categories: professional and social. 
 

Table 1 
Transferable skills through MAEDRI game simulation 

Professional skills Social skills 
Searching and filtering 
information in virtual space 

Ability to dialogue and be persuasive   

Problem solving Building relations within the team 
Task partitioning Team coordination 
Assertiveness Self-control and confidence 
Attention to details Flexibility 
Giving and receiving 
feedback 

Team motivation 

Decision making based on Initiative and creativity 
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data received 
Analysis capacity Care for order, quality of work, and accuracy 
Change management Emotional intelligence 
Planning and organizing 
the work 

Conflict management 

Writing reports using a 
diplomatic language 

Stress management 

Fluency and concision  
Procedures compliance  

Source: adapted from Cercel (2022, e32996) 
 
 
3.1.Conducting the Role play 
 
The role play is organized annually since 2016. The participants are enrolled in 
different Masters Programs such as Diplomacy and International Negotiations, 
Security and Diplomacy, Conflict Analysis, and European and International 
Relations at the National University of Political Studies and Public 
Administration (SNSPA), Bucharest, Romania which simulate the activity of 
diplomatic missions abroad. In this respect, the MAEDRI organization 
reproduces on a small scale the structure of a typical Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
and their diplomatic service. Based on their interest and knowledge of a specific 
topic or a geographic space, the students embody different roles. 
The role play consists in simulating a part of the activity of real diplomats, that 
part of which does not involve confidential data – obtaining relevant 
information from Internet open sources. The exercise requires daily remote work 
for one to two weeks in a simulated structure of a diplomatic organization. In 
practice, the students are simulating the Press and Communication activity as 
foreign diplomats in various countries around the globe. The objective of the 
simulation is to give students a real experience of the diplomatic tasks. The 
participants have to apply their theoretical knowledge acquired during their 
studies, develop their ability to work in teams and to coordinate their work with 
other teams, test their skills in finding relevant information in a given time 
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frame, analyze the information and compile all into a report that meet the 
criteria in terms of diplomatic language and concision. 

 
 

3.1.1.Preparation 

The simulation game proposes different roles (see Figure 1) and different 
responsibilities that the students can fulfil: diplomats at a Simulated diplomatic 
mission abroad, Simulated chain of command at the headquarter (Simulated 
Directorates organized by functions or by geographical criteria, and the 
Simulated Spokesperson Cabinet responsible for providing final revision and 
publishing the reports on the Facebook page) Before starting the simulation, the 
participants will identify all the relevant local media in their „host country” and 
select a relevant and balanced portfolio of sources. 

 
Table 2 

MAEDRI simulation game preparation checklist 
Stages Activities of the 

students in 
management roles 

(Simulated 
Spokesperson Cabinet 

& Simulated 
Directorates) 

Activities of the 
students (in Simulated 
Diplomatic Missions) 

Teacher 
activity 

Preparation Advertising and 
promoting the 
simulation game within 
the university in order 
to have a large selection 
base 

Applying for the 
simulation play game 
on a voluntary basis 

Supervision 
and 
coordination 

Selecting the students 
based on the application 
forms received 
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Kickoff 
meeting 

Creating the structure of 
MAEDRI organizations 
and setting up the 
communication system  

Assuming the role in 
the ”host country” 
based on their interests 
by exploring and 
identifying the 
relevant media in the 
selected country.  

Supervision 
and 
feedback  

Taking over all 
credential for the 
MAEDRI Facebook 
page  

Training sessions 
offered by professors 
and alumni 

Supervision 
and 
feedback 

Simulation Coordinating their team 
Reading and 
summarizing the 
reports. 
Publishing the selected 
reports on the MAEDRI 
Facebook page on a 
daily basis. 
Giving and receiving 
feedback  

Reading every day the 
selected media from 
the „simulated 
country”. 
Drafting the report 
and sending it to the 
respective General 
Directorate. 
Sending feedback to 
the management team 

Supervision 

Debriefing Collecting feedback 
from participants, 
analyzing data 
furnished by Facebook 
analytics and preparing 
the report for the 
exercise 

 Individual 
and group 
feedback  

Source: adapted from Cercel (2022), Multimedia appendix 1 

Although the game is using only remote work, creating a specific location where 
students can meet would be beneficial in order to enhance the direct 
communication between them. In our case, the students are doing their work 
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from home. We created a virtual space coordinated by the teacher, where every 
participant can receive help or advice. 
 
3.1.2.The Simulated Roles 
 
A system of communication and a chain of command that simulates the various 
divisions of an ordinary Ministry of Foreign Affairs are established. In MAEDRI 
game we are simulating two management levels: Simulated Directorates (N+1 
level) and Simulated Spokesperson Cabinet (N+ 2 levels).  (see Figure 3). 
 

Figure 1. The organizational chart of the simulated organization – MAEDRI 
 

 
Source: Cercel (2022, e32996) 

 
During the simulation, the students in simulated diplomatic missions (N level) 
will analyze the information published in the selected media based on several 
criteria1 indicated by the teacher. The result of their daily work is a report; in 

 

1 The criteria that we are currently using are: 
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fact a series of synthesis of articles published in the media from the selected 
countries in that respective day. 
The results of their work are sent to the next decision level – the Simulated 
Directorates – organized on geographical or functional criteria by grouping 4-7 
simulated diplomatic missions. In order to develop their time management 
capabilities and work organization, reports submitted after the agreed deadline 
will not be considered. Nevertheless, exceptions can be made for unexpected 
events in progress in their simulated country, after informing the chain of 
command which will decide about the relevance of that particular event. 
The students in each structure are connected online and work simultaneously, 
using tools like Google docs. As for the previous structure, the simulated chain 
of command activities must respect a strict deadline. 
The simulated „Spokesperson Cabinet” is the last hierarchical structure in the 
MAEDRI game and has the responsibility to analyze the reports received and to 
rephrase if necessary for a unitary style. This structure is responsible for 
publishing the most relevant reports on the Facebook page of the MAEDRI (in 
Romanian only) at https://www.facebook.com/pages/MAEDRI-Proiect-al-
studentilor-DN/768070223277127?sk=info&tab=page_info). 
 
At the end of each edition we organized a debriefing and focus groups that gave 
students the opportunity for feedback and suggestions for further 
improvements. 
 
 

 

1. Bilateral relation between Romania and the country where the simulated 
diplomatic mission is based; 
2. Political, economy, social and cultural situation in the selected country; 
3. Positions expressed by the representatives of the selected country regarding the 
international main topics 
The criteria may change from an edition to other, either to increase the difficulty 
of the tasks or to develop specific competencies 
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4.METHODS 
 
The study is a follow-up to our previous study published in 2022 in JMIR 
Serious Games (https://games.jmir.org/2022/2/e32996). The research was 
designed to evaluate the capacity of the MAEDRI simulation game to develop 
key skills for their future active life in international relations related professions. 
Also, this data collection is giving an insight about what activities are 
appreciated by the students and to determine what could be done for 
improvement. The data were collected during 6 editions (2016-2021) using the 
questionnaire method and involved 68 respondents from 223 participants in the 
MAEDRI editions. The participation in the research was voluntary. 
The students strongly agreed that the simulation reached its objectives in terms 
of developing the professional skills. The most remarkable results were 
observed regarding analysis capacity, where 84% of participants agreed in 
different ranges that the game simulation improved their competencies. 
Significant outcome can be seen in change management (81%), fluency and 
concision (78%) and, attention to details (75%). For ease of comparison (see 
Figure 2) across the various yearly simulations, the results to specific questions 
are presented below in adjusted percentages. 
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Figure 2. Improvement of professional competencies after MAEDRI 
simulation game 

 

 
 
The same tendency could be highlighted regarding social skills, although the 
agreement rates are not so strong (see Figure 3). Care for order and quality of 
work and accuracy, and flexibility were recognized by 74% of respondents as 
the most important skills developed by the simulation. A percentage of more 
than 60% of participants admitted that the simulation game permitted them to 
develop skills like: building relations between the team (71%), initiative and 
creativity (69%), self-control and confidence (69%), ability to dialogue (60%). 
The results are in line with our previous study, where the tendencies were 
similar. 
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Figure 3. Improvement of social skills after MAEDRI simulation game 
 

 
 
 
 
5.LIMIT OF THE RESEARCH 
 
The limits of the research could be separated into three categories. The first one 
is related to the number of questionnaires received. All students had received 
the invitation to participate to the study, on a voluntary basis, so the number of 
questionnaires received is still small. 
The second one is related to the research design which cannot measure how 
other external factors are taken into account; i.e. those that might contribute to 
skills development outside the academic environment. Further research will try 
to evaluate the influence of those factors. Finally, the last limitation refers to the 
lack of control group. 
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6.CONCLUSION  

This study showed that the use of experiential learning methods helps master 
students to better understand and use the diplomatic concepts. 
This study evaluated students’ perceptions about the effectiveness of the 
MAEDRI game to simulate a typical Ministry of Foreign Affairs organization. 
Overall, the study demonstrates that students’ perceptions indicate an 
enhancement of their competencies as a result of the game simulation. In other 
words, results of this study show the exercise may have a positive effect in terms 
of knowledge transfer. 
Moreover, the participants highlighted the role of the exercise as a motivation 
factor, providing a better understanding of the real diplomats’ tasks and offering 
a snapshot of real professional situations where their hard and soft skills have 
been exposed and enhanced. 
The research presented in this study analyzes if and to what extent the role play 
game MAEDRI, developed by the author within the SNSPA, reached its 
objective – to form or to enhance a series of competencies necessary for students 
in International Relations in order to prepare them better for the active life 
period. The research covers 6 years of annual simulations. While this study was 
designed to analyze mainly the transfer of a number of professional 
competencies, the findings not only confirmed the hypothesis, but also showed 
that the learning game is more complex and it impacts some social 
competencies. 
The success of the MAEDRI simulation was observed in students’ motivation 
during the whole period of the exercise. In this respect we noticed an increase in 
team work and a stimulating competition between teams. More interesting, 
during the admission interview to the master programs, a number of students 
chose us for of our interactive master programs, and named specifically this 
simulation as a criterion for their decision. Although we didn’t measure the 
weight of different criteria in choosing a certain master program, further 
research could provide interesting insights regarding how students are selecting 
the university. Our research is in line with the literature findings (Giovanello, 
Kirk și Kromer 2013, Mariani și Glenn 2014, Owston 2013, Rivera și Simons 
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2008) where an increase in engagement by simulation was demonstrated in 
teaching political science. 
Is experiential learning and more specific role plays effective in knowledge 
transfer? Yes, according to our findings. Students self-assessed that the 
simulation game helped them acquire new competencies or enhanced the 
existing ones. 
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Abstract 
The Trump presidency put additional strains on the transatlantic partnership 
and diminished trust between traditional allies. While its administration 
adopted a series of protectionist measures together with clear ”America First” 
and ”Buy American” policies, the EU undertook multiple steps to protect itself 
in similar ways. Trade continued to flow in those 4 years, but under more hostile 
regulations and under the auspices of growing international crises and tensions. 
Biden’s victory marked a moment of hope and optimism for the restauration of 
the transatlantic bond, as he is an advocate for closer US-EU ties and for a more 
traditional diplomacy. As the first two years of Biden’s term have proven, there 
can be no return to ”business as usual” after Trump, after COVID and during a 
full-scale war waged by Russia on the European continent. What is to be found 
is another way to do ”business” and so far, there seems to be a preference for 
smaller, sectorial or sub-sectorial negotiations on specific topics/issues. The 
Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) has been (apparently) 
completely abandoned, while the new US-US Trade and Technology Council 
(TTC) brings some new promises. 
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1.INTRODUCTION 
 
Since the end of World War II, the relationship between the US and the EU has 
been a special one, based on common values and interests, regardless of who led 
the administrations in the White House or in European states.  In the more than 
seven decades of transatlantic relations, there have been tense moments, but 
geostrategic and economic interests have always prevailed. 
Although the military and security issues have always been at the forefront, the 
economic and trade approach is an essential element of the bilateral 
relationships between the two actors. 
The US and EU economies combined account for half of the global GDP and 
almost a third of international trade flows. Each of the two parties also 
represents the main economic partner for the other, the bilateral trade relations 
representing almost 40 % of the global trade. 
President Donald Trump questioned the special relationship between the two 
sides, and the US president’s criticism of the EU, NATO and some Western 
European states raised concerns in European capitals and for the first time 
endangered the security and economic architecture between Brussels and 
Washington. 
The Trump administration’s approach to US trade policy has changed the global 
economy and trade relations, including with traditional partners such as the EU. 
Trade is one of the few areas in which President Trump maintained a consistent 
position. 
Three days after taking the oath of office as President of the United States, on 
January 23rd, 2017, Trump signed an executive order virtually withdrawing 
Washington from the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP). This order was a symbolic 
one, suggesting what the commercial policy would look like during his 
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administration. In fact, this first decision prepared the world for a series of 
actions that showed the new presidential approach in the trade field. The Trump 
vowed to put America first and not allow other states to “take advantage” of the 
United States. 
In this regard, President Trump issued, in the first months of his term, several 
executive orders or statements aimed at the new commercial reorientation of 
Washington (Chase, Sparding, Mukai 2018, 9): 

a) the intention to renegotiate NAFTA (February 2nd, 2017); 
b) requested a full report on the massive reduction of trade deficits 
(March 31st, 2017); 
c) strengthening the application of anti-dumping measures and 
countervailing duties (March 31st, 2017); 
d) launch of the “Buy American, Hire American” initiative (April 
18th); 
e) investigations into steel and aluminum imports and their impact 
on US national security (April 20th and 27th); 
f) launching investigations into violations of trade agreements and 
trade abuses to which the US economy had been subjected (April 
29th); 
g) request to identify possible amendments and renegotiations of 
the US-South Korea Free Trade Agreement (July 21st); 
h) launching an investigation into China’s non-compliance with 
intellectual property rights.  
 
 

2.TRANSATLANTIC TRADE AND INVESTMENT 
PARTNERSHIP (TTIP) 
 
The negotiation of an ambitious and extensive trade agreement between the US 
and the European Union was a major priority of the Obama Administration and 
was announced from the US President’s first speech after the 2012 re-election. 
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Although enthusiastically received by both the European Union and the 
governments of the EU Member States, the negotiations on the Transatlantic 
Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) were not concluded until Obama left 
office. The reasons behind several postponements mainly referred to (European 
Commission 2016): 
a) the US administration’s focus on finalizing negotiations on and signing the 
TPP; 
b) erroneous steps, in the first stages of negotiations, regarding the initial tariff 
offers; 
c) civil society concerns that investor-state dispute resolution (ISDS) and 
regulatory cooperation could undermine the protection of European companies; 
d) significant differences of vision between the two sides in terms of agricultural 
policy or government procurement, to name just two issues. 
TTIP negotiations have been almost non-existent since President Trump took 
office. Unlike the Trans-Pacific Partnership, TTIP was not a major issue in the 
presidential election campaign, and the Trump administration had no direct 
interest in concluding negotiations. Given the difficulties of negotiations within 
the European Union and the election of Donald Trump as president, TTIP has 
entered a phase of dormition, as predicted by the European Commissioner for 
Trade, Cecilia Malmström, in November 2016. There were voices among 
members of the administration, especially Secretary of Commerce Wilbur Ross, 
who said President Trump was willing to reopen negotiations with the 
European Union. 
In contrast, the US-EU trade relationship seemed to be moving in the opposite 
direction, especially after the Trump administration imposed taxes on steel and 
aluminum imports citing national security issues and threatened to use the same 
justification to reset the transatlantic trade in motor vehicles and car parts. 
To try to prevent the deterioration of the transatlantic trade relationship, 
European Commission President Jean Claude Juncker and European Trade 
Commissioner Cecilia Malmström and other senior European officials visited 
Washington on July 25th, 2018. The visit appeared to be a success as the two 
sides agreed to set up an Executive Working Group to work on a trade agreement 
with the stated aim of identifying solutions for (U.S.-EU Statement 2018): 
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a)  zero tariffs, zero non-tariff barriers, and zero subsidies on non-auto industrial 
goods; 
b) reducing barriers and increasing trade in services, chemicals, 
pharmaceuticals, medical products, and soy; 
c) strengthening strategic cooperation with respect to energy, including exports 
of liquefied natural gas from the United States to Europe; 
d) collaboration to reform the World Trade Organization and to combat unfair 
trade practices. 
The joint US-EU statement highlights the reserves of the two partners regarding 
this agreement: “While we are working on this, we will not go against the spirit 
of this agreement, unless either party terminates the negotiations”. 
Disagreements between the two sides emerged immediately after the 
publication of the statement, especially with regard to trade in agricultural 
products. Also surprising was the US’ insistence on excluding vehicles from the 
scope of the talks, pending the completion of the investigation launched by the 
US administration in the context of this field’s implications on national security. 
The US side publicly announced its intention to begin consultations with 
Congress on a possible agreement with the European Union, under the auspices 
of the Trade Promotion Authority (USTR 2018). The administration seemed 
interested in quick victories, preferably before the mid-term elections in early 
November 2018, although an agreement to eliminate tariffs on industrial 
products was unlikely in such a short time, and the tariffs mentioned in section 
232 on motor vehicles could still appear. 
 
 
3.A TUMULTUOUS EPISODE IN THE US-EU TRADE 
RELATIONSHIP  
 
A major source of tension in the trade relationship was the Trump 
administration’s desire to adopt unilateral trade measures, such as tariffs. In 
2018, the United States began to charge between 25% and 10% on certain 
imports of steel and aluminum, in accordance with “Section 232” of US trade 
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law, respectively issues related to national security. The administration 
exempted a number of allied countries from these tariffs, but not the EU. Despite 
the use of the national security pretext, the EU considers that tariffs imposed by 
the US are incompatible with WTO rules on safeguard measures (which protect 
domestic industries from growing imports). One-fifth of steel imports and less 
than one-tenth of US aluminum imports came from the EU in 2018 (Chase, 
Sparding, Mukai 2018, 11-13). 
In response, the EU applied “rebalancing” tariffs of between 10% and 25% on US 
$ 3 billion worth of American products (e.g. whiskeys, cosmetics, yachts and 
motorcycles), according to Article XVIII of the General Agreement of the World 
Trade Organization (WTO) on tariffs and threatened a second round of tariff 
increases in 2021. The EU has also responded to US tariffs by filing a dispute 
settlement request under the WTO mechanism. European Trade Commissioner 
Cecilia Malmström said, in a speech on July 19th, 2018 on “Transatlantic trade in 
turbulent times”, that the EU considers that “it had no choice but to respond” to 
US actions, and Brussels’ response was in accordance with the order based on 
the rules established by the United States and Europe after World War II 
(Malmström 2018). 
Another source of disagreement was the possibility of imposing tariff barriers 
on cars and car parts, an industry where the Union exports 50 billion euros 
worth of goods to the United States, compared to 6.4 billion euros in the steel 
and aluminum trade, for example.  On May 17th, 2019, the US President 
announced the launch of a Department of Commerce investigation that found 
that car imports have the potential to affect US national security, giving the 
president the authority to impose import restrictions, including tariffs.  
President Trump called on the U.S. Trade Representative (USTR) to negotiate 
with the EU, Japan and other relevant trading partners to identify solutions to 
reduce the threat. 
The “Boeing-Airbus” case also continued to produce bilateral dissatisfaction; it 
was a 14-year-old dispute between the US and the EU that generated additional 
animosity during the action brought by the two parties at the World Trade 
Organization. Thus, the two parties announced the preliminary lists of the types 
of traded goods for which they propose the imposition of tariffs, amounting to 
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approximately $ 11 billion by the US side and $ 12 billion by the European side, 
respectively, an estimate of the damage that each party claims to have suffered 
from the other in the field of civil aviation industry (Akhtar 2019, 1-2). 
As Commissioner Malmström mentioned at the time: “… tariffs on cars are 
neither wanted nor warranted. At best, they are a solution in search of a 
problem. At worst, they are an illegal move to gain leverage in trade 
negotiations” (Malmström 2018).  While the trade commissioner did not say 
what the EU would do if the United States imposed such tariffs, the EU clearly 
wants to de-escalate tensions. I think that this statement captures very well the 
position of the European Union, namely the dissatisfaction with American trade 
policy, but at the same time a conciliatory attitude, trying to reduce bilateral 
tensions. 
The United States and the EU trade in the most-favoured-nation (MFN) terms of 
trade, as required by the World Trade Organization, because there is no bilateral 
free trade agreement (FTA) to provide preferential terms. US-EU tariffs are 
generally low (average tariffs applied were 3.5% for the US and 5.2% for the 
EU), but high for some sensitive products. Trading costs may also increase due 
to regulatory or other non-tariff barriers. 
On October 16th, 2018, the Trump administration notified Congress, through the 
Trade Promotion Authority (TPA), of new negotiations on large-scale US trade 
agreements with the EU.  The administration said it wanted a “fairer, more 
balanced” US-EU relationship. The TPA followed the July 2018 Joint Statement 
(agreed between President Trump and European Commission President, Jean-
Claude Juncker) aimed at reducing trade tensions. Negotiations started very 
hard, largely due to the lack of US-EU consensus on their scope. While the US 
negotiating objectives include agriculture, the EU’s mandate to negotiate tariffs 
excludes the sector (Akhtar 2019, 1-2). The differences between the US and the 
EU also persist in areas such as public procurement, digital commerce and 
geographical indications (GI). 
President Trump repeatedly threatened the EU with tariffs, including on 
Europeans’ reluctance to exclude agriculture from the negotiating table. In the 
same context, the EU said it would cease negotiations if it was subject to the new 
tariffs announced by the Trump administration. It is unclear whether a US-EU 
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trade agreement will be concluded or to what extent it will satisfy the wishes of 
both parties. 
In 2019, at President Trump’s request, the United States completed the formal 
procedures required to launch negotiations on a trade agreement, as did the 
European Commission. And the first effects were seen immediately, so that, in 
August 2019, the two parties concluded a new agreement on greater market 
access for beef exports from the US to the EU. 
On August 21st, 2020, the US Trade Representative, Robert Lighthizer, and the 
new EU Commissioner for Trade, Phil Hogan, announced that the United States 
and the EU had agreed to a package of tariff reductions that would increase 
market access and would see exports between the US and the EU increase by 
hundreds of millions of dollars. These negotiated tariff cuts would be the first 
bilateral tax cuts in more than two decades. 
Under the agreement, the EU will eliminate tariffs on US imports for fresh or 
frozen lobster products. US exports of these products to the EU were over $ 111 
million in 2017. The EU will eliminate these tariffs on the basis of the most 
favoured nation retroactively, starting August 1st, 2020. EU tariffs will be 
abolished for a five-year period, and the European Commission will try to make 
the tariff changes permanent. The United States will reduce its tariffs on certain 
products exported by the EU by 50%, products with an average annual value of 
$ 160 million, including certain prepared foods, glass and crystal items, fuel 
powders, cigarette lighters, etc. Tariff reductions accepted by the US will also be 
made on a most-favoured-nation basis and will be retroactive from August 1st, 
2020. 
This bilateral tariff agreement was the culmination of negotiations that 
intensified following a January 2020 meeting in Davos, Switzerland, between 
President Trump and European Commission President, Ursula von der Leyen. 
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4.BIDEN AND A NEW VISION FOR TRANSATLANTIC 
TRADE POLICY  
 
Trump’s preference for unilateralism, politics-as-business approach and his 
”America first” policy profoundly disrupted the US-EU relationship, 
undermining the very core of this enduring partnership: allies first, competitors 
second. President Biden’s election in December 2021 was perceived as a promise 
to rebuild this partnership by returning to a more traditional diplomacy, 
including in the economic realm. 
During his first days at the White House, Biden sent clear messages that he 
wants to rebuild the partnership, as his first decisions as president were to rejoin 
the Paris Agreement and the World Health Organization, thus signaling a return 
to multilateralism and a message for its allies and partners that America is back 
in business. 2021 was a key year for the transatlantic relationship, and the Biden 
Administration prioritized rebuilding traditional ties between the US and the 
EU, and the two parties started working together to find solutions for immediate 
priorities: fighting the pandemic and a sustainable economic recovery, 
reforming the multilateral international trading system, the economic and 
strategic threat posed by China and climate change. 
Apart from a return to a more traditional diplomacy, a number of concrete 
measures were considered essential to restore the privileged transatlantic 
relationship. In 2021, the US Chamber of Commerce and European Commission 
advanced a series of proposals/measures to be implemented in the short and 
medium term and we have grouped into five main categories: 
 
A. Elimination of tariffs and other counterproductive barriers to transatlantic 
economic dialogue (Presidential Memorandums on April 20 and April 27 2017; 
Presidential Proclamations on May 31, August 10 and August 29 2018): 
a) elimination of tariffs for cars, steel and aluminum imposed by the US 
authorities, respectively the response measures taken by the European Union 
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b) strengthening cooperation and collaboration in the field of trade and 
technology, with a view to promoting prosperity and sustainable economic 
growth on both sides of the Atlantic; 
c) removing trade barriers and stimulating investment to facilitate cooperation 
on issues of global interest; 
d) regulating sectoral issues to promote economic recovery and the need for 
agreement on conformity assessments; 
e) transatlantic coordination on economic and trade sanctions for various states 
and state-owned companies; 
 
B. Fighting the COVID-19 pandemic and economic recovery through sustainable 
development: 
a) bilateral cooperation in international efforts to remove barriers to the exports 
of medicines and medical supplies needed to combat the pandemic; 
b) removing barriers for citizens, especially for staff involved in economic and 
trade exchanges. This measure should be promoted in conjunction with tools for 
monitoring the spread of the virus, encouraging testing and vaccination; 
c) strengthening supply chains that proved weak during the pandemic; 
d) identifying solutions for situations where states take unfavourable measures 
with a global impact on markets; 
 
C. Cooperation to combat economic threats from China (Hamilton and Quinlan 
2021, 33-35): 
a) transatlantic cooperation and coordinated action to promote democratic 
values in trade and combat the risks posed by China.  This cooperation may 
cover a variety of provisions and principles related to issues such as: subsidies, 
control of exported products, competition policies, visas, quality standards, 
procurement, human rights; 
b) involvement of other relevant actors in the efforts to combat the risks posed 
by China, mainly Japan, Canada, Australia or South Korea; 
c)  strengthening the economic component, in particular trade issues on the US-
EU bilateral agenda. At the moment, the agenda is dominated by security-
related elements; 
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D. Measures for a connected transatlantic digital economy (Hamilton and 
Quinlan 2021, 42-45): 
a) regulating the legislative vacuum caused by the suspension of the Privacy 
Shield framework by the Court of Justice of the European Union. The lack of a 
clear and coherent strategic framework can lead to gaps in transatlantic data 
exchanges and jeopardize economic recovery or even the fight against the 
pandemic; 
b) continuing collaboration in the field of artificial intelligence; 
c) identifying solutions to overcome the stalemate caused by a number of 
European measures such as the Digital Markets Act, which mainly affects US 
companies; 
d) closer cooperation between Brussels and Washington on 5G technology; 
e) finding the best solutions, together, for a multilateral approach to the digital 
economy; 
f) regulation of a transatlantic legal framework for the sharing of electronic 
evidence so that law enforcement has access to it; 
 
E. Measures to combat climate change and economic competitiveness: 
a) the return to the Paris Climate Agreement is an extremely important signal 
for US-EU cooperation in this field. Global climate goals must be achievable, 
sustainable and developed through the widest possible participation of states; 
b) promoting climate solutions based mainly on innovation and research; 
c) identifying viable solutions for transatlantic cooperation, especially those 
related to the American concern about some European measures to reduce 
carbon emissions; I am referring here mainly to the harsh criticisms regarding 
the EU initiative to implement the Carbon Border Adjustment Mechanism; 
d) promoting cooperation on the development of development policies for low-
carbon energy technologies, encouraging research and development with 
priority in areas related to energy storage, advanced nuclear energy or carbon 
sequestration; 
e) more effective coordination of multilateral financing of sustainable projects in 
third countries; 
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5.FROM VISION TO ACTION 
 
Biden’s election marked a boost of hope and optimism for US’s traditional 
partners and allies, especially for the EU. The high expectations have been 
tamed since and the measures/proposals presented above now seem overly 
ambitious, but they represent a good starting point in our research – what was 
considered that needed to be done vs. what was achieved so far. In all fairness, 
only two years have passed since Biden moved into the White House, and those 
two years were marked by crises and multiple challenges. 
While Biden was and still is an advocate for a stronger transatlantic partnership, 
the first two years of his (first) presidential term were marked by the COVID 
pandemic and its aftermath and by the war Russia waged against Ukraine in 
February 2022. The economic backlash from both events is multifold, with high 
inflation and prospects for recession being the most obvious. These, coupled 
with Trump’s legacy and some fundamental differences in interests and 
principles (such as top-down regulation vs. market-driven rules), complicated 
Biden’s mission to return to „business as usual” in the transatlantic partnership. 
In the post-Trump era, sectorial negotiations between traditional allies and 
partners seems to be the preferred approach. 
Important advancements were made on trade and technology with the US-US 
Trade and Technology Council (TTC), which had its inaugural meeting in 
September 2021 and serves as a forum for the EU and United States to 
coordinate their trade and technology policy approaches. The TTC offers a 
significant opportunity to make progress in aligning transatlantic interests in 
artificial intelligence regulation, technological standards setting, security of 
supply chains, screening foreign direct investments and exports, and increasing 
cybersecurity resilience (Bradford & Csernatoni 2022). Technology regulation is 
a sensitive topic for both partners as there are some long-standing tensions in 
regard to it, therefore the advancements made on this issue are usually slow and 
sectorial or sub-sectorial. 
At the third TTC Ministerial Meeting (European Commission December 2022) 
concrete steps were undertaken in what concerns Artificial Intelligence - from 
impact to evaluation and risk management. A report on ”The Impact of 
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Artificial Intelligence on the Future of Workforces in the EU and the US” (2022) 
was issued, intended to highlight the economics behind AI-driven technological 
change with a particular focus on the institutional and policy decisions that will 
shape its future impact on the workforce. Also, a first ”Joint Roadmap on 
Evaluation and Measurement Tools for Trustworthy AI and Risk Management 
(AI Roadmap)” (2022) was issued, which aims to advance shared terminologies 
and taxonomies, but also to inform their approaches to AI risk management and 
trustworthy AI on both sides of the Atlantic. The roadmap will help to build (as 
a next step) a common repository of metrics for measuring AI trustworthiness 
and risk management methods. It also holds the potential to inform and 
advance collaborative approaches in international standards bodies related to 
Artificial Intelligence. 
Furthermore, at the same meeting, the European Union and the United States 
also agreed upon: 
- launching a transatlantic initiative on sustainable trade; 
- launching workstreams to increase standards cooperation on Additive 
Manufacturing, Recycling of Plastics, and Digital Identity; 
- plans to launch new workstreams on Post-Quantum Encryption and Internet of 
Things (IoT); 
- establishing an expert task force to reduce barriers to research and 
development collaboration on quantum information science and technology; 
- intention to expand their coordination on financing digital infrastructure 
project in third countries (for enhancing secure connectivity). 
While reaching these agreements is an important step forward, especially after 
the many steps back taken during Trump, challenging issues remain yet to be 
addressed. 
EU stated multiple times its concerns regarding the US Inflation Reduction Act1 
and Member States underlined what they perceive as discriminatory elements 

 

1 Signed into law on August 16, 2022, it contains tax credits/incentives and grants/loan 
programs across multiple industries with the aim of reaching a greener economy. The act 
aims to catalyze investments in domestic manufacturing capacity, encourage 
procurement of critical supplies domestically or from free-trade partners. 
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and their likely significant repercussions on the competitiveness and investment 
decisions of the EU industry. (Foreign Affairs Council November 2022) In a 
nutshell, the EU says that it provides an unfair advantage to US firms by 
offering generous tax incentives that encourage North American manufacturing. 
(Rappeport, Swanson and Tankersley 2022). French President Emmanuel 
Macron was the first to make the stark warning public. “We need a Buy 
European Act like the Americans, we need to reserve (our subsidies) for our 
European manufacturers”, referring specifically to state subsidies for electric 
cars. (Politico (a) October 2022) Also in October, an US-EU Task Force on the 
Inflation Reduction Act was launched – with the aim to address specific 
concerns raised by the EU related to the IRA – but it remains to be seen what 
contribution this Task Force can bring to ease the transatlantic tensions. A 
solution to satisfy both parties now seem unlikely. 
Privately, American officials and business leaders have also pointed to recent 
situations in which the Europeans took protectionist trade stances that rankled 
other governments — such as the E.U.’s carbon border adjustment mechanism 
and a proposed digital tax (Rappeport, Swanson and Tankersley 2022). The EU’s 
Carbon Border Adjustment Mechanism is a proposal for imposing a tax for 
importing into Europe products manufactured in countries not meeting the 
bloc’s emissions standards. Similarly to the US-EU Task Force on the Inflation 
Reduction Act, a joint EU-US technical working group has been charged with 
“developing a common methodology for assessing the embedded emissions of 
traded steel and aluminum” - it too has been organized outside the TTC 
structure (Propp 2022). The same as for the ES-EU Task Force mentioned earlies, 
it is still unclear how it would ease transatlantic tensions on this very sensitive 
topic. 
In what concerns the proposed digital tax, the EU put the proposal on hold in July 
2021 in order to facilitate a global tax agreement and following repeated calls 
from Washington to cancel their plans (Valero 2021). In July 2022, The 
OECD/G20 Inclusive Framework on Base Erosion and Profit Shifting has agreed 
a two-pillar solution to address the tax challenges arising from the digitalization 
of the economy and in November 2021 137 countries adhered to the Statement on 
a Two-Pillar Solution. In December 2021, the European Commission proposed a 
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Directive on laying down rules to prevent the misuse of shell entities for tax 
purposes and amending Directive 2011/16/EU, but overall and across all 
adhering countries, the process of implementing the two-pillar solution seem to 
have faltered. At the process is delayed, fears regarding its implementation by 
the US are already rising in Europe, which could lead to a revival of a European 
proposal on digital taxation. Zbyněk Stanjura, the finance minister of the Czech 
Republic, which holds the rotating EU presidency, recently said that a number 
of member states fear that the US will not implement the global agreement1 and 
that, in such an eventuality, EU governments would return to shelved 
discussions to implement a digital services tax (Fleming, McDougall 2022). The 
revival of such plans, which would profoundly impact large American 
companies that operate in Europe, would add to the already existing tensions 
related to the US Inflation Reduction Act and to the EU’s Carbon Border 
Adjustment Mechanism. 
In what concerns the TTIP, no concrete advancements have been made after the 
European Commission declared the negotiations ”obsolete” in April 2019 and 
both parties concentrated their efforts to make agreements in targeted sector-
specific areas. Nevertheless, there have been some voices asking for its 
resurrection. Most recently, deputy government spokesperson Christiane 
Hoffmann told reporters in Berlin that "There is a desire to have conversations 
(with the U.S. administration on a new trade deal) and move forward quickly" 
(Politico November 2022). Officials in Berlin have previously expressed hopes 
that such trade talks could help to resolve growing tensions about the U.S. 
Inflation Reduction Act (Politico (b) October 2022), which some EU capitals see 
as distorting competition between the Washington and Europe. The proposal 
didn’t gather many sympathizers on either side of the Atlantic, as it raises the 
same concerns the initial TTIP did. Those fears are exactly why Brussels and 
Washington chose a different, more flexible format — such as the Trade and 

 

1 Which would force the world’s 100 biggest multinationals to declare profits and pay 
more tax in the countries where they do business. 
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Technology Council — when they tried to repair the transatlantic economic 
relationship after the Trump years. (Politico November 2022) 
One particularly sensitive topic remains China, as the US and the EU have yet to 
find a more common approach. The war in Ukraine and China’s siding with the 
Russians have somehow brought perceptions from both side of the Atlantic on a 
more common ground, but Washington still favours a stricter policy in regard to 
Beijing. What complicates a more common approach is the multiple economic 
ties Europeans have with China, as well as the fact that – contrary to the US – 
they do not perceive it as a ”systemic rival”. 
Overall, even as progress can sometimes seem painfully slow, efforts 
undertaken by the Biden administration far surpass those undertaken by its 
predecessor both in scope and in size. As tensions cannot be ease just by 
changing the person in charge of the administration, the sensitive topics will be 
subjected to intense negotiation (and hopefully, compromise), maybe even split 
into smaller, sub-sectorial topics, as neither partner can afford to lose on 
another, both in economic and in strategic terms. 
 
 
6.INSTEAD OF CONCLUSIONS. THE TRANSATLANTIC 
PARTNERSHIP’S ENDURANCE AND THE WAY FORWARD. 
 
Faced with these multiple turbulences, the transatlantic partnership has bent, 
but has not broken. Despite many problems and differences of vision, the largest 
and most important bilateral trade relationship in the world is standing, and has 
even greater potential for the future. To understand this dynamic, it is relevant 
to mention only a few facts: in 2019, a year before the pandemic shook the global 
economy, US external revenue in Europe reached a record $ 298 billion and 
Europeans’ revenues in the US amounted to $ 134 billion, the second highest 
total annual revenue ever recorded. Despite political differences, transatlantic 
business continued. Countries traded even more, tourists traveled, companies 
invested with more appetite, capital circulated, and consumers consumed. 
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Due to the devastating effects of the pandemic, transatlantic flows (trade, 
investment, capital, people) have declined dramatically in 2020. But the decline 
was just an anomaly amid growing and consolidating transatlantic trade ties, as 
data for 2021 proves, when transatlantic trade totaled 1.16 trillion EUR, 
surpassing the pre-pandemic levels by almost 10 %. This strength and resilience 
also rely on highly interconnected supply chains and 4.4 trillion EUR (2020) of 
mutual investment (Council of the EU November 2022). As the ties are too 
strong to be cut, they must be mended. 
The partnership now faces another challenge - the war waged by Russia against 
Ukraine - which is already severely impacting economies on both side of the 
Atlantic, with high inflation and recession on the way. The overall impact of the 
war on the transatlantic partnership – on short, medium and long term – 
deserves dedicated research. 
The key to a more effective relationship is for the two parties to recognize and 
act in the paradigm that the United States and Europe are more than foreign 
policy partners. US relations with the EU, its member states, but also with other 
allies outside the EU represent the most complex and multilayered economic, 
diplomatic, cultural and security connection that currently exists on the planet. 
The interdependence networks along the Atlantic have become so dense that 
they transcend “foreign” relations and reach deep into the two societies. 
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Abstract 
In this article we aim to make an analysis of the public relations techniques used 
by Emmanuel Macron's staff in the presidential election of April 2024. We refer 
to the techniques of positioning distinct from the other competitors and 
especially from the competitor in the second round, Marine le Pen. We elucidate 
the context in which the campaign took place - the war in Ukraine and the 
French presidency of the European Council. We also reflected on President 
Macron's working visit to Romania and Moldova and the perception of its 
opportunity, including for personal image consolidation. 
  
Keywords: 
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1.INTRODUCTION  
 
L'image et le positionnement sont deux concepts clés dans une campagne 
électorale. Les notions d'image et de positionnement ont fait l'objet d'études par 
de nombreux auteurs de référence dans le domaine de la communication et des 
relations publiques politiques, dont M. Bongrand, J. Gerstle, E. Goffman, D. 
Boorstin, C. Coman. Ainsi, Boorstin en déduit que « l'image politique sert de 
repère d'identification, elle confère une connaissance ou une reconnaissance de 
l'acteur politique. 
Identifier une « place dans l'esprit » de l'électorat est une condition sine qua non 
pour le personnel électoral - qu'il s'agisse d'un parti politique ou d'un candidat 
indépendant. En ce sens, les comportements de communication, la rhétorique 
électorale est une source déterminante dans la gestion de l'image politique et 
une condition de positionnement distinct. 
Ainsi, dans cette démarche scientifique, nous nous sommes attachés à élucider 
les sources narratives du candidat Emmanuel Macron, utilisées pour le 
positionnement de la campagne présidentielle du printemps 2022. 
Pour atteindre l'objectif proposé, nous avons eu recours à plusieurs méthodes 
fondamentales en recherche dans le domaine de la communication et des 
relations publiques - la comparaison, l'observation et l'analyse de contenu, 
utilisées pour décrire et analyser le contenu de la communication du candidat de 
manière plus globale, mais aussi moins enclin à la subjectivité. 
 
 
2.CONTEXT. LE CONTEXTE 
 
Les élections présidentielles en France se sont déroulées dans un contexte 
international extrêmement tendu sur le fond de guerre en Ukraine, qui a généré 
plusieurs crises: énergétique, sécuritaire, crise des réfugiés, crise humanitaire. A 
la veille des élections, les sondages d'opinion ont montré que la principale 
préoccupation des Français est la baisse du pouvoir d'achat due à la hausse des 
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prix de l'énergie et à l'inflation. Cependant, même si les sondages ont montré 
que les électeurs sont généralement mécontents des politiques économiques de 
Macron, le chômage est tombé à son plus bas niveau depuis le déclenchement de 
la crise économique mondiale de 2007-2009 pendant son mandat. 
Dans la course présidentielle en France -2022, 12 candidats étaient inscrits. A 
l'issue du premier tour de scrutin, le président sortant Emmanuel Macron a 
obtenu 27,84% des voix, la cheffe du "Rassemblement National", Marine Le Pen - 
23,15%. Comme lors de l'élection de 2017, les favoris du premier tour 
s'affronteront au second tour, qui s'est déroulé le 24 avril. En 2017, Macron 
promu par La République En Marche! (LREM) a battu Marine Le Pen avec une 
énorme marge, obtenant 66,1% des voix contre seulement 33,9% pour le chef du 
"Rassemblement National". L'électorat français est d'environ 48,7 millions. Les 
Français étaient massivement présents aux urnes. Au premier tour, il était de 
73,69%, au second tour - 71,99. Au premier tour, l'un des sujets de campagne, 
outre le pouvoir d'achat des Français, préféré par Le Pen, était la guerre en 
Ukraine. Au deuxième tour, le sujet lié à l'UE est devenu dominant, ce qui était 
moins omniprésent au premier tour. Le positionnement finaliste – Macron vs Le 
Pen – a été refait, comme en 2017, sur le clivage gauche/droite. 
 
Le président de la République Française: prérogatives constitutionnelles 
La mission du président de la France s'articule autour de trois axes majeurs: le 
garant de la Constitution; arbitre neutre; garant de l'indépendance nationale. 
Cependant, le rôle le plus important se situe dans les deux domaines réservés au 
président: la défense et la politique étrangère. Selon l'art. 6 de la Constitution 
française, le Président est élu au suffrage universel direct pour un mandat de 5 
ans. Nul ne peut exercer plus de deux mandats consécutifs. Il nomme le Premier 
ministre et, sur sa proposition, les ministres; préside le Conseil des ministres; 
promulgue des lois; peut soumettre certains projets de loi au référendum; peut 
dissoudre l'Assemblée nationale; signe les ordonnances et décrets du Conseil 
des ministres; il est le chef de l'armée. Selon l'article 7, le Président de la 
République est élu à la majorité absolue des suffrages exprimés. Si celui-ci n'est 
pas atteint lors du premier tour, un second tour est organisé. L'élection du 
nouveau Président est organisée vingt jours au moins et trente cinq jours au plus 
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avant l'expiration du mandat du Président en exercice. Selon l'article 12, après 
consultation du Premier ministre et des présidents des Chambres 
parlementaires, le Président de la République peut prononcer la dissolution de 
l'Assemblée nationale. Les élections générales sont organisées au moins 20 et au 
plus 40 jours après la dissolution. L'article 13 stipule que le Président de la 
République signe les ordonnances et décrets sur lesquels a délibéré le Conseil 
des Ministres (Constitution de la République Française). 

  
  
3.MACRON: IMAGE ET POSITIONNEMENT 
 
Le sociologue allemand Ulrich Beck (Dick 2002, 41-46) est celui qui a théorisé 
que les sociétés modernes en sont venues à promouvoir de manière 
obsessionnelle l'image et l'apparence, au détriment de la substance; il transfère 
ce concept au domaine politique où l'individualisation conduit à la sous-
politique et la façon dont un politicien s'habille ou l'attention portée aux 
apparences, à l'image et à la présentation sont tout aussi importantes pour le 
public dans le traitement d'un message politique, que ce qui est réellement dit 
ou fait. 
Par ailleurs, l'esthétisation de la communication politique peut aussi être 
corrélée au phénomène de l'émotion, concept considéré par certains théoriciens 
comme la féminisation ou la réduction du style de communication machiste, 
ayant les caractéristiques communes d'une promotion de marketing (Darreng 
2006). 
Kevin Moloney considère que la politique a récemment pris le pas sur les 
intérêts de recherche des relations publiques et du marketing pour découvrir ce 
que les électeurs veulent, à travers des groupes de discussion, la gestion 
d'événements, des parrainages, la création de pseudo-événements et la 
construction de nouvelles identités d'entreprise. Il y a un transfert conscient et 
visible des compétences de l'espace du marché de masse et des affaires vers la 
politique. Les relations publiques politiques sont une forme de relations 
publiques importante et en constante évolution, dans un contexte de pluralisme 
accéléré, ayant les caractéristiques de la politique moderne. Il y a un transfert 
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conscient et visible des compétences de l'espace du marché de masse et des 
affaires vers la politique. La professionnalisation de la communication politique 
s'accroît. Certaines opinions placent le terme de professionnalisation comme 
synonyme d'américanisation de la communication politique. (Moloney 2006, 
117) 
Cette professionnalisation peut également être comprise comme ce que Norris6 
définit par le terme «campagne postmoderne», qui implique l'utilisation 
diversifiée de la communication marketing personnalisée (narrowcasting), de la 
publicité et des campagnes permanentes. À notre avis, les médias sociaux 
deviennent un outil important et efficace dans la mise en œuvre de ce 
paradigme de communication. 
L'idée de "célébrer" ou d'américaniser la communication politique séduisait 
également l'équipe de Macron. Dans le contexte électoral, le président 
Emmanuel Macron apparaîtra dans un style vestimentaire que les Français n'ont 
jamais vu auparavant. Dimanche soir au Salon d'Or de l'Élisée, il portait un 
sweat du commando Air Parachutist nr.10. (Ene 2022) 
L'américanisation de la communication politique implique aussi l'adaptation 
politique des stratégies de communication spécifiques au marché, la gestion de 
la complexité sociale, comme indicateur clé de la modernisation. Les stratégies 
de conception importées du marketing structurent le projet de l'acteur politique 
comme une offre politique construite en fonction du profil du marché électoral. 
Cela signifie l'émergence du consumérisme, l'augmentation de l'orientation du 
marché des médias de la fourniture d'informations vers le divertissement. Dans 
le même ordre d idées Philippe Maarek (2014) parle de la nouvelle 
communication politique, sensiblement différente de l'ancienne communication 
politique, centrée sur les idéologies politiques et la concurrence entre elles, et qui 
accepte comme technologie RP „l' humanisation" du candidat à la présidentielle, 
chose peu probable sous le mandat de Charles de Gaulle. 
 La nouvelle communication politique se concentre principalement sur la 
stratégie de personnalisation du candidat, créant la marque politique. Philippe 
Maarek est celui qui a formulé les principes pour créer la marque du leader 
politique et la positionner pendant la campagne présidentielle. La marque du 
leader politique, dit Maarek, doit être en parfaite harmonie avec sa personnalité, 
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pas la contredire. L'auteur illustre la thèse présentée par un cas éloquent: lors de 
la campagne présidentielle, Valéry Giscard d'Estaing (président dans les années 
1974-1981) a commis une erreur fatale. Aristocrate de nature, il tente de gagner 
les sympathies des simples électeurs au statut social modeste. Précisément dans 
ce but, il a décidé, dans une émission télévisée, d'interpréter quelque chose à 
l'accordéon, connaissant la passion pour cet instrument particulier de cette 
catégorie sociale. Il semblait que la "démarche" ait eu lieu, mais le résultat est 
devenu nul et non avenu puisque dans une émission en direct il a été prouvé 
que le "pauvre" candidat ne connaissait pas le prix d'un ticket dans le métro 
parisien. 
Un cas similaire s'est produit lors de la campagne présidentielle en Roumanie 
(1992). Le slogan du candidat PSD-iste à la présidence, Ion Iliescu, était « 
Pauvre, mais honnête! », alors que sur les panneaux électoraux, Iliescu portait à 
la main une montre « Rolex » qui, selon la presse, valait "beaucoup plus au 
centre de Bucarest”. (Peru-Bălan 2022) 
Macron a créé son image comme une d'un président libéral-technocratique, mais 
s'est néanmoins positionné comme un élitiste. Dans le cadre de l'élection 
présidentielle, mais aussi de la présidence française du Conseil européen (à 
partir du 1er janvier 2022), il a tenté de créer une image de leader en temps de 
guerre, notamment à travers les conversations téléphoniques avec V. Poutine et 
la visite de travail à Moscou, mais il y réussit moins. De la rhétorique du 
président Macron, l'opinion publique internationale a retenu les propos 
suivants, perçus sans équivoque: « La Russie ne doit pas être humiliée ». Aussi, 
Emmanuel Macron a refusé de qualifier de génocide les crimes commis par les 
Russes à Bucha, comme l'avait déclaré le président américain Biden à l'opinion 
publique. 
„Je veux continuer à essayer, autant que possible, d'arrêter cette guerre et de 
ramener la paix. Je ne suis pas sûr qu'une escalade de la rhétorique serve cette 
cause", a-t-il déclaré. Le président français par intérim Emmanuel Macron 
annonce qu'il "n'utilisera pas" les épithètes utilisées par son homologue 
américain Joe Biden contre Vladimir Poutine, qu'il a qualifié de "boucher", 
rejetant une escalade à la fois "dans les mots" et "dans les faits". Le président 
français dit qu'il n'aura pas recours aux épithètes utilisées par son homologue 
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américain Joe Biden contre Vladimir Poutine, qu'il a qualifié de "boucher". 
 
 

3.1.Macron : le début de la campagne 
 
Le président de la France a attendu le dernier moment pour officialiser sa 
candidature à un second mandat. Dans l'esprit des traditions de la 
communication électorale française, il l'a fait au moyen d'une lettre adressée aux 
Français. Pour la première fois, cette façon de s'adresser aux Français a été 
utilisée par François Mitterrand en 1988. 
Par la suite, les candidats ont appliqué différentes formes d'adressage aux 
électeurs, comme le montre le tableau ci-dessous: 

 
Tableau 1. L'évolution de la rhétorique électorale aux élections 

présidentielles en France: 1981-2022 

L'année Parti Socialiste /PS/ Union pour un mouvement 
populaire/UMP/ 

1981 François Mitterrand: 
„110 Propositions pour 
la France.” 

Valéry Giscard d'Estaing: le livre "L'Etat 
de la France" 

1988 François Mitterrand: 
„Letrre a tous le 
Francais” 

Jacques Chirac: „La décennie du 
renouveau” 

1995 Lionel Jospin: "Des 
propositions pour la 
France". 

Jacques Chirac: „France pour tous ” 

2002 Lionel Jospin: „"Je 
trouve un travail" 

 Jacques Chirac: „Mon engagement pour 
la France" 
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2007 Ségolene Royal: „Le 
pacte présidentiel” 

Nicolas Sarkozy publie son programme 
présidentiel au plan économique et social 

2012 Francoise Hollande: 
„60 engagements pour 
la France". 

Nicolas Sarkozy: Message aux Français  

2017 Emmanuel Macron „En Marche!”  

2022 Emmanuel Macron Letrre aux Frances: 
„Avec vous. Pour vous !” 

 
Dans la Lettre, le candidat Macron rappelle que depuis cinq ans il a traversé, 
avec les Français, une série d'épreuves - le terrorisme, la pandémie de Covid, la 
guerre en Europe et déclare que "maintenant, c'est lui le candidat qui veut 
défendre les valeurs menacées par les perturbations globales: „Je suis candidat 
pour inventer avec vous, face aux défis du siècle, une réponse française et européenne 
singulière. Je suis candidat pour défendre nos valeurs que les dérèglements du monde 
menacent.” (2022) 
Emmanuel Macron admet qu'en raison du contexte actuel, la guerre en Ukraine, 
sa campagne ne se déroulera pas comme il le souhaitait. Mais, ensemble, « ce 
moment de crise peut se transformer en point de départ d'une nouvelle ère 
française et européenne »: 
 "Ensemble, nous pouvons faire de ces temps de crises le point de départ d'une 
nouvelle époque française et européenne. Avec vous Pour vous. Pour nous tous. 
Vive la République! Vive la France!", conclut la lettre du chef de l'Elysée 
adressée aux Français à l'occasion de l'officialisation de sa candidature à un 
nouveau mandat présidentiel. 
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3.2.La présidence française de l'UE : impact imagologique pour la présidence 
 
Une opportunité avec un impact d'image a également été le fait que l'élection 
présidentielle a coïncidé avec la présidence française de l'UE - 1er janvier - 30 
juin 2021. Macron a voulu mettre l'accent sur l'agenda de travail de l'institution. 
Les priorités de la présidence française, qui se traduisaient par le slogan 
"Relancer, Pouvoir, Appartenance", étaient: une Europe plus souveraine, plus 
numérique, plus sociale, plus humaniste." (Les priorités de la présidence 
française du Conseil de l’Union européenne 2021) 
Dans le discours du président de la France, Emmanuel Macron, prononcé le 9 
décembre 2021, présentant les priorités de la présidence française, il a souligné 
qu'il mettra tout en œuvre pour que l'Europe défende ses valeurs et ses intérêts 
dans le monde d'aujourd'hui. Macron a déclaré que s'il devait résumer l'objectif 
de cette présidence en une phrase, il dirait que "nous devons passer d'une 
Europe de la coopération à l'intérieur de nos frontières à une Europe forte dans 
le monde, pleinement souveraine, créant une Europe plus". Humain." 
Son discours de chef d'Etat à la présidence de l'UE a également eu un impact sur 
l'humeur pré-électorale des Français, Macron représentant le camp des 
politiciens pro-européens, mais à certaines conditions: l'une des voies de cette 
réforme est demander la révision des traités. 
 Une rubrique pertinente pour un candidat à la présidentielle: vers la fin de sa 
présidence au Conseil européen, mais aussi entre les deux tours de scrutin de 
l'Assemblée nationale française, Macron effectue une visite de travail en Europe 
de l'Est - Roumanie et République de Moldavie. 
 La visite en Europe de l'Est, selon nous, avait plusieurs connotations et 
plusieurs objectifs. Bien sûr, la transmission d'un message de soutien à la 
République de Moldavie dans le cadre du dépôt de la candidature pour 
l'obtention du statut d'Etat candidat à l'adhésion à l'UE. Mais l'essentiel, selon 
nous, a été le renforcement du flanc oriental de l'UE et de l'OTAN dans le 
contexte de la guerre en Ukraine. D'autant plus que Macron déclarait en 2019 à 
propos de la "mort cérébrale" du bloc nord-atlantique, le président français 
optant pour la reconfiguration de l'ordre sécuritaire européen. (Digi24 2022). 
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Ainsi, la France commence à renforcer sa présence dans le bloc militaire de 
l'Atlantique Nord.  Macron vient en Roumanie pour rencontrer le groupement 
tactique de l'OTAN, déployé à partir de mars 2022 à la base militaire de 
Kogâlniceanu, qui comprend 500 soldats français et 300 belges, mais qui 
atteindra jusqu'à 1000 soldats. 
 
 
3.3.Macron à Bucarest et Chisinau : techniques de relations publiques 
 
Le président français Emmanuel Macron, arrivé en Roumanie, n'a pas voulu se 
rendre dans un hôtel à Constanța, mais a préféré dormir sous une tente à la base 
militaire Mihail Kogălniceanu. Décision inhabituelle pour un chef d'Etat. 
À Chisinau, le président français, Emmanuel Macron et la présidente de la 
République de Moldavie, Maia Sandu, ont traversé le parc du centre de 
Chisinau, ont déposé des fleurs devant le buste de Mihai Eminescu sur Aleea 
Clasicilor, puis se sont promenés sur le rue piétonne "E. Doga", dans une 
pâtisserie portant le nom français "Crème de la crème", où ils ont servi des 
gâteaux et pris des photos avec des représentants de la société civile, des 
journalistes et avec la soprano Valentina Naforniță, qui était également à 
Chisinau à cette époque.  
 
 
3.4.Macron - tournée en Europe de l'Est 
 
Après Chisinau, Macron arrive à Kyiv, avec deux autres dirigeants européens - 
la chancelière allemande et le président roumain, Iohannis Claus. Cette tournée 
était en fait comme un signal que l'UE accepterait les demandes des deux États 
de devenir candidats à l'adhésion à l'UE. Et sur le plan de l'acte de 
communication, on notera qu'Emmanuel Macron (plus précisément, son équipe 
de relations publiques) a préféré poster sur sa page Facebook des messages dans 
la langue officielle des États qu'il a visités:  
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Ще не вмерла України. Ви можете розрахувати на братство Європи, аби Україна 
залишалася вільною. До повернення миру в вільну і незалежну Україну, доки буде 
потрібно, ми продовжимо мобілізувати свої зусилля. Гуманітарна, економічна та 
військова підтримка, щоб дозволити українським солдатам змінити на краще 
ситуацію на місцях в умовах нападів російської армії. (Macron Facebook post 
2022) 
 
Poporului Republicii Moldova, locuitorilor Chișinăului: vă mulțumesc pentru primirea 
călduroasă. Vom acționa pentru a consolida și mai mult relația dintre Franța și Uniunea 
Europeană cu Republica Moldova. Avem multe lucruri în comun și multe de făcut 
împreună! Pe curând. (Macron Facebook post 2022) 
 
Au peuple de la République de Moldavie, aux habitants de Chisinau: merci pour 
l'accueil chaleureux. Nous agirons pour renforcer davantage les relations entre la France 
et l'Union Européenne avec la République de Moldavie. Nous avons beaucoup en 
commun et beaucoup à faire ensemble! À bientôt. (Macron Facebook post Macron 
2022) 
 
 
3.5.Le programme électoral d'Emmanuel Macron 
 
Macron a présenté son programme électoral en conférence de presse. Il portait 
sur 9 domaines prioritaires, et le point 10 était réservé à la biographie du 
candidat: souveraineté française et européenne; secteur énergétique; travail, 
emploi; imposition; éducation, recherche; mesures sociales; santé; sécurité, 
migration; établissements; biographie (Le figaro 2022): 
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           Tableau 2.          Mandats d'Emmanuel Macron 

Président de la République Française mai 2017- aujourd'hui 

Ministre de l'Economie, de l'Industrie et du 
Numérique 

août 2014- août 2016 

Secrétaire général adjoint du cabinet du 
Président de la République 

mai 2012-juillet 2014 

 
La souveraineté. Macron promet d'investir dans un "modèle d'armée complète" 
avec un doublement des réservistes; Renforcement de l'indépendance agricole: 
accompagnement des jeunes agriculteurs, révision de la stratégie agricole 
européenne „De la ferme à la fourchette” 
Énergie. Macron promet la rénovation thermique de 700 000 logements par an; 
le développement des énergies nucléaire, éolienne et solaire; Mettre en place un 
dispositif de location de voitures électriques pour les ménages à faible revenu. 
Travail et emploi. Augmentation progressive prévue de l'âge minimum de 
départ à la retraite de 62 à 65 ans. 
Éducation et recherche. Meilleure rémunération des enseignants; Plus de 
„liberté” pour les écoles; Renforcement de l'autonomie des universités. 
Sécurité, migration. Création de 200 brigades de gendarmes; doubler la 
présence des forces de sécurité intérieure; triple amende anti-harcèlement; 
recrutement de 1500 cyber patrouilles; réduire la lourdeur des procédures de 
demande d'asile; Un refus d'asile vous obligera à quitter le territoire français. (Le 
figaro 2022) 
Le premier mandat de Macron a été marqué par plusieurs événements - positifs 
et négatifs. Le plus jeune président de l'histoire de France a connu le plus de 
crises. Le Figaro, par exemple, récapitule les principales images clés qui ont 
marqué ces cinq années trépidantes: de l'accueil de Vladimir Poutine et de 
Donald Trump en 2017, à la présidence française du Conseil de l'Union 
européenne en 2022, en passant par les manifestations avec "gilets jaunes" 
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(2018), l'incendie de Notre-Dame-de-Paris (2019) et la décapitation de Samuel 
Paty (2020). (Le figaro 2022) 
 
 
3.5.Positionnement à travers différentes stratégies d'image 
 
 Le positionnement est un concept lancé, en 1969, par les chercheurs américains 
Al Ries et Jack Trout, faisant carrière dans le monde des affaires, puis atteignant 
la sphère politique. Le positionnement n'est pas ce que vous faites avec un 
produit, mais ce qui crée ce produit dans l'esprit du destinataire. "Donc, quand 
on se positionne, la bataille se situe au niveau de l'esprit du consommateur et 
non au niveau du produit", argumentent Ries et Trout. (Ries and Trout 2009, 67) 
Claudiu Saftoiu (2003) prétend, à son tour, que le positionnement peut être 
conçu comme une localisation de l'objet dans un environnement informationnel 
qui lui est favorable. La tâche de l'ingénieur de l'image est de la faire connaître 
au public électoral et de le convaincre que c'est ce dont il a besoin. Ainsi, le 
processus de positionnement doit être marqué par la question rhétorique: que 
m'offre le candidat X? La réponse à cette question esquisse les tâches 
stratégiques de positionnement: individualisation dans un environnement 
concurrentiel, identification de la motivation du vote favorable. 
Il est cependant important de noter une différence entre l'image de l'acteur 
politique et le positionnement de l'acteur politique. Le positionnement et la 
création d'image sont radicalement différents, car le premier consiste à placer le 
produit ou le service dans l'environnement concurrentiel. La construction de 
l'image se fait en dehors de ce contexte. 
Après le 24 février, Macron tente de créer son image de chef de guerre. A savoir, 
il s'est entretenu avec Vladimir Poutine, à Moscou, 3 semaines avant l'invasion 
de l'armée russe sur le territoire de l'Ukraine - le 7 février 2022. (la rencontre a eu 
lieu à la célèbre table de 5 mètres). De même, le 20 février, 4 jours avant le début 
de "l'opération spéciale", le dirigeant français a eu une conversation 
téléphonique avec le président russe face à la situation tendue à la frontière des 
deux Etats. L'intention de Macron, cependant, de changer le plan du Kremlin 
par la rhétorique de la diplomatie a échoué. 
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Le Pen, en revanche, a évité de trop parler du conflit en Ukraine et a fait 
campagne en visitant de nombreux villages et petites villes de France, où elle a 
parlé aux gens ordinaires des problèmes quotidiens auxquels ils sont confrontés. 
Macron était perçu dans la campagne comme un président élitiste, déconnecté 
de la réalité des Français ordinaires. Considéré comme un ancien "banquier 
d'affaires", Macron n'a pas su se défaire de l'image du président des riches, alors 
même que son gouvernement a fourni une aide massive pendant la pandémie 
de Covid-19. 
Marine Le Pen a hésité à prendre ses distances avec les origines antisémites du 
parti fondé par son père, le "diable de la République", Jean-Marie Le Pen, ainsi 
qu'avec ses propres déclarations controversées et positions radicales dans le 
2017 Ces dernières années, elle a tenté d'"apprivoiser" son image, en incluant des 
thèmes environnementaux dans sa plateforme pour accroître sa popularité 
auprès de la gauche française et se présenter comme une championne du 
peuple. Elle s'est déclarée pour le Frexit en 2012; en 2017, il s'est dit favorable à 
la sortie de la zone euro. Maintenant, arrête de dire ça. Le slogan de campagne 
de Macron - "Nous tous!"; Le Pent - "Pour tous les frances". 
 
 
 3.6.Débats électoraux télévisés 
 
Les débats des candidats à la veille du second tour ne sont pas obligatoires, mais 
depuis un demi-siècle c'est déjà devenu une tradition politique en France. Le 
débat ne perturbe généralement pas la dynamique des intentions de vote, mais il 
peut néanmoins, selon les sujets débattus, mobiliser certaines franges de 
l'électorat. 
Environ 60 % des téléspectateurs se sont rangés du côté de Macron lors de son 
débat télévisé avec Le Pen, qui a eu lieu le 20 avril 2022 sur le plateau de TF 1. Sa 
rivale, Marine Le Pen, a recueilli 39 % des voix du public. Le débat a duré 2 
heures et 50 minutes mercredi. Au cours de la réunion actuelle, Macron et Le 
Pen ont réussi à discuter d'un large éventail de questions - de la politique sociale 
et économique de la France aux relations avec la Russie. Lors des débats, Le Pen 
s'est moqué de Macron, considéré comme un "Mozart de la finance". De son 
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côté, Macron a rappelé à son rival les relations "financières" avec Poutine: "Vous 
avez été, je pense, l'un des premiers hommes politiques européens, en 2014, qui 
a reconnu le résultat de l'annexion de la Crimée", a dénoncé Macron. Pourquoi? 
(...) Parce que vous dépendez du pouvoir russe et vous dépendez de M. 
Poutine". C'était une allusion à un emprunt de 9 millions d'euros contracté en 
2017 par le parti d'extrême droite de Le Pen auprès d'une banque russe. 
Macron avait une stratégie efficace axée sur son soutien à l'approfondissement 
de l'intégration européenne, attirant des électeurs modérés de gauche et de 
droite. Comme en 2017, la campagne d'image avait un caractère positif et 
optimiste. L'agenda européen avait une place à part dans sa stratégie de 
campagne. Macron s'est positionné comme le leader du camp pro-européen 
parmi les forces politiques intérieures. Durant son mandat, il a contribué au 
dynamisme des relations sur l'axe Paris-Rome-Berlin, construisant une image 
d'homme d'Etat visionnaire et influent. 
 
 
3.7.Qui sont les électeurs de Macron ? 
 
Macron était principalement soutenu à Paris, dans l'ouest, le sud-ouest et le 
centre du pays, tandis que Le Pen - dans les centres industriels déprimés du 
nord, du sud de la Méditerranée et des territoires français d'outre-mer. Les 
représentants de la classe moyenne et les habitants aisés des grandes villes ont 
voté plus souvent pour Macron. Tandis que les couches les moins aisées de la 
population préféraient Le Pen. Bien qu'âgé de 44 ans, Macron s'appuie sur le 
large soutien de ses concitoyens plus âgés et a du mal à gagner la sympathie des 
jeunes Français. Selon les estimations du cabinet d'études Ipsos et du cabinet 
d'analyse Sopra Steria, 71 % des citoyens de plus de 71 ans ont voté pour 
Macron. Parmi les 18-24 ans, 61 % l'ont été (alors que 41 % d'entre eux ne se sont 
pas du tout rendus aux urnes), et les Français de 25 à 49 ans n'ont voté qu'un 
peu plus souvent pour le président sortant. (La tribune 2022) 
Macron a perdu les élections dans les territoires français d'outre-mer, qui 
abritent 3 millions de citoyens. Le Pen a reçu de solides majorités des îles 
caribéennes de Guadeloupe et de Martinique, de la Guyane française en 
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Amérique du Sud et des îles de l'océan Indien de la Réunion et de Mayotte. 
Seules les îles du Pacifique de Nouvelle-Calédonie et de Polynésie française ont 
voté pour son adversaire. 
C'est une manifestation du "sentiment anti-Macron qui a beaucoup de pouvoir". 
Voter pour Le Pen était le choix par défaut; ne signifie pas qu'il est pris en 
charge. 
Les sondages d'opinion, réalisés dans le cadre de l'élection présidentielle, 
prédisaient tous la victoire d'Emmanuel Macron avec un score tiré par Le Pen. 
Dans son discours de victoire, Macron, selon le paradigme du discours 
présidentiel, a promis qu'il serait " un président de tous.” 
 
 

Tableau 3. Les résultats du second tour de l'élection présidentielle 
 

Emmanuel MACRON 
La République en marche 

58,55 % 
18 768 639 

Marine LE PEN 
Rassemblement national 

41,45 % 
13 288 686 

DONNÉE 
taux participation 

71,99 % 
35 096 478 

Votes blancs 6,37% 
2 233 904 

Votes nuls 2,29% 
805 249 

Source: https://www.lemonde.fr/resultats-presidentielle-2022/ 
 
 
3.8.Emmanuel Macron, discours de victoire: 
 
"Après cinq ans de crises exceptionnelles, aujourd'hui 24 avril 2022, une majorité me 
redonne confiance pour encore cinq ans. Je sais que beaucoup ce soir ont voté pour que je 
bloque l'extrême droite et je veux les remercier aussi et leur faire savoir que je comprends 

https://www.lemonde.fr/emmanuel-macron/
https://www.lemonde.fr/marine-le-pen/
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le devoir qui accompagne ce vote." "Désormais, je ne suis plus le candidat d'un parti, 
mais le président de tous." 
"Les Français; c'est une force que j'aime tant et je suis fier de continuer à la 
servir", a déclaré Macron, terminant son discours par „Vive la République, vive 
la France”. (Macron Youtube 2022) 
 
 
3.9.Résultats des élections à l'Assemblée nationale : "Macron-minimal" 
 
La première fois sous la Ve République (après 1958) les élections à l'Assemblée 
nationale se sont soldées par l'absence de majorité absolue, en 1988. Selon 
l'article 24 de la Constitution, les membres de l'Assemblée nationale sont élus au 
suffrage direct. Les élections à l'Assemblée nationale se déroulent en deux tours 
de scrutin, unique au monde pour une élection législative. Au premier tour, le 
candidat qui a obtenu la majorité absolue des suffrages, et cela représente au 
moins 25 % des électeurs inscrits sur les listes, l'emporte. Au second tour, les 
candidats qui obtiennent au moins 12,5 % des candidats inscrits sont qualifiés et 
le député qui obtient le plus de voix, quel que soit le pourcentage, est élu. 
Un tel vote tend à produire des majorités claires et favorise le premier parti. Les 
résultats obtenus sont caractéristiques d'un parlement élu à la proportionnelle. 
 

Tableau 4. Le résultat des élections après le second tour: 
Ensemble 246 38,63% 
NUPES 142 32,64% 
RN 89 17,30% 
LR 64 7,28% 
Autres   

Source: https://www.lemonde.fr/resultats-elections/ 
 

"Ensemble!", le bloc électoral du président français, a perdu la majorité absolue à la 
chambre basse du parlement français, à l'issue du second tour des législatures, 
mais conserve la première place avec 246 sièges sur 577, suivi du Nouveau Union 
populaire écologique et sociale (NUPES), avec 142 mandats. La Nouvelle Union 

https://www.lemonde.fr/resultats-elections/
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Populaire Ecologique et Sociale (également appelée NUPES) est une alliance 
politique conclue entre plusieurs partis de gauche en vue des élections législatives 
des 12 et 19 juin 2022: le Parti communiste français (PCF), le Parti socialiste (PS) et 
"La France insoumise". A noter que La France insoumise, la gauche populiste, le 
parti dominant dans la NUPES et le Rassemblement National/RN sont des partis 
antisystèmes qui feront tout leur possible pour bloquer le gouvernement 
macroniste. 
La NUPES devient clairement la principale force d'opposition du pays et 
continuera à militer vigoureusement pour ses objectifs, entre autres, maintenir ou 
abaisser l'âge de la retraite, plafonner le prix de plusieurs produits, dans le contexte 
de la hausse du coût de la vie. Marine Le Pen a a représenté la surprise de l'élection, 
obtenant un résultat historique - 89 mandats sur les 8 remportés il y a cinq ans - soit 
une multiplication par plus de 11, soit un "séisme" politique. Ainsi, le 
Rassemblement national a atteint ses objectifs affichés: faire d'Emmanuel Macron 
"président de la minorité" et former un groupe d'opposition décisif. 
L'absence de majorité absolue dans la coalition présidentielle deviendra un frein 
important à la mise en œuvre du cap tracé par le président Emmanuel Macron. 
Alors, on résume, selon la presse française, cinq points qui ont caractérisé la 
campagne présidentielle en France, 2022 (La tribune 2022): 

1. La carte française des résultats de l'élection présidentielle révèle une 
profonde disparité territoriale - une France divisée. Emmanuel Macron s'est 
imposé à Paris, ainsi que dans l'ouest, le centre et le sud-ouest du pays. Marine 
Le Pen a été soutenue principalement dans le Sud et dans les centres industriels 
du Nord. Dans les grandes villes industrialisées, la classe moyenne supérieure et 
les retraités ont massivement voté pour Macron. La classe ouvrière a favorisé 
Mme Le Pen. 

2. Absentéisme record.  Le taux d'abstention a atteint 28 %, le plus haut 
niveau depuis 1969. 
Autre signal pour le président nouvellement élu: 8,6 % ont préféré voter blanc 
ou nul et ne choisissent donc aucun des deux candidats. Entre abstentions et 
votes blancs et nuls, un tiers des électeurs inscrits en France n'ont pas fait de 
choix pendant la campagne électorale. 
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3 Colère. Immédiatement après l'annonce des résultats, des 
manifestations ont eu lieu dans certaines villes de France, comme Paris, Rennes 
ou Toulouse. Des militants, pour la plupart d'extrême gauche, ont exprimé leur 
colère. Emmanuel Macron, qui peine à se débarrasser de l'étiquette de "président 
des riches", s'est juré de "gouverner autrement" et d'être "président pour tous". 
Pourtant, la crise sociale des "Gilets jaunes" qui a secoué son premier 
quinquennat n'a jamais vraiment été résolue. 

4. Le clivage générationnel. Malgré ses 44 ans, Emmanuel Macron ne 
parvient pas à mobiliser les jeunes derrière son projet et reste dépendant du vote 
des plus âgés. Un clivage sociologique majeur s'est produit: une vieille France 
qui a massivement voté pour Emmanuel Macron et une jeune France qui s'est 
partiellement détournée du vote. 
 
 
3.10.Un vote différent à l'étranger 
 
Le président de la République n'a pas réussi à convaincre les Outre-mer, qui ont 
largement voté au premier tour pour le candidat de la gauche radicale Jean-Luc 
Mélenchon. Au second tour, ces territoires, qui font partie intégrante de la 
France et comptent près de trois millions d'habitants, ont préféré Le Pen. 
Après les élections à l'Assemblée nationale, le président Macron et sa première 
ministre, Elisabeth Borne, restent isolés politiquement, devant négocier 
désormais à l'Assemblée nationale un soutien à chaque projet de loi, ce qui 
pourrait compromettre une bonne partie du programme avec lequel le chef 
d'État, il a été réélu en avril. Ce qui est normal dans la plupart des pays 
européens – Allemagne, Italie, Espagne, Belgique, Pays-Bas, République tchèque 
et même Roumanie, coalitions post-électorales, négociation et compromis 
politique – est pratiquement inexistant en France. 
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4.CONCLUSIONS 
 
Les élections présidentielles en France en avril 2022 ont eu une résonance et des 
enjeux importants tant au niveau national que pour l'ensemble du bloc 
européen. 
Au cours de cette démarche analytique, nous nous sommes concentrés sur 
l'image projetée discursivement par le candidat Emmanuel Macron. Il a 
construit son image autour de l'idée d'équilibre et elle a été rehaussée par sa 
gestion des crises que traverse la France. 58,5% des électeurs se sont identifiés 
politiquement aux déclarations et au programme électoral du président sortant. 
Emmanuel Macron a tenté de s'imposer comme leader de l'UE, après le départ 
de la grande politique de la chancelière allemande Angela Merkel - une 
intention qui a réussi. Une source supplémentaire de relations publiques 
politiques pour Macron était la présidence française du Conseil européen. La 
campagne présidentielle a également coïncidé avec la guerre en Ukraine, et 
Emmanuel Macron a tenté de se positionner en médiateur entre les belligérants, 
même si cela n'a pas abouti. Le comportement communicatif du candidat était 
déterminé par ces moments qui résumaient et déterminaient les thèmes de 
campagne du candidat. A savoir: 
Macron a choisi d'appliquer une stratégie de communication positive, maîtrisant 
le "contexte pré-électoral". Il a essayé de se démarquer de l'image d'un président 
élitiste, et au niveau européen, il a réussi à démontrer que la France a son mot à 
dire dans les politiques de l'UE, et cela lui a apporté le résultat souhaité. 
Cependant, les résultats des élections à l'Assemblée nationale, qui déterminent 
le potentiel politique du président, ont rendu difficile pour le vainqueur la mise 
en œuvre du programme électoral. Au niveau de l'UE, Macron s'est positionné 
par son intention de consolidation politique des États européens - membres de 
l'UE et États candidats ou aspirants. Le concept d'intégration européenne en « 3 
vitesses » appartient au président français, mais aussi à la mise en place de la 
Communauté politique européenne, qui regroupe 40 États. Le premier sommet 
de l'EPC a eu lieu à Prague le 6 octobre 2022. 
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Abstract 
The subject of the paper concerns Russia’s decision to start a conventional war 
by invading the independent and sovereign Ukrainian state with regular troops 
on February 24th, 2022. The research question that I will address is how Putin 
decided in favour of a military solution to advance his foreign policy goals. 
The methodology I use to address the issue consists of the following steps: (i) 
identify mostly in news articles the information that most likely influenced 
Kremlin’s calculus (thus rejecting some claims that Putin is irrational or insane); 
(ii) briefly present the three theoretical models employed by Graham T. Allison 
(1971) to explain the Cuban Missile Crisis - The Rational Actor, The 
Organizational Process and The Governmental Politics; (iii) apply the basic unit 
of analysis, organizing concepts and dominant inference pattern for each of the 
three theoretical models in order to analyse how the balance might have been 
tipped in favour of a full-scale military intervention, from Russia’s perspective. 
The analysis contributes to a better understanding of the decision-making 
mechanisms that led to war, despite limitations stemming from the lack of 
reliable information for the time being. 
 
Keywords: 
Governmental politics; organizational process; rational actor; Russia; Ukraine; 
war initiation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
On February 24th Vladimir Putin authorised a so-called „special military 
operation”, in fact a war according to the definition used by The Correlates of 
War Project (Small and Singer 1982 define war as a sustained combat involving 
organized armed forces, resulting in a minimum of 1000 battle-related fatalities, 
later specified as 1000 battle-related fatalities within a twelve-month period), but 
without officially declaring it, to be conducted by Russian Armed Forces into 
Ukraine, a sovereign and independent state. His order came after several 
months of keeping over 100.000 Russian troops mobilized at the border with 
Ukraine, engaged in large-scale military exercises to ensure combat readiness, 
while also publicly denying any plans for advancing into Ukraine and blaming 
Kyiv and the West for the war hysteria. 
The decision to openly invade Ukraine with regular troops marked not only the 
start of the „largest war in Europe after the Second World War” according to 
president Volodymyr Zelensky (Zelensky 2022), but also a radical change in 
Russia’s strategy in the former socialist republics, which has been based on 
creating localized conflicts and freezing them. After illegally annexing Crimea in 
2014, Russia has been engaged for eight years in the protracted conflict and low 
intensity warfare in Donbass, following its covert and by proxy involvement in 
the separatist outbreak in the Eastern regions of Donetsk and Luhansk. 
This radical change in Russia’s foreign policy and military approach, and the 
shock of an unexpected conventional war in Europe led some decision makers 
and analysts to start speculating on Putin’s mental or physical health that 
impacted his judgment or stating that he is in fact irrational in decisions making. 
The most well-known public declarations of statemen and former officials on 
this matter belong to: (i) former British prime-minister, Boris Johnson, who 
stated after Russia’s invasion that sanctions „may not be enough to deter an 
irrational actor and we have to accept at the moment that Vladimir Putin is 
possibly thinking illogically about this and doesn't see the disaster ahead” 
(Faulconbridge 2022); (ii) a source close to the French president, Emmanuel 
Macron, who met Putin on February 7th, just a few weeks before the war broke 
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out, declared that „Macron had been struck by how different Putin was to the 
man he had met in his summer residence on the French Riviera three years ago” 
because of his strong emphasis on „historical revisionism”, and also „these more 
than five hours of talks make us realise how different the Putin of today was” 
(Rose 2022); (iii) Czech president, Milos Zeman, stated shortly after Russia’s 
invasion, in reference to Putin that „lunatics need to be isolated, and we must 
protect against them not only by words but by concrete measures” (Hutt 2022); 
(iv) US Senator Marco Rubio tweeted that „I wish I could share more, but for 
now I can say it’s pretty obvious to many that something is off with #Putin. He 
has always been a killer, but his problem now is different and significant. It 
would be a mistake to assume this Putin would react the same way he would 
have 5 years ago” (Rubio 2022); (v) former US Secretary of State, Condoleezza 
Rice, declared that Putin „was always calculating and cold, but this is different. 
He seems erratic. There is an ever-deepening, delusional rendering of history, it 
was always a kind of victimology about what had happened to them, but now it 
goes back to blaming Lenin for the foundation of Kyiv… in Ukraine” (Colton 
2022). 
Also, international relations analysts started questioning previous assumptions 
about Putin’s thinking and strategic decision-making process, suggesting a 
change in Putin decision-making style towards irrationality due to his alleged 
disconnection from reality or his alleged isolation during the COVID-19 
pandemic: (i) Mark Galeotti tweeted shortly after the invasion that „My belief/ 
hope that Putin would keep away from the brink was shaken by Monday’s 
Security Council meeting and his subsequent speech, but now clear he is truly 
divorced from reality” (Galeotti 2022); (ii) „Watching Vladimir Putin’s erratic 
behaviour, bloated face, unhinged televised ramblings and now nuclear 
gamesmanship, it may be time to revisit our assumption that the Russian 
president is a cold-blooded statesman taking logical, if deeply undesirable, 
decisions” (Taylor 2022), while also arguing that Putin might be clinically 
paranoid, „ In clinical psychology, the paranoid typically accuse their supposed 
persecutors of doing exactly what they themselves are planning. Putin 
implausibly accused Ukraine of massing forces on the borders of the breakaway 
Donbass region to carry out a “genocide” against Russian speakers, in a 
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distorting mirror of his own intentions” (Taylor 2022); (iii) former U.S. 
ambassador to Russia in 2012-2014, Michael McFaul, also tweeted that „I’ve 
watched and listened to Putin for over 30 years. He has changed. He sounds 
completely disconnected from reality. He sounds unhinged” (McFaul  2022). 
This kind of statements do not meet the principle of falsifiability, only Putin’s 
close circle and his healthcare provider could deliver data to support of reject 
these hypotheses. Scientific research, however, should be able to be 
independently and objectively verified, thus I reject the claims of insanity or 
illness as explanans for the decision to invade Ukraine. 
Also, I should mention that „different” (as most observers - both analysts and 
high-level officials - of Russia’s decision making describe Putin’s behaviour) 
doesn’t necessarily mean insane or irrational. It could also be the case that 
Putin’s „different” posture stems from the intention to indicate his high resolve 
for the Ukraine dossier, which also include the military option or a „total war” 
in Clausewitz terminology, as a last resort. 
Furthermore, I would like to mention that accepting the idea of Putin’s insanity 
or irrationality entails two concerning implications, both positive and 
normative: (i) if analysts and researchers admit that Russia’s behaviour cannot 
be better explained or predicted through other instruments and methods, then 
the consequence is that we should accept that anything can happen and there is 
no pattern and no possibility to anticipate decisions and events; (ii) policy-
makers rethink the deterrence strategies (including the cost-inducing responses, 
like the sanctions) taking into account the possibility for insanity or irrationality 
on Russian part because „if Putin is not a rational adversary, then the policies 
that would deter a more-reasonable man may fail or even backfire” (Geist 2022). 
However, if this is not the case, changing the deterrence posture could have 
unintended and unwanted consequences; (iii) Putin bears no or little 
responsibility for his decisions and orders precisely because of his mental or 
physical health. 
Although the subject of the current war is complex and multifaceted, I limit the 
scope of the analysis to answering the question that gives the title of the article – 
How Russia decided to start the war against Ukraine? To analyse how the balance 
might have been tipped in favour of a full-scale military intervention, from 
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Russia’s perspective, I use the three models Graham T. Allison (1971) employed 
to explain the Cuban Missile Crisis - The Rational Actor, The Organizational 
Process and The Governmental Politics. In the following sections of the current 
article, I explore the context of the decision, or on what information Russia 
might have based its decision to invade Ukraine and then briefly present and 
apply different theoretical frameworks that can be employed to research the 
topic of concern, with the aim for the analysis to contribute to a better 
understanding of the decision mechanisms that led to war. 
There are major limitations with the proposed research topic. At the time of 
writing this paper the war is still ongoing, with no clear perspective regarding 
the possibility for its termination in the foreseeable future. 
Relevant and reliable information regarding how decisions are being made in 
Russia, unavailable yet, while also being uncertain when, if ever, researchers 
might get insights into the black box that is high-level decisional process in 
Russia. Furthermore, it is reasonable to consider that the public reporting on the 
subject can be part of the „war propaganda” (as can common knowledge about 
World War II let us understand the concept, which I will not try to define here), 
so discerning what is true from the little available information, can also be 
challenging. As such, the current paper represents just a first attempt to analyse 
Kremlin’s decision-making that led to war through three different theoretical 
lenses that address different sides of the same issue. 
 
 
2. THE CONTEXT OF THE DECISION 
 
In the next section, I outline the available information that most likely 
substantiated Russia’s decision to start a war against Ukraine on February 24th, 
2022, or to put it differently the context in which Putin authorised the so-called 
„special military operation”. For the current analysis they will represent the 
assumptions that I will consider to be true, in order to explore how the three 
theoretical frameworks can explain Russia’s decision-making process to engage 
in a military confrontation. The identified assumptions hold true and will be 
kept the same for each of the three models analysed. The conclusions I reached 
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regarding the base of the current analysis come from different press articles and 
analyses on the subject and well as previous events, decisions, and behaviours of 
Russia, Ukraine, and the West on similar or different topics on the international 
arena. I argue why I consider each to be true in the sense that was considered to 
be favourable by Russia at the time the potential courses of action regarding 
Ukraine were analysed. 
In hindsight some, if not all of them, seem surprising and can be considered 
errors in Russia’s planning of the large-scale military invasion. Different 
international relations observers and military experts have already highlighted 
Russia’s strategic miscalculations. For example, Anatol Lieven, a researcher on 
the topic of Russia at the Quincy Institute for Responsible Statecraft asserted that 
„It would be nice in some ways to think that this (A/N Russia’s decision making) 
reflected insanity on Putin’s part - but outright insanity in international affairs 
is, thank Heaven, rare. On the other hand, serious miscalculations based on 
what appeared at the time to be good evidence are rather common — though 
the mixture that led to Putin’s serial miscalculations over Ukraine was an 
unusually toxic one, influenced by factors particular to the Russian-Ukrainian 
relationship” (Lieven 2022). Similarly, Edward Geist, a policy researcher at the 
RAND Corporation wrote that the „invasion appears to have been based on a 
completely misguided assumption that Ukrainians would welcome Russian 
soldiers as liberators. Even more unaccountable is how Putin seems not to have 
anticipated how rapidly his actions would alienate world opinion” (Geist 2022). 
In the next section of the paper, the term „Russia” has multiple meanings, so I 
use it to refer to: (i) the unitary state of Russia, as a single entity, which has its 
own goals, can take actions, and there are no sub-national actors/ domestic 
political divisions between them. This corresponds to Allison’s first level of 
analysis – the Rational Actor; (ii) the bureaucracy with its different standard 
operations procedures that constitutes the Russian institutional system, which 
corresponds to Allison’s second level of analysis - the Organizational Process; 
(iii) the high-level individual decision-makers inside the Russian state that 
influence through their own perspectives on certain matters and through 
bargaining the actual choices emerging at the international level. This 
corresponds to Allison’s third level of analysis - the Governmental Politics. In 
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the following pages, if not specified otherwise, the term „Russia” is 
interchangeable also with: Moscow, Kremlin, Putin, Russian Armed Forces, 
Russian Security Service, Russian government. Later the meaning of the term 
will be limited depending on the angle of the analysis. 
 

i. Russia assessed that its regular army could capture Kyiv in a few days, 
thus obtaining via the so-called „special military operation” a 
quick victory on the battlefield. 
In a House Intelligence Committee hearing in March 2022, CIA 

director William Burns, said Putin had planned to seize control of Kyiv 
within two days of the start of the invasion (Karthikeyan 2022). Also, 
according to different media reporting, Russian Armed Forces should 
have captured Ukrainian capital in maximum four days of fighting 
(Epstein and Davis 2022). Russian documents seized by Ukrainian 
troops after their withdrawal from Kyiv region indicate the same 
narrow time frame. Despite not being able to know for sure at this 
moment, it is plausible Russia assessed it could secure a swift victory, 
considering the following: 

- Russia had spent significant amounts of money and resources 
on modernizing its military, conducted a reform and numerous 
trainings and exercises in the last years, thus making its armed 
forces fit and ready for combat. According to the latest report of 
Stockholm International Peace and Research Institute (da Silva 
et al. 2022) „Russia increases military budget in the run-up to 
war” (to 4.1 per cent of GDP consisting in an allocation of $65.9 
billion dollars), 2021 being the „third consecutive year of 
growth” in military spending. Out of the total amount dedicated 
to the military budget, according to SIPRI, around three-
quarters (approx. 48.4 billion dollars) go to „funding for 
operational costs as well as arms procurement”. Russian Army 
has constantly been a priority for Kremlin in terms of budgetary 
allocations. 
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In 2020 the International Institute for Strategic Studies 
published an assessment on Russia’s Military Modernisation. 
According to the report, „Russia’s armed forces have benefited 
from more than a decade of investment and reform. Though 
significantly smaller than their Soviet predecessors, these forces 
are better equipped, with professional personnel increasingly 
prevalent. Elements are held at high readiness, and Moscow has 
left behind the era of mass mobilisation, where units would be 
rapidly brought to strength with reservists” (International 
Institute for Strategic Studies 2020). 
Last, multiple military exercises held in Ukraine’s immediate 
proximity and in the Black Sea Region in the past few years and 
especially the large-scale military mobilization started in March 
2021, which in fact never ended but morphed into the invasion, 
most likely led to the conclusion that Russian Armed Forces are 
combat ready, especially in a confrontation with a lesser 
endowed adversary (in terms of number of personnel and 
modern equipment and weapons), like Ukraine. 

- Russia was „not impressed” with the Ukrainian Armed Forces 
(Judd 2022). Also, according to Kormych, „there was definitely a 
hypothesis that the Ukrainian Armed Forces would be reluctant 
to confront the Russian regular army, an assumption primarily 
grounded in the experience gained from the Crimean 
annexation and the Ilovaisk and Debaltseve operations” - A/N in 
2014 (Kormych 2022). As such, it is plausible that Russia 
expected for the Ukrainian military personnel, command 
officers and relevant local and government officials to take sides 
with the Russian troops. Several such cases have been so far 
documented in the Southern region of Kherson, bordering 
annexed Crimea, where Russian Armed Forces managed to 
obtain the most significant territorial gains on the battlefield 
(Mirovalev 2022, Wall 2022). 
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According to Ukrainian media reports, shortly after the invasion 
and the loss of control over Kherson, a former deputy of the 
Regional Council has asked the Ukrainian citizens living in 
Kherson region in a Facebook post to surrender to the Russian 
occupying troops. It is not farfetched to assume that he also 
supported Russia’s military activity and promoted Moscow’s 
political objectives. The Prosecutor General's Office of Ukraine 
has opened a case against him, suspecting him of „actions 
aimed at forcibly changing or overthrowing the constitutional 
order or at seizing state power using the media”, having already 
documented the fact that the deputy „preached the ideology of 
the Russian World”, as reported by Interfax (Interfax 2022). 
Also according to Ukrainian media president Zelensky stripped 
of their ranks two generals who „violated their oath to 
Ukraine”, most likely being suspected of treason - Andriy 
Naumov, former head of the department of internal security at 
Security Service of Ukraine (SBU), and Serhiy Kryvoruchko, 
head of the SBU in the city of Kherson, as reported by the media 
outlets Ukrinform and Kyiv Independent (2022). Later it has 
become known, according to Politico reporting, that 
Kryvoruchko „ordered his officers to evacuate the city before 
Russian troops stormed it”, while his assistant and head of the 
local office’s Anti-Terrorist Center, „have tipped off Russian 
forces heading North from Crimea about the locations of 
Ukrainian mines and helped coordinate a flight path for the 
enemy’s aircrafts” (Miller 2022). 

- Russia deployed tens of thousands of troops without adequate 
supply lines (Epstein and Davis 2022). Most likely it will remain 
in our collective memory the satellite images of the 64 km long 
Russian military convoy North of Kyiv in March, heading 
towards the capital of the Ukrainian state with the aim to force a 
surrender of the entire country. Penetration so deep in an 
enemy territory comes with huge logistical costs and resupply 
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problems. According to Reuters reports, citing an anonymous 
U.S. defence official „Russia's military move on Kyiv has stalled 
as its forces struggle with basic logistics challenges, including 
shortages of food and fuel, with some units appearing to be 
gripped by low morale” (Ali and Stewart 2022). 

- the Russian troops entered Ukraine in marching formations, 
indicating that they didn’t expect meeting any resistance, while 
the second line of troops that followed into Ukrainian territory 
was composed of Rosgvardia units and the National Guard, 
most likely expecting to be engaged in civilian control of the 
occupied territories (Kormych 2022). 

- Deputy Chief of Staff of the Command of the Ground Forces of 
the Armed Forces of Ukraine, Oleksandr Hruzevych, declared 
after Russian Armed Forces withdrew from Kyiv region that 
„Russian soldiers brought parade uniforms with them, seeming 
to expect a victory in less than two days”. According to 
Hruzevych, the uniforms were found in abandoned Russian 
military vehicles in the areas around Kyiv that were retaken by 
the Ukrainian Army (Baker 2022). 

However, the invasion of Ukraine revealed that the actual state of 
the Russian Armed Forces and its performance on the battlefield 
were worse than Kremlin most likely anticipated. 
 

ii. Russia assessed that regular Ukrainian citizen expect its armed forces 
to „liberate” them from president Volodymyr Zelensky’s rule, 
welcome Russian military personnel with open arms and will 
accept occupation authorities. 
Briefly entering the realm of thought experiments, it is plausible that 
Russia’s conclusion could have been substantiated by: a. polls 
indicating discontent among Ukrainians. For example, a survey 
coordinated by the Social and Marketing Research Center „Socis" in 
June 2021, more than 60 percent of Ukrainians were not satisfied, 
believing that events in Ukraine are developing in the wrong 
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direction (Suprun 2021). A survey conducted in November 2021 
revealed that only 33% of Ukrainian citizens are satisfied with 
president Volodymyr Zelensky’s activity (Matyash 2021). Also, 
according to Eckel (2022), Russia commissioned public opinion polls 
in Ukraine in February 2022, just before the invasion, that revealed 
distrust for government; b. pro-Russian politicians in Ukraine, like 
Viktor Medvedchuk (who is also related with Putin, the godfather 
of Medvedchuk's youngest daughter) sending back to Moscow 
positive signals on attitudes towards Russia, possibly to keep the 
financial flow (Burdyga 2022). 
According to Kupchan’s assessment, Russia’s aggressive posture 
towards Kyiv promoted the development of a national identity of 
the Ukrainian citizens and thus the possibility to stand united, 
which in turn impacted how Russian Armed Forces were met in 
Ukraine: „the most potent obstacle to Putin’s neo-imperial 
adventurism is the Ukrainian people. The Maidan revolution and 
Russia’s subsequent aggression against Ukraine in 2014 helped 
nurture a strong sense of solidarity among Ukrainians and 
deepened their determination to build a successful democracy 
integrated into Europe” (Kupchan 2022). The same idea can be 
supported by survey results. According to press releases of Kiev 
International Institute of Sociology (KIIS), „over the last three years 
before the full-scale invasion, there was a gradual decline in positive 
attitudes towards Russia”, with 34% of Ukrainians at the beginning 
of February 2022 having a good attitude towards Russia. The most 
recent polls, conducted by KIIS and also by The Wall Street Journal-
NORC, reveal significant changes: „only 2% of citizens have a good 
attitude towards Russia, while 92% have a bad attitude” 
(Hrushetsky 2022) and „an overwhelming share of Ukrainians, 89%, 
say it would be unacceptable to reach a peace deal with Moscow by 
ceding Ukrainian territory that Russian forces have seized” (Zitner 
2022). 
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Maybe less relevant on a larger scale (compared to polls), but still 
proving the point, is the social media documented example of a 
Ukrainian woman offering sunflower seeds to a Russian soldier, 
suggesting him to put them in his pocket in order for the flowers to 
bloom when he will lay dead on the Ukrainian soil (Sicard 2022). 
 

iii. Russia assessed that president Volodymyr Zelensky is a weak figure 
with no significant popular support, that will flee the country 
once the bombing starts. 
It is safe to argue that president Volodymyr Zelensky is considered 
by the Kremlin to be a target, especially after the invasion, when he, 
the commander of the Ukrainian Armed Forces, became a hero that 
united the country and also the international audience against the 
Russian aggression (Time 2022). In one of his social media post early 
into the war, Zelensky said that „the enemy has designated me as 
target number one and my family is target number two" 
(CaucasusWarReport 2022). So, this represents an acknowledgement 
of the Russian side that Zelensky has a significant role in 
maintaining the Ukrainian resistance. 
Also, Putin’s attitude towards Zelensky (from previous years before 
the war) indicate that he disregarded the democratically elected 
president of Ukraine and considered him to be inferior. For 
example, in 2019, immediately after Zelensky’s inauguration, Putin 
said that the new Ukrainian president may be a talented actor („to 
act, you need talent …”) but his role as a fictional president in a TV 
series does not give him the skills and experience to be a real head 
of state („… but to tend to state affairs you need other skills, a 
certain experience, knowledge”), when asked why he did not 
congratulate his Ukrainian counterpart (Kremlin 2019). So, it is 
possible that Putin’s negative perception about Zelensky since 
before he even met the Ukrainian president, to translate also into 
expectations that the former comedian would not rise to the 
occasion, should Russian Armed Forces invaded Ukraine. 
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After the invasion, some observers of international politics reveal 
that Russian billionaire Roman Abramovich (mostly known in the 
West for owning Chelsea Football Club, at least until 2022), who 
participated as a member of the Russian delegation in the 
unsuccessful negotiations after the invasion, „had to disabuse Putin 
of his conviction that Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky (…) 
would flee the country once the invasion began” (Miller and Rubin 
2022). 
On the same topic it is also the already famous response Zelensky 
gave when turning down USA offer to be evacuated in the first days 
of the war: „The fight is here. I need ammunition, not a ride” 
(Braithwaite 2022). 
 

iv. Russia assessed that the West will not be united, will not be able to 
make quick decisions (also because of the first assumption of a 
quick military campaign, that would have meant a fait accompli 
for the West). 
I approximate the lack of reliable information regarding how an 
actor might respond, by considering past experiences and 
behaviours on the same or similar topics (assuming some sort of 
consistency in the responses and reactions) and priorities at the 
moment or how important is the issue relative to other dossiers of 
concern (assuming that each actor has multiple issues of interest, 
but only limited resources to allocate to each, in which case he must 
prioritize). 
Regarding the first aspect, most likely Russia assessed that the West 
would respond similar to how it had responded before in Georgia’s 
case in 2008 or in Ukraine’s case in 2014. This sort of reasoning is 
mirrored in deputy chairman of the Security Council of Russia, 
Dmitry Medvedev’s statement at the last public meeting of the 
decision circle in Moscow before the invasion, on February 21st who 
said that „I remember 2008 quite well …  This experience showed 
that it would be difficult, but after a while (A/N the West) would get 
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tired of this situation and would themselves ask to return to the 
negotiations, because the Russian Federation means more to the 
world community than Ukraine.” (Kormych 2022). 
Regarding the second aspect, according to some analysts, Putin 
„may have viewed the USA withdrawal from Afghanistan as a sign 
of weakness, and also have concluded that Biden was in a weak 
position politically. Angela Merkel was leaving and was eventually 
replaced by Scholz from the Social Democratic Party (SDP). Putin 
likely remembered that the last SPD chancellor was Schroder, who 
has many close ties with Russia and worked to make Germany 
dependent on Russian natural gas. Putin may have thought that 
NATO was weak and dispirited after four years of Trump’s insults” 
(Judd 2022). 

Most likely each of the four assumptions shaped the decision to invade Ukraine, 
despite ex-post having been proven to be wrong by the evolutions on the 
battlefield, in Ukrainian political circle, in most Ukrainian settlements and at the 
international level. As Judd puts it, „we have been surprised by the abilities of 
the Ukrainians in blocking Russian advances. We have also been surprised by 
stories of Russian military incompetence. We have been surprised by the fast 
response of the West in imposing economic sanctions. NATO unity has 
exceeded our expectations. If we have been shocked by these developments, just 
think how surprised Putin is” (Judd 2022). 
In the following three sections of the paper, I explain what the term „Russia”, 
that I previously left unspecified, means. In order to do so, I: (i) construct the 
three theoretical models – the Rational Actor, the Organizational Process and the 
Governmental Politics, mostly as presented by Graham T. Allison; (ii) reframe 
the previous data gathered from mass-media reporting and social media posts 
on the context of the decision to test the three theoretical models as explanations 
for Russia’s decision to start a war by invading Ukraine. 
For the theoretical framework of the research, I use both editions of Allison’s 
book. The first edition of the „Essence of Decision”, based on an article Allison 
presented at a conference in 1968, was published in 1971. The second edition of 
the book was published together with Philip Zelikow in 1999, later translated in 
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Romanian in 2010 (the version I used). The decision to revise the first edition 
was determined by several reasons: (i) the increase in the historical data on the 
Cuban Crisis due to a number of US documents being declassified, that allowed 
for better testing of the hypotheses; (ii) advances in the analytical and theoretical 
research that represented the ground of the arguments, especially concerning 
the bureaucracy and organisational theory; (iii) academic and practical relevance 
and importance of the first edition (Allison 2010, 11-12). My choice to use both 
editions was motivated by the following factors: (i) the two versions of the book 
follow the same structure in presenting the theory, hypotheses and arguments/ 
facts; (ii) the first edition is more suitable due to the fact that being closer in time 
to the events that aims to explain/ the Cuban Crisis, it is more useful at this 
moment to help identify the kinds of arguments that can be used today to 
explain Russia’s decision to invade Ukraine on February 24th, 2022; (iii) the 
second edition is more suitable for the theoretical side of the analysis, being 
more extended and thorough due to the fact that the authors sought to address 
the criticism the first edition received. 
 
 
3. MODEL I – THE RATIONAL ACTOR 
 
3.1. Background 
 
In the next section I introduce the main theoretical principles and instruments 
that are relevant for the subject of interest regarding the war initiated by Russia, 
by summarizing the most important characteristics of the model, as presented 
by Graham T. Allison (also maintaining here the same format of analysis used 
by the author for studying the Cuban missile crisis): 

i. Basic Unit of Analysis: „Governmental Action as Choice”. When 
confronted with a decision, states choose the alternative that 
maximizes their goals and objectives (in terms of power – in line 
with realist school of international relations, security – the case of 
neorealist school of thought, or other aspect that is considered 
important) (Allison 1971, 32). 
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ii. Organizing Concepts:  
- the agent is the national state, that is considered to be a rational 

and unitary decision-maker, with specified goals and a 
consistent utility function (Allison 1971, 32). The state is 
anthropomorphized, as if it were a single individual (Allison 
2010, 37); 

- the state is reacting to a certain development on the 
international stage. „Action is chosen in response to the 
strategic problem the nation faces. Threats and opportunities 
(…) move the nation to act” (Allison 1971, 33); 

- in a given situation, the state can identify alternative courses of 
action, assess the consequences for each action and pick the 
option that best satisfy its goals. According to Allison, „nations 
seek security and a range of other objectives” (Allison 1971, 33), 
alternative options for action are specific to the strategic 
problem the state is facing, „enactment of each alternative 
course of action will produce a series of consequences” (Allison 
1971, 33), with costs and benefits impacting the objectives the 
state has. All things considered, then the unitary state „select 
the alternative whose consequences rank highest in terms of his 
goals and objectives” (Allison 1971, 33). 

iii. Dominant Inference Pattern: the choice of a state is explained by 
„finding the purposive pattern within which the occurrence can be 
located as a value-maximizing means” (Allison 1971, 33).  
So, in order to solve the puzzle of explaining states’ decisions, the 
analyst puts himself/ herself in the place of that state and make 
statements about is objectives, options for action and their 
consequences that „permit him (A/N or her) to distinguish among 
the various accounts” (Allison 1971, 35) that the he or she can 
creatively construct to rationalize a result by finding the objective 
„around which a story of value-maximizing choice can be 
constructed” (Allison 1971, 35). 
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3.2. First level of analysis 
 
The answer I find is best suited to address through this theoretical framework 
(at least at this moment in time, when there are no reliable information or 
historical sources because the war is still ongoing) is for the following question: 
How Russia decided to start a war against Ukraine? 
To deliver an answer, in the following section I model and frame the decision 
Russia faced prior to the invasion and analyse the circumstances that led 
Moscow to the conclusion that invading a sovereign country is the alternative 
course of action that maximizes its goals and objectives. 
To analyse the decision Russia faced between a military solution (what actually 
happened) and a non-intervention (alternative that can be assumed to be 
equivalent to the continuation of its prior strategy of maintaining a frozen 
conflict in Donbass in order to be able to veto or control any decision Kyiv might 
have taken to irreversibly change its foreign policy alignment), I use decision 
theory instruments, thus assuming Moscow it was confronted with a parametric 
choice (not a strategic one – which would be closer to reality, but not 
particularly relevant for the research question of concern here). 
In this first level of analysis, Russia can be identified with Putin. The plausibility 
of this assumption/ limitation is given by the fact that Russian regime is a 
highly personalised one and the decision-making (especially in matters of 
foreign affairs and war) is centralised at the highest level, that is the head of 
state. Utilities then can be perceived via Putin’s lens – what are the costs and 
benefits that he expects in case of a military intervention versus maintaining the 
status-quo/ restraining from attacking another country? In this category can be 
included the analysis that aim to explain Russia solely through Putin’s decision 
framework, thus excluding some components of the calculus that do not impact 
him directly – e.g. human losses in the military confrontations (especially if we 
hold true the assumption that it was expected a swift war, not an attrition war/ 
prolonged military confrontation, that in time might give rise to popular 
discontent). Some analysts thus far emphasize Putin’s role in the war, that could 
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also explain their search for arguments like his insanity or illness (Galeotti 2022, 
Taylor 2022). In the next section of the paper what I call „Russia”, can also be 
equated with „Putin”, the head of state representing the state/ unit of analysis 
in the first theoretical model – the Rational Actor. 
 
  RUSSIA 

 Attack Not attack 

UKRAINE 

Weak 
type 

Utility Russia receives if it 
attacks Ukraine, given that 

Kyiv is a weak type - 
URU(A|UAWT) 

→ Easy victory for Russia 
with low costs for 

intervention 
4 

Utility Russia receives if it 
doesn’t attack Ukraine, given 

that Kyiv is a weak type - 
URU(NA|UAWT) 

→ Loss of control over 
Ukraine (low costs for 

intervention) 
 1 

Strong 
type 

Utility Russia receives if it 
attacks Ukraine, given that 

Kyiv is a strong type - 
URU(A|UAST) 

→ Only partial territorial 
gains with high costs for 

intervention 
3 

Utility Russia receives if it 
doesn’t attack Ukraine, given 

that Kyiv is a strong type - 
URU(NA|UAST) 

→ Loss of control over 
Ukraine 

(high costs for intervention) 
2 

 
I model the situation as if there are only two parties to the war – Russia (the 
initiator/ attacker – the decision-maker or the party that had to make a choice – 
given my narrow research question) and Ukraine (the defender – not a proper 
actor for the limited purposes of this paper, its characteristics are to be defined 
by nature in terms of costs for Russia). As I have presented elsewhere (Crisis 
Communication and Conflict Resolution Conference, 7-8 April 2022), despite its 
indirect involvement through economic sanctions against Russia and 
humanitarian and military support for Ukraine, thus having the possibility to 
influence the sides’ costs and benefits, the West will not be considered a part of 
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the war. Similarly, other actors, like Belarus, that is supporting Russian Armed 
Forces’ war effort, for example by allowing on its soil Russian troops, 
equipment, and missile systems that are used in attacks and strikes against 
Ukraine, thus acting as a force multiplier, can also be considered to enable 
certain actions that would otherwise be impossible for Moscow. However, 
neither Minsk will be considered a distinct part of the war. 
I maintain the four (substantiated) assumptions I have made in the previous 
section on the context of the decision regarding the assessments most likely 
substantiated Russia’s decision: its regular army could capture Kyiv in a few 
days, most regular Ukrainian citizens expect Russian armed forces with open 
arms, Ukrainian president Volodymyr Zelensky is a weak figure, and the West 
will not be united on imposing costs on Moscow for an invasion. 
Also, for the context of Russia’s decision to start a war is relevant Russia’s 
objective regarding Ukraine. I assess a good approximation is that Russia aims 
to control Ukraine – maximal objective is for Kyiv to re-enter Moscow’s sphere 
of influence (like in the former soviet times), or at least block Kyiv’s perspective 
to decide upon its foreign policy alignment that would present the risk to get 
closer to the EU and NATO. My conclusion on how important the issue is for 
Moscow, is based on Putin’s article „On the Historical Unity of Russians and 
Ukrainians” disseminated on Kremlin’s official website on July 12th, 2021, in 
which he claims that Russians and Ukrainians are one nation, thus denying 
Ukraine’s right to exist as an independent state. 
Lastly, for the urgency of a decision in that particular moment in time in 
February 2022, I assume also that Russia assessed that there is an imminent risk 
that Ukraine might enter an irreversible path towards European and Euro-
Atlantic integration. De jure, Kyiv was years away from a formal decision on its 
accession into Western political and military structures. However, de facto, the 
Ukrainian side has repeatedly stated in the last years its foreign affairs objectives 
and has taken steps to move away from its high dependency on Russia past. For 
example, former president Petro Poroshenko has signed in February 2019 a 
constitutional amendment committing the country to becoming a member of 
NATO and the EU. Also, in the last years Kyiv adopted decisions to limit the 
Russian influence in Ukraine, for example, just to name a few: obtained the 
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autocephaly of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church of Ukraine in January 2019, 
regulated broadcasting in Russian language in May 2017 by reducing the quotas 
of allowed usage of Russian language in mass media, passed a new language 
law in April 2019 that grants special status to the Ukrainian language and makes 
it mandatory for public sector workers (Polityuk, 2019). It is safe to assess that 
Moscow was most likely dissatisfied with Kyiv’s intentions and actions to 
diminish the Russian influence in Ukraine, given Kremlin’s goals and objectives. 
As such, it is also safe to conclude that most likely Russia was worried that in 
time, Ukraine was going to distance itself even further from their common past, 
maybe up to a point when the reversal of this process becomes impossible. 
The decision matrix above represents a formalized choice from Russia’s 
perspective for either starting a war, or not attacking. The environment in which 
the decision takes place is characterized – through a gross simplification that 
does not alter the possible reasoning process that Russia went through – by the 
type of response that the invasion would trigger. Here it is represented by 
„weak type Ukraine” and „strong type Ukraine”. This is not a proper decision 
that Kyiv is strategically making, but instead I assume it to be, strictly in this 
theoretical model, a given characteristic of Ukraine translating into costs for 
Russia in case of intervention. It is determined by several factors, for example: 

i. Ukrainian military capabilities for defensive purposes, able to repel an 
attack from the Russian Armed Forces consist of: 
- the hardware component (equipment, ammunition, technology etc. 
that are physically employed on the battlefield); 
- the human resources (trained military personnel able to use efficiently 
and effectively the military hardware component); 
- the overall resilience of the institutions with prerogatives on national 
security issues (more difficult to quantify, the general idea regards 
individuals working on certain strategic positions to promote just the 
national interest of the state). 
A highly capable, endowed and coordinated Ukrainian Army would 
inflict serious costs and, similarly, a poorly equipped and trained 
Ukrainian Armed Forces or populated with personnel that receives 
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incentives from Russia to defect or act against Ukrainian state interest, 
would impose minimal costs; 

ii. regular Ukrainians’ attitude towards Russia and the Russian Army, 
despite not having military training or being armed is also impacting 
the costs for war. A local population that is sympathetic towards Russia 
and it perceives it as a liberator, or at least is apolitical or unwilling and 
uninterested to get involved in how (or by whom) the local community 
is ruled, would facilitate Russian advance into the territory. To put it 
shortly and intuitively, it is easier for the armed forces to advance in 
friendly territory. On the other hand, a population that, despite maybe 
being disappointed with the democratically elected authorities, it still 
recognizes them as the legitimate ones, protests the occupation 
authorities thus risking its physical security, disrupt behind the front 
supply lines of the enemy, support Ukrainian resistance and sometimes 
even possibly kill enemy soldiers, significantly raise the cost for an 
intervention. Also, it makes it harder for an invading army to obtain 
further territorial gains. 

iii. a leader or a head of state who is also the commander in chief of the 
army of the state under attack (in our case Ukrainian president 
Volodymyr Zelensky) who is unpopular, weak, or even there is a chance 
for him to flee the country, would significantly decrease the costs for a 
Russian military intervention. This might happen due to a dissolution of 
power, also with the possibility that his successor would not have the 
legitimacy needed for the state to continue to function. There would 
most likely be consequences for how united the civilian population 
remain. Weak institutions and a disunited population make it easier for 
an invading army to be victorious. Conversely, a strong, charismatic 
leader with regular public appearances from his normal office sends 
incentives first to the armed forces to maintain the resistance and not 
defect or lay down the arms, and second send signals to the civilian 
population that the state is still functional and works for the common 
good to defend the country and it represents a motivation for them to 
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maintain the loyalty. In this case, the costs for an enemy’s intervention 
would be higher. 

iv. allies and the (anticipated) way they (are expected to) react to the war 
can influence the cost for an invasion and the calculus before an attack. 
Allies that have to go through a lengthy process of deliberation to first 
reach a conclusion on what is actually happening and second go 
through another decisional process to decide upon the level of support 
to send for the defending state, decrease the costs for the attacker. This 
is happening due to the fact that the longer it takes for the allies to reach 
a decision (and the longer it takes to consolidate the defence posture of 
the invaded state), the higher the chance the attacking state reaches its 
goals. On the other hand, if an attacked state has strong allies that 
coordinate to immediately support it, the costs in losses and failed 
objectives for the attacker increase (depending on the nature and level of 
support offered). 

The way in which each of the previous four aspects vary, influence the cost for 
war and possibly the decision to intervene militarily. 
Given the assumed Russian objectives of gaining control over Ukraine’s decision 
making the four outcomes presented in the matrix can be ordered as follows 
(from Russia’s perspective) – with the best of my ability and understanding of 
the issue: 

 
URU(A|UAWT) > URU(A|UAST) > URU(NA|UAST) > URU(NA|UAWT) 

URU(A|UAWT) – the utility Russia receives if it attacks Ukraine when Kyiv is a 
weak type. 
URU(A|UAST) – the utility Russia receives if it attacks Ukraine when Kyiv is a 
strong type. 
URU(NA|UAST) – the utility Russia receives if it doesn’t attack Ukraine when Kyiv is a 
strong type. 
URU(NA|UAWT) – the utility Russia receives if it doesn’t attack Ukraine when Kyiv 
is a weak type. 
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Given Russia’s objectives regarding Ukraine and the fact that Moscow assessed 
its power over Kyiv will be lost if it doesn’t do something to block it from 
moving closer to the West (thus risking a European and Euro-Atlantic path for 
Ukraine) then the option not to attack would lead to a loss of control over 
Ukraine. The worst scenario for Russia is losing Ukraine, which would have 
happened if it didn’t start a war to secure its objective. The utilities for non-
intervention are thus the lowest, regardless of the actual costs of war, however 
the worst possible scenario for Russia would be not to attack if Kyiv was a weak 
type (because it would have obtained a victory with relatively small costs for 
intervention). Similarly, the utilities for intervention are higher, regardless of the 
actual costs of war, however the best possible scenario for Moscow would be to 
attack Ukraine if Kyiv was assessed to be a weak type, for the same reasons as 
before – lower costs compared to the situation in which Ukraine is assessed to be 
a strong type, that can inflict serious losses to an invading army. 
Given the assumptions on the context of the decision to start the war, Russia 
assessed – to use the terms of the model – Ukraine is a weak type. So, the 
decision between attacking and holding back becomes straightforward with 
Moscow having to choose between an easy victory for the Russian Armed 
Forces vs. loss of control over Ukraine when there are low costs for a military 
intervention. The utility for the first expected outcome is significantly higher 
than the utility for the second possible anticipated result. 
Even if the ordering of the preferences would be slightly different (a second 
plausible possibility): URU(A|UAWT) > URU(NA|UAST) > URU(A|UAST) > 
URU(NA|UAWT), which means that if Russia assesses Ukraine to be a strong 
type, would choose not to attack, and only if Kyiv is a weak type Russia orders 
an intervention, the outcome remains the same. 
In conclusion, what led to Russia starting a war is the motive to regain control 
over Kyiv, considering also the perceived urgency to act (necessary but not 
sufficient condition), but also the context and the information that substantiated 
the calculus on the costs for intervention, being decisive the conclusion that 
Ukraine is a weak type, and a war would inflict only minor costs on a very short 
period of time. Most likely, Russia substantiated the calculus on the assessment 
that: (i) Russian Armed Forces are superior to Ukraine’s and thus could capture 
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Kyiv in a few days through a swift victory on the battlefield (that would present 
Ukraine and the international community with a fait accompli); (ii) regular 
Ukrainian citizens would welcome Russian troops as „liberators” and would not 
oppose occupation authorities/ make matter more difficult in the occupied 
territories; (iii) president Zelensky would not be able to become a war leader 
that keeps Ukrainian united; (iv) the West is not able to make quick decisions 
and present a unified retaliatory response against Russia (through economic 
sanctions and support for Ukraine). Maybe later information on the subject will 
show otherwise. 
 
 
4. MODEL II – THE ORGANIZATIONAL PROCESS 
 
4.1. Background 
 
In the next section I introduce the main theoretical principles and instruments 
for the second level of analysis, by summarizing the most important 
characteristics of the model, also, as were presented by Graham T. Allison to 
maintain consistency: 

i. Basic Unit of Analysis: „Governmental Action as Organizational 
Output” (Allison 1971, 78). According to Allison, there can be three 
ways in which what happens between states or the result of their 
interactions can be considered outputs of different organizations 
that are part of the state: „actual occurrences are organizational 
outputs” (Allison 1971, 78) due to the fact that high level decisions 
activate certain routines already existent; current routines influence 
the available alternatives for decision-makers when they have to 
make any choice (by increasing or decreasing the number of options 
for courses of action); organizational outputs also frame each 
decision a leader is confronted with. 
Relevant for the analysis that will follow is the fact that „outputs 
raise the problem, provide the information, and take the initial steps 
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that colour the face of the issue that is turned to the leader” (Allison 
1971, 79). In other words, action or decision is substantiated by the 
information and how it’s framed, courses of available action and 
actual capabilities for action. 

ii. Organizing Concepts: 
- the agent is not a monolithic state, „but rather a constellation of 

loosely allied organizations on top of which government leader 
sits” (Allison 1971, 80); 

- multiple organizations deal with the same issue, but with its 
different aspects, depending on each organization’s 
prerogatives, responsibilities, area of expertise and 
organizational culture (Allison 2010, 147); 

- decision is an organizational output determined by existing 
routines based on: constraints defining acceptable performance 
stemming from expectations and demands other organizations 
have, constitutional authority, demands from different 
stakeholders and bargaining inside the organization; sequential 
attention to goals; standard operating procedures that are 
simple enough conventions to allow coordination; uncertainty 
avoidance by arranging a negotiated environment for 
interactions with other entities; problem-directed search when 
certain issues do not fit the standard procedures; organizational 
learning and change in response to nonstandard problems; 
central coordination and control that accounts for coordinating 
between decentralized organizations; decisions of government 
leaders on „what organizations will play out which programs 
where”  (Allison 1971, 80-87). 

iii. Dominant Inference Pattern: actions performed today influence what 
actions will be taken the next day, the two being only marginally 
different and, also, an explanation for a decision means indicating 
those organizational routines and procedures that led to specific 
outputs encompassing the evolutions of concern (Allison 1971, 87-
88). 
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4.2. Second level of analysis 
 
The answer I find is best suited to address through the second theoretical 
framework on governmental action as organizational output is for the following 
question: How Russia reached the conclusion that Ukraine is a weak type? As I 
concluded in the previous section on the first level of analysis, if Russia assessed 
invading Ukraine would impose only minor costs, then attacking was leading to 
a significantly higher payoff than not invading, thus making relevant the 
organizational process that gave green light for the military intervention. 
To tackle the answer, first I identify the organizations that are relevant for 
producing the information that substantiated the decision to start the war; 
second, I explore the incentives structure in the Russian political and 
governmental system and last, I conclude with an explanation on why 
information was distorted and present a relevant example documented from 
mass media reports in the aftermath of the failure of Russia’s initial plans. 
Compared to the previous level of analysis, that was heavily based on theory, 
the governmental action as organizational output framework is more reliant on 
accurate information (which are lacking at the moment). This is only a first 
attempt at analysing the war through this lens. 
Previously I identified that the decision to invade Ukraine was substantiated by 
four sources of costs for Russian Armed Forces: its regular army could capture 
Kyiv in a couple of days, most Ukrainian civilians expect Russian troops with 
open arms, Ukrainian president Volodymyr Zelensky is a weak leader, and the 
West will not be united on imposing sanctions and other types of costs on 
Moscow for an invasion. The organizations that are part of the production 
process of this type of information are the Ministry of Defence and Russian 
intelligence agencies, as they are engaged in an „active and aggressive campaign 
in support of the Kremlin’s wider geopolitical agenda” (Galeotti 2016). This is 
also consistent with the phenomena described by the term „militocracy”, that 
was introduced by Kryshtanovskaya and White (2003) to illustrate the growing 
power of the military and intelligence agencies’ personnel (or siloviki), 
especially after Putin came to power. Similarly, other authors analyse the 
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„resurgence of the cult of state security” (Fedor 2011, 7) in post-Soviet times, 
especially during Putin’s term in office. 
According to Galeotti, there are four main agencies within Russia’s intelligence 
community (not representing the whole siloviki camp), three of them with 
prerogatives on information collection: i. Federal Security Service, the most 
powerful service or the „first among equals” (Illarionov 2009), its main official 
prerogatives include internal affairs, but it has also extended its role with 
„external activities” (Galeotti 2016). It has historical ties with Putin due to his 
past as a KGB operative, but also because its current director, Aleksander 
Bortnykov, and the former head of the service, Nikolay Patrushev, are 
personally close to the president (Galeotti 2016, Belton 2022, Sternthal 2022, 
Koffler 2022); ii. Foreign Intelligence Service’s prerogatives include activities 
abroad and it has a predilection for „long-term, deep-cover spy rings, inherited 
from the KGB, and often of questionable cost-effectiveness” (Galeotti, 2016); iii. 
The Main Directorate of the General Staff of the Armed Forces of the Russian 
Federation is characterised by an „aggressive and risk-taking culture” (Galeotti, 
2016) with its scope of action including „substantial electronic, satellite, and 
battlefield reconnaissance capabilities, and Spetsnaz (special forces)” (Galeotti, 
2016); iv. The Federal Protection Service has the formal role to protect key 
government figures and locations. According to Galeotti, the security Putin 
created is „powerful, feral, multi-headed, and obedient hydra”, but aggressive 
agencies are „ dangerously counterproductive” when they are not well 
managed. 
The activity of the agencies responsible for the information that substantiated 
the decision to start the war is characterised by overlapping prerogatives 
regarding information gathering, combined with increased competition between 
agencies (Galeotti 2016, Yakovlev 2021), that can lead to certain sub-optimal 
organisational behaviours like: 

i. focusing on internal competition for resources to prove the agency’s role 
and its added value, instead of the officially assigned tasks. 
In Baumol’s (1990, 13) words, this is an example of destructive 
options for rent usage by the agencies. The author gave as an 
example the struggle among different groups over rent sources that 
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cause a decline in the overall rent volume or military aggression 
aimed at obtaining new sources of rent. Similarly, Bremmer (2007, 
87) writes that given the spoils available for the siloviki, „it is hardly 
surprising that there have been conflicts”, but most of the disputes 
play out far away from the public eye. 
The blurring of prerogatives’ boundaries promotes „turf wars”, over 
exposure, funding, business opportunities for officers, and 
„sometimes outright survival” (Galeotti 2016). Extrapolating, this 
also creates the incentives from the bottom to the top individuals to 
embellish reports on the agencies’ results, which lead to the 
possibility of overestimating their actual capacities and capabilities. 

ii. delivering information to satisfy what the head of the state (in the 
particular case of a personalised system like the one in Russia) 
expects to receive. „More often, the competition is less visible and 
bloody and is fought through attempts to outperform and 
embarrass rivals and acquire the information that will most please 
the powers that be” (Galeotti 2016). 
Samuel Greene considers that Putin is surrounded by people who 
are afraid to tell the truth if it might create any discomfort, thus 
distorting the reality the Russian president knows „he’s not the first 
autocrat who gets very bad advice” (King 2022). Kormych consider 
that Putin is surrounded by a „narrow circle of subordinates who 
tend to supply the boss only with such information as he wants to 
hear” (Kormych 2022). 
Similarly, according to Galeotti, due to how the system is structured 
and the incentives it gives, „intelligence chiefs cannot do their job 
properly – delivering the facts without concern for the 
consequences. Rather, they must shape and sugarcoat to suit the 
president (…) or risk marginalization and dismissal” (Galeotti 2016). 
So, the agencies try to support Putin’s assumptions and „play to his 
fantasies” (Galeotti 2016) rather than pass accurate information. 
To justify the assessment, the author presents the rise of the Federal 
Security Service that delivers information on foreign policy dossiers, 
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that is not considered to be one of its strengths, as the primary 
reason Putin frames the way he does future data from other 
agencies and could also be considered the source of conspiracy 
theories that support state policy (for example, that Ukraine has 
laboratories where it develops biological weapons). 
More recently but along the same lines, Roman Anin wrote an 
opinion column about how Putin decided to go to war (2022), citing 
a former member of a special forces unit inside the Federal Security 
Service, who said (anonymously) that the agency was „making 
things up, misinterpreting, and sometimes fantasizing, and the 
leadership was happy to believe it. For example, they wrote that the 
regions of Ukraine did not have any real connection with the Kyiv 
government, and it would take only a nudge to make those regions 
'run' toward Russia” (Anin 2022). 

iii. allocating resources for agencies’ tasks inefficiently due to redundancy 
of the overlapping prerogatives. Galeotti mentions two cases 
relevant for the inefficiency matter, Russian agents being assigned 
to „uncover” some think-tanks’ agendas (Harnden and Walk 2010) 
or straight up to gather data from open sources (official case USA 
vs. Evgeny Buryakov 2015). 
Also, according to Kormych, the first days of war exposed high 
levels of corruption negatively impacting Russian Armed Forces’ 
performance in areas like maintenance chains and significant 
shortfalls in „everything from logistics to psychological 
preparedness”. This is not necessarily surprising, because incentives 
for corruption and inefficiency carries over also to mishandling and 
misappropriation of the defence budget (Kormych 2022). 

The previous effects are plausible explanations for how Russia reached the 
conclusion that Ukraine is a weak type (and, also how Russia’s military 
capabilities were overestimated). If the head of the state expects certain 
information and the share of benefits agencies receive for their services is 
influenced by how the president assesses their activities, then it is plausible to 
say (with a high degree of confidence) that those organizations could in fact 
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cherry-pick the data to be sent in order to suit the expectations of the 
beneficiaries. In case they deliver the truth (as they might if previously 
incentives were non-existent), most likely first they would be perceived as 
inefficient, and second, their role in the state apparatus might be downgraded.  
In his opinion column, Anin cited under anonymity three Federal Security 
Service officers and former employees explaining that „even if serious 
information came in, they (N/A Federal Security Service) preferred to put it in a 
safe and forget it”; „you have to report what the leadership wants to hear, 
otherwise you won't get promoted. What's more, there could be problems”; 
„let's say contradictory information comes through the two lines. The supervisor 
calls the people in charge and (…) everyone understands how to correct it - just 
the way the boss thinks. No one will insist on his own opinion” (Anin 2022). I 
have no way to check how the Federal Security Service procedures actually 
work, but these statements validate the theory and are consistent with the type 
on incentives present inside the Russian state apparatus. 
I end this section with the (unclear) case of Sergey Beseda, as it was portrayed in 
mass-media. Beseda is or was (uncertain at the moment) the head of the Fifth 
Directorate of the Federal Security Service, responsible for the information that 
was reported to Putin on the situation in Ukraine prior to the invasion, at the 
time the decision to attack or not was assessed and for cultivating the pro-
Kremlin opposition in Kyiv. According to Anin (2022), the Fifth Directorate is 
the only division that was founded by Putin when he was director of the FSB. In 
1998 Putin established a division with the aim of spying in the former Soviet 
Union, which became the means to keep former Soviet countries under Russian 
influence. 
Multiple mass-media sources announced that following the failure of the initial 
plans for the war, that Beseda was sent to the notorious Lefortovo prison in 
Moscow, which has had a terrible reputation since the Stalin purges or that he 
was placed under house arrest in March (Agentura 2022). It has been suggested 
that he is responsible for the information that substantiated the decision to start 
the war, but also for the failure to spend the allocate funding towards making 
levers in Ukraine, that should have made the Russian Armed Forces’ 
advancement in the field much easier (Soldatov 2022). 
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Later, Anin (2022) reached out to anonymous individuals from the agency, that 
confirmed the following aspects regarding Beseda’s case: his main informants 
on Ukraine were „fugitive officials, security officials, and businessmen from 
Viktor Yanukovich's team”, and until the day of the invasion „the key figure 
among them was Vladimir Sivkovich, a former KGB military counterintelligence 
officer who served in Potsdam, Germany, during the Soviet era. Sivkovich has 
held high positions in Ukrainian government agencies. He served as deputy 
secretary of the National Security and Defence Council from 2010 to 2014” (Anin 
2022). They offered information that Beseda needed to hear and then pass to 
Putin in order to „ justify their existence and to use the budgets they supposedly 
spent on agents" (Anin 2022). They also, figuratively speaking, lived in pre-2014 
Ukraine, without an understanding on how the country and its population have 
changed since. 
 
 

5. MODEL III – THE GOVERNMENTAL POLITICS 
 
5.1. Background 
 
In the next section I summarize the main theoretical principles and instruments 
for the last level of analysis, maintaining the structure proposed by Allison: 

i. Basic Unit of Analysis: „Governmental Action as Political Resultant” 
(Allison 1971, 162). The decision regarding how to act/ respond in a 
certain situation is the resultant of a bargaining process among 
different intranational actors, which leads to a compromise between 
stakeholders depending on their vision on the topic of concern and 
their relative influence. 

ii. Organizing Concepts for this framework represent answer to four 
questions identified by Allison: 
- Who plays? Or in other words „whose interests and actions have 

an important effect on the government’s decisions and actions” 
(Allison 1971, 164). So, the actors are individual players in 
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certain positions in the state apparatus that are, for the current 
subject, designated to take action on national security matters. 
„Positions define what players both may and must do” (Allison 
1971, 165). Each individual that contributes with an input on a 
national security decision taken through a bargaining process, 
has a range of possible options to act within a range defined by 
its position. 

- What determines each player’s stand? The way each player is 
positioning on a certain matter under scrutiny stem from his: 
perceptions, goals and interests (including personal interests 
and the way in which he perceives even the generally accepted 
interests to be best followed, or the ways in which a certain goal 
should be reached), stakes (a multitude on different dossiers or 
layers of the same problem, that can sometimes overlap) and 
deadlines that force key-players to act. What is relevant for the 
current analysis is the fact that „crises necessitate decisions and 
actions” (Allison 1971, 168). 

- What determines each player’s relative influence? According to 
Allison (1971, 168-169), the impact of each of the players on the 
final decision is influenced by three aspects: bargaining 
advantages - which stems from formal authority, control over 
resources needed to implement decisions; skill in negotiations - 
expertise to frame the issue, how persuasive the player is and 
charisma; other players’ perception on the first two 
characteristics. 

- How does the game combine players’ stands influence and moves to 
yield governmental decisions and actions? Or what are the rules 
that define the game the actors play and how permissive – in 
relation to some strategies like bluffing, informal coalitions, 
deceit, threat, or restrictive – how close the actors stick to formal 
rules, like Constitution, they are (Allison 1971, 168). 

iii. Dominant Inference Pattern: actions are the resultant of a bargaining 
process between individuals within the government. So, according 
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to Allison a decision is explained by identifying the players, their 
positions and preferences and the „pulling and hauling” (Allison 
1971, 173), while also not neglecting the tensions and 
misunderstandings in the bargaining process. 

 
 
5.2. Third level of analysis 
 
The answer I find is best suited to address through the third and last theoretical 
framework on governmental action as political resultant is for the following 
question: How the decision circle in the Kremlin decided to order the invasion of 
Ukraine? In the first two models, I analysed and concluded that based on 
available information, Russia assessed that starting a war is the decision that 
leads to an outcome that maximizes expected utility, and that given the 
incentive structure of the Russian system, the agencies that have prerogatives of 
collecting information relevant for substantiating a decision, have provided 
embellished data. This leaves us to how exactly high-level Russian individuals 
ended up deciding to start the war. 
To address the issue, first I briefly present how centralized the decision-making 
process is, second I identify the most important individuals inside the power 
circle in Moscow and present their stance on Ukraine dossier (as depicted from 
literature and expressed public positions), and lastly analyse how the possible 
resultant of their presumed bargaining is the alternative represented by the war. 
According to the literature on how decision-making works in a non-transparent 
system like Russia, multiple authors (Galeotti 2016, Bremmer 2007, Kormych 
2022) agree that a very limited circle of individuals actually make choices, and 
that ruling is monopolized by Putin (who has the final word and veto power 
over any decision) and a few of his close confidants. Galeotti considers that 
many institutions that have prerogatives in foreign and security policy making 
„have become nothing more than executive agencies where policies are 
announced and applied, not discussed, and decided. Instead, decisions are made 
informally by Putin and his confidants and cronies” (Galeotti 2016). If so, for the 
last part of the analysis on how Russia decided to start the war, it becomes 
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relevant the circle of personal relations around Putin, not necessarily how the 
institutional system officially works, according to the Constitution and other 
normative provisions. 
In the previous section I introduced the concept of siloviki (that I have used as a 
collection of organizations), but they are not a (collection of) unitary or 
homogenous actors, not even a „collection of equals” (Bremmer 2007, 86). For 
this level of analysis, I consider them as distinct individuals. Bremmer considers 
that „there is a hierarchy among its members” and the structure of the siloviki 
„is best described as a series of concentric circles”. This means that there are 
very few individuals close to Putin (in the inner circle), and as we move from the 
centre, the outer circles are populated by more individuals. The distribution of 
power among the concentric circles mimics the same dynamics with more policy 
influence, and control over resources and institutions being held 
disproportionately by the individuals close to Putin. The siloviki that are closest 
to the centre of the system enjoy the strongest relationships with Putin and with 
one another, communicate often, and have the most influence in state affairs. 
The siloviki that are part of the outer circles, don’t have direct access to core 
members or decision-making and to Putin. (Bremmer 2007, 86). 
Given this brief background, who is part of the inner most circle of power, 
besides Putin? Lacking clear data on decision-making circle, the next best thing 
might be to gather what the experts on Kremlin issues have published or stated 
in mass-media articles. As head of state and commander in chief the 
responsibility lies with Putin, but he has also relied on limited entourage, 
consisting of siloviki. It is rather safe to say that his close confidants are part of 
the Security Council that met few days before the invasion. However, not all of 
them contributed to Putin’s decision to start a war. According to numerous 
mass-media reports, Putin diminished even further the number of people who 
consulted with or talked to face-to-face during the COVID-19 pandemic (Anin 
2022). An anonymous Kremlin official, interviewed by Anin, said that during 
the pandemic Putin „saw no more than five people” (Anin 2022). „During the 
pandemic Putin’s public appearances were held from his house outside of 
Moscow, in Novo-Ogaryovo. (…) Rumours has it that it was installed a special 
disinfection tunnel for visitors and anyone who wanted to see Putin in person, 
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had to self-isolate for 14 days before the meeting. (…) Due to these speculations, 
opposition figure, Alexey Navalny (at the moment in jail after also being 
poisoned with nerve-agent novichok in August 2020) has started to refer to 
Putin as the „old man in the bunker" (Anin 2022). 
Most experts that are easier to access via mass-media articles (Andrei Soldatov, 
Mark Galeotti, Ben Noble, Nikolai Petrov) consider that three officials are most 
important inside Putin’s circle of close contacts: Sergey Shoigu (minister of 
defence), Valeri Gherasimov (Chief of Staff) and Nikolai Patrushev (Secretary of 
the Security Council of Russia). 
As arguments why they are considered to be close confidantes of Putin, mass-
media and experts refer to examples as: their involvement in the 2014 campaign 
to annex Crimea; hunting and fishing trips Shoigu and Putin take together; long 
standing loyalty of Patrushev, who served with Putin in the former KGB since 
the 1970s in St. Petersburg and replaced him as head of Federal Security Service; 
the three are the masterminds behind several strategic and programmatic 
documents, as an indicator of their influence over the decision-making in 
Moscow, for example Patrushev is considered to be behind the new National 
Security Strategy (more aggressive stance towards the West); also, Patrushev 
„always held a particular sway over Putin” (Belton 2022). 
Also, it is safe to say that other Russian public figures, despite officially holding 
high positions in the state apparatus, do not also hold power or decision-making 
privileges. One example is Sergey Lavrov, minister of foreign affairs. According 
to Ukraine’s minister of foreign affairs, Dmytro Kuleba, who has met his 
Russian counterpart in March for negotiations on a possible cease-fire 
agreement and has left the discussion „empty-handed and frustrated” (Sherwin 
2022), „there are other decision-makers for this matter (N/A ceasefire) in 
Russia”. Kuleba has implicitly communicated that Lavrov was out of the 
decision-circle in Moscow on matters of the war. 
The fact that the decision was held secret in a tight circle is also indicated by the 
fact that Russian media outlets, including the ones that are connected to 
Kremlin, were surprised by Putin’s discourse early February 24th, despite they 
usually receive indications on how to report on different subjects (Roman 
Dobrokhotov cited in Sherwin 2022). 
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Narrowing the decision circle, where does everybody stand? Putin’s stance on 
Ukraine is best illustrated in his article „On the Historical Unity of Russians and 
Ukrainians”, that I’ve touched upon briefly. In short, he does not recognize the 
right to exist for the Ukrainian state, so in this context, it is reasonable to say that 
Putin leaned towards a military option, rather than a continuation of the 
previous strategy of maintaining the frozen conflict in Donbass. 
Regarding the three siloviki involved in the decision-making process`, there is 
unanimity among Western authors and observers regarding the fact that all of 
them are rather „hawkish”. According to Adam Casey „The future of Ukraine 
may hinge on a man ensconced in a bubble that both feeds his aggression and 
shields him from its consequences” (Adam E Casey, cited in Prince 2022). 
Studying their public positioning regarding Ukraine and the war, it can be 
concluded that all three of the siloviki exponents closest to Putin also favoured a 
military invasion rather than other more moderate options – because there are 
no moderate nuances in their public discourses and interventions. For example: 

i. Sergey Shoigu – „parroted the Putin line of demilitarising Ukraine and 
protecting Russia from the West's so-called military threat” (Risen 
2022); he is involved in disseminating conspiracies meant to 
mobilize society against foreign threats and justify stricter control 
over Russians' private and political life (Stanovaya 2020), one recent 
example being that he stated in December 2021 that „American 
mercenaries” were moving an „unknown chemical compound” into 
Donbass (Prince 2022), in hindsight most likely preparing the 
Russian public for the necessity of war; 

ii. Nikolai Patrushev – „is the most hawkish hawk, thinking the West has 
been out to get Russia for years” (Ben Noble, cited in Risen 2022); 
according to Catherine Belton, he is considered an ideologist trying 
to restore Russia’s power and prestige at the international level, a 
„security man who very, very much sees the world through a cold 
war lens” (Catherine Belton in Gideon Rachman 2022); he is also 
involved in disseminating conspiracies on how Russia is a victim 
besieged by the West, his stance towards the West being deeply 
critical. For example, in a recent interview, Patrushev accused the 
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West of an „unprecedented food crisis” (N/A because of the war, 
Ukraine is no longer able to safely export grains) - „tens of millions 
of people in Africa or in the Middle East will turn out to be on the 
brink of starvation - because of the West” (Egorov 2022). He also 
accused the West of organising a coup in Ukraine back in 2014 and 
of supporting the „neo-nazis” in power in Kyiv (Egorov 2022). 
Maybe even more ridiculous, Patrushev talks about a „criminal 
community who fled Ukraine” and „who is now engaged in wide 
spreading the sale of orphans taken out of Ukraine” (Egorov 2022), 
while the West „has already revived the shadow market for the 
purchase of human organs from the socially vulnerable segments of 
the Ukrainian population for clandestine transplant operations for 
European patients” (Egorov 2022). Mark Galeotti considers 
Patrushev to be dangerous because of his „paranoid conspiracy-
driven mindset” (Galeotti 2020). 

iii. Valeri Gherasimov – was involved in creating the pretext for invasion, 
blaming Kyiv and the West for escalating an otherwise normal 
mobilization of over 100.000 Russian troops at the border with 
Ukraine, saying that „supplies of helicopters, unmanned aerial 
vehicles and aircraft are pushing the Ukrainian authorities to take 
drastic and dangerous steps” (Sherzad and Alexandrov 2022); was 
one of the masterminds of the Gherasimov Doctrine, that represents 
an articulation of Russia’s modern warfare strategy (despite relying 
on soviet methods and tactics), a form of total war that places 
politics and war within the same spectrum of activities, 
emphasizing non-military tactics (McKew 2017), that were already 
being used before the war against both Ukraine and the West. 

Theoretically, the four positions of Putin and his closest siloviki could be 
illustrated as points on an axis from maintaining the status-quo (frozen conflict 
in Donbass) to total war (including the usage of weapons of mass destruction). 
At the time of writing this paper I assess there are not enough reliable 
information that can allow an analysis of the nuances in their positions at the 
moment the decision was made. However, it seems to lack a divergence of 
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opinions inside the decision-making circle in Moscow, all of them moving 
towards a more aggressive stance out of status-quo and into the range of options 
for invading Ukraine/ starting a war. The resultant of their „negotiations” 
(seems that there were no proper negotiations that the public is aware), given 
their aggressive and hawkish postures, is therefore starting a war. 
 
 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
 
The article started from the idea that trying to understand something that for 
our 21st century minds is seriously difficult to grasp – starting a conventional 
war, invading a sovereign and independent country, and disrupting and 
changing for ever the lives of over 40 million people in Europe – is a more useful 
endeavour, at least compared to attempts at explaining Russia’s decision 
through Putin’s physical or mental health issues. 
However, Russian decision-making process is a black box and there is no 
indication that could be otherwise in the short to medium term. Also, at the time 
of writing this article the war is still ongoing, making even harder to identify 
reliable information on the subject. As such, in order to answer the question How 
Russia Decided to Start the War against Ukraine?, I have turned to theory, 
specifically to the three theoretical models used by Graham T. Allison to analyse 
the Cuban missile crisis: The Rational Actor, The Organizational Process and 
The Governmental Politics. 
I started the analysis with identifying the context of the decision, or what 
information probably substantiated Russia’s decision to start a war by making 
the military intervention alternative less costly and high-success rate move. The 
first lever of analysis, based on the Rational Actor Model, shows us that in the 
calculus on the costs for intervention has been decisive Russia’s conclusion that 
Ukraine is a weak type, and a war would inflict only minor costs on a very short 
period of time, so the benefits outweigh the costs. The second level of analysis, 
grounded on the Organizational Process, shows us that the agencies that 
provided the information that substantiated the decision has incentives to 
distort the reality to fit Putin’s worldview and also to embezzle money 
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dedicated to intelligence gathering and influence operations. The third level of 
analysis, based on the Governmental Politics Model, indicates that Putin 
surrounded himself with like-minded hawkish individuals with radical views 
on Ukraine and the West, which led to a skewed resultant in favour of a military 
intervention in Ukraine (the alternative that all siloviki in the immediate circle of 
power supported). 
There is still a lot to research and uncover on the topic. Each theoretical model 
only points to certain characteristics of the situation as being definitory for 
answering the question how the decision to start the war was made. I end with 
the hope that this analysis will be just a first attempt at understanding how we 
ended up living in times of war we were used just to read about in books or hear 
from our grandparents in distant times in the past. I consider that accurately 
understanding the mechanisms that leads to war is the first step at preventing and 
deterring future military aggression (even if war is a constant of history, as Durant 
teaches us). 
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	However, there is a sort of natural association between female leaders and crisis contexts. This is explained by factors ranging from the disadvantages (material, emotional, etc.) of positions of leading in a crisis context (that are not necessarily ‘...
	Interest in the way women leaders tackled the pandemic and the communication strategy they used was raised immediately after the onset of the pandemic, as international media praised the way female political leadership approached the crisis (Aldrich a...
	Coscieme et al. (2020, 13) take from George Lakoff the metaphor of leaders as parents and thus dissociates between the models of the ‘strict father’ vs. the ‘loving mother’ as analogies for political leadership in the pandemic. Thus, the ‘father’ has ...
	This paper makes a contribution to the literature on leadership in crisis and women leadership. By examining the speeches of Ardern and Merkel during the peak of the pandemic, this paper adds to the existing picture of executive leaders’ communication...
	The purpose of this research is to investigate the crisis discourse theses promoted by New Zealand Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern and ex-German Chancellor Angela Merkel in March-April 2020 in order to be able to establish how and if the two leaders’ co...
	Q1: What are the main themes approached by New Zealand Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern and ex-German Chancellor Angela Merkel in March-April 2020 in connection with the COVID-19 pandemic?
	Q2: How are the main themes approached by New Zealand Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern and ex-German Chancellor Angela Merkel in March-April 2020 reflecting the social role theory?
	Previous research has shown that political leadership is gendered. Some of the typical approaches to leadership - regardless of whether they focus on character traits that differentiate between political leaders or on the socio-political context in wh...
	a) both the concept of leadership (Karl and Cormack 2021) - the syntagm established by Schein ‘think leadership = think male’ - and the political field are grosso modo associated with masculinity. According to Laura Sjoberg (2009, 157), the typical id...
	b) situational approaches to leadership recognise many of the traits associated with masculinity as being ‘called for in a variety of situations (e.g., force in times of war, rationality in times of peace), while many features associated with feminini...
	Specialised research proves that the ‘tension’ between the female role and behaviour and leading roles (the so-called ‘glass ceiling’) reaches its peak at the highest levels of management (Eagly, Johannesen-Schmidt, and van Engen 2003, 581; Koenig et ...
	2.1. Social role theory literature review. Leadership stereotypes
	The existence of prototypes is relevant given that people tend to pay attention to patterns of traits or behaviours, rather than process individual elements or exceptions. Thus, the expectations or perceptions of public opinion about a leader can be s...
	The literature associates female traits and behaviour with transformational leadership style and communal personality traits that are rather subsumed to the well-being of others (and derive from the role of ‘caretakers’ that women are more prone to as...
	The direct linear relationship created on the axis women — transformational leadership — ‘communal’ personality traits (respectively men — transactional leadership — authoritarian personality traits) represents, in fact, the perpetuation of gender ste...
	- being in a leadership position makes a woman appear ‘too masculine’ to be able to assume at the same time roles generally attributed to women (Windsor et al. 2020; Bridgewater and Nagel 2020, 2). Specifically, social expectations about women’s famil...
	Also, Fernandez-Mateo and Kaplan (2018, 1231) highlight Byrne and Barling’s analysis of the ‘Oscar curse’ and show, using more than 200 surveys, that in heterosexual couples, a woman’s higher status over her partner leads to marital problems and event...
	On the other hand, there are a number of variables/ conditions that, if fulfilled, provide the right context for advancing women in leadership positions. These conditions relate to voters/ the public opinion and can be classified as follows:
	a) gender identification or gender affinity. In general, voters tend to see female candidates as more suitable for dealing with issues such as childcare, abortion and well-being (‘women issues’). Thus, since women voters attach greater importance to t...
	b) ideological/ party identification or ideological/ party affinity. A study by Cormack and Karl (2021) concludes (based on a survey of more than 1,400 U.S. citizens aged 18) that the argument of party membership (democrats vs. Republicans) prevails o...
	c) affective/ emotional identification or affective/emotional affinity. In the paper ‘Big Boys Don't Cry: Evaluations of Politicians Across Issue, Gender, and Emotion’, Karl and Cormack (2021) analyse the complexity of the way how leaders are rated ac...
	2.2. Leadership for crisis situations
	In the specialized literature there is a direct association between female leadership and crisis situations (‘think crisis = think female’) - Haslam and Ryan 2008, 543; O'Brien and Reyes-Housholder 2020, 14; Gillard and Okonjo-Iweala, 2020, 65-66. A c...
	In general, the fact that female leadership is mostly ‘demanded’ in times of crisis has also some benefits (it gives women the opportunity to be visible in leadership positions), but it is also more ‘costly’ than if both women and men were equally rep...
	Then why is there so much talk in the literature about the think female-think crisis paradigm? Building on her personal experience in an interview with Julia Gillard and Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala in 2020, Christine Lagarde, the current President of the Euro...
	a) lack of competition for positions considered difficult/ risky. Lagarde states that the French the public opinion and political scene was sceptical of her appointment as Minister of Finance in France (2007) until the economic situation in the countr...
	b) the need for institutions to innovate and promote change/ modernisation. Lagarde was appointed to head the International Monetary Fund (2011) after the institution’s former managing director, Dominique Strauss-Kahn, was accused of sexual violence. ...
	This study seeks to examine the crisis communication strategy of New Zealand Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern and ex-German Chancellor Angela Merkel during the peak of the pandemic (March-April 2020). More specifically, it reviews the speeches and public...
	The series of speeches analysed by Ardern starts with the statements that the main priority is to ‘protect people’s health’ and a precautionary approach is stressed, together with the need to self-isolate (Ardern 2 March) and ends with a relaxation of...
	Table no 1: Ardern speeches in March-April 2020
	Source
	Date
	Type of speech
	Facebook live:https://www.facebook.com/jacindaardern/videos/803684923450577/
	2.03
	Post-cabinet press conference
	The official website of the New Zealand Government transcript:
	14.03
	Post-cabinet press conference
	https://www.beehive.govt.nz/release/major-steps-taken-protect-new-zealanders-covid-19
	The official website of the New Zealand Government transcript:
	19.03
	Press conference
	https://www.beehive.govt.nz/release/stronger-border-measures-protect-nzers-covid-19
	The official website of the New Zealand Government transcript:
	21.03
	Press conference
	https://www.beehive.govt.nz/release/nation-steps-covid-19-alert-level-2
	New Zealand Parliament site transcript: https://www.parliament.nz/en/pb/hansard-debates/rhr/combined/HansD_20200325_20200325
	25.03
	Ministerial Statement
	RNZ transcript:https://www.rnz.co.nz/programmes/whakamaori/story/2018838125/level-4-lockdown-announcement
	26.03
	Post-cabinet press conference
	Facebook live:https://www.facebook.com/RadioNewZealand/videos/2561206527467406/
	27.03
	Ministerial Statement
	The Spinoff live:
	5.04
	COVID-19 media update
	https://thespinoff.co.nz/politics/05-04-2020/covid-19-live-updates-april-5-nz-case-count-closes-in-on-1000
	Transcript: https://www.rev.com/blog/transcripts/new-zealand-covid-19-briefing-transcript-april-6
	6.04
	Press conference
	Ministry of Health live: https://www.health.govt.nz/news-media/news-items/covid-19-media-update-9-april
	9.04
	COVID-19 media update
	RNZ live:https://www.rnz.co.nz/news/national/414206/covid-19-pm-unveils-new-support-for-students-on-nz-s-deadliest-day-to-date
	14.04
	COVID-19 media update
	Ministry of Health live: https://www.health.govt.nz/news-media/news-items/covid-19-media-update-15-april
	15.04
	COVID-19 media update
	Ministry of Health live: https://www.health.govt.nz/news-media/news-items/covid-19-media-update-16-april
	16.04
	COVID-19 media update
	Ministry of Health live: https://www.health.govt.nz/news-media/news-items/covid-19-media-update-19-april
	19.04
	COVID-19 media update
	Ministry of Health live: https://www.health.govt.nz/news-media/news-items/covid-19-media-update-20-april
	20.04
	COVID-19 media update
	Ministry of Health live: https://www.health.govt.nz/news-media/news-items/covid-19-media-update-22-april
	22.04
	COVID-19 media update
	Ministry of Health live: https://www.health.govt.nz/news-media/news-items/covid-19-media-update-27-april
	27.04
	COVID-19 media update
	Ministry of Health live: https://www.health.govt.nz/news-media/news-items/covid-19-media-update-29-april
	29.04
	COVID-19 media update
	Ministry of Health live: https://www.health.govt.nz/news-media/news-items/covid-19-media-update-30-april
	30.04
	COVID-19 media update
	Table no 2: Merkel speeches in March-April 2020
	Source
	Date
	Type of speech
	In ‘Coronavirus: Germany's Angela Merkel urges 'solidarity and reason', DW, https://www.dw.com/en/coronavirus-germanys-angela-merkel-urges-solidarity-and-reason/a-52719086
	11.03
	Press briefing
	In ‘Merkel announces strict measures, tells Germans to stay home in virus fight’, France 24, https://www.france24.com/en/20200317-merkel-announces-strict-measures-and-tells-germans-to-stay-home-in-virus-fight
	17.03
	Press briefing
	German Federal Government transcript: https://www.bundesregierung.de/breg-de/themen/coronavirus/statement-chancellor-1732296
	18.03
	Address to the nation
	Jacobs University transcript: https://www.jacobs-university.de/addressing-nation-regarding-coronavirus-speech-angela-merkel
	22.03
	Address to the nation
	German Federal Government transcript: https://www.bundesregierung.de/breg-en/news/regierungserklaerung-merkel-1746838
	23.04
	Address to the nation
	4.1. Ardern’s communication markers
	4.1.1. Feminine/ ‘soft’ communication topics approached
	- Solidarity – was promoted as the main ‘solution’ to the virus, essential in obtaining the main objective stated by Ardern, respectively the ‘elimination of the virus’. The mantra that was constantly emphasized by Ardern is that:
	We have the opportunity to do something no other country has achieved — elimination of the virus — but it will continue to need a team of five million behind it. Under lockdown, we’ve shown our ability to put in place a virtual wall that is breaking t...
	The need for a precautionary approach taken at the level of the individual was stressed and the need to self-isolate was carefully explained (examples, statistics from other countries and other periods of epidemics, like the swine flu, were given). Th...
	Ardern guided the New Zealanders through the whole period with detailed reports of the measures the state was taking to fight the crisis and examples of how one should deal with particular situations/ the needs one might encounter during the pandemic....
	Finally, if you have any questions about what you can or cannot do during this period, apply a simple principle: act like you have COVID-19. Every move you then make is a risk to someone else. That is how we all must collectively think from now on. Th...
	As part of the ‘go hard, go early’ mantra Ardern closed borders 25 days after the first case and modelled an economic package 18 days after (Ardern 5 April). On 14 March Ardern was saying that ‘Alongside Israel, and a small number of Pacific Islands w...
	Ardern also regarded the pandemic as an ‘opportunity’ to eliminate the inequities in New Zealand and reduce the gap between the rich and the poor,
	to consider the wage situation of those on lower incomes, or whether it’s the work that we’re proactively doing to redeploy to drive a high-wage economy to see that we don’t replace those industries that traditionally have had lower wages with more lo...
	- Protection of vulnerable categories (the elderly, children) – Ardern offered concrete solutions to protect these categories of people and again solidarity was deemed as paramount and as part of the solution (‘don’t be on the chain of transmission’)....
	- Acknowledging mental health – attending to people’s psychical comfort was a great concern for the government.
	We’ve invested heavily in mental health responses, whether or not it’s access to 1737 — the mental health telehealth service — or actively promoting and supporting apps that people have been able to access from home. That has been a strong part of our...
	Education – schools were closed. Education was not among the frequent topics, though the measures regarding schools closing were updated and explained from time to time.
	“
	4.1.2. Male/ ‘hard’ communication approached
	- ‘Economic issues’ – the need to assist businesses impacted by the coronavirus and employees at a local, regional and nation level and the Māori economy was stressed. Meeting with businesses impact was one of the first issues dealt with by Ardern in ...
	A widespread outbreak will hurt our economy far more in the long run than short term measures to prevent a mass outbreak occurring. I make no apology for choosing the second path. New Zealanders public health comes first. If we have that, we can recov...
	Also, Ardern tried to induce her reasoning at the level of business owners, appealing to their emotions:
	I ask every business to use the time you have to prepare for what every alert level means for you. Treat COVID-19 like a health and safety issue. Ask whether it’s possible for your business to operate with social distancing. Can you build in contact-t...
	By 30 April roughly 75% of the economy was operating, a sign that Ardern’s strategy was working – ‘Our best economic strategy is still to win the fight against the virus—eliminate it—and that means we get out of prolonged restrictions on the way we li...
	- Internal politics – Ardern constantly gave updates on meetings of the government. Matters of internal politics were only tangentially approached when the developments in the country required the raising of the topic. There were two instances when in...
	a) after health minister David Clark was reprimanded for a non-essential mountain biking excursion, Ardern insisted that she still had confidence in Clark to do his job, and that the government was still putting prominent ministers up to answer questi...
	b) when teased whether the opposition politicised the crisis, she made no comment, but ‘You’ll forgive me for being utterly focused on the Government’s response to COVID-19, and that means that I have paid no attention to any, therefore, of the commen...
	International politics – the topic was used for comparison and contrast in what regards the situation of other countries dealing with the pandemic: ‘There is no easy way to say that but it is the reality we have seen overseas and the possibility we mu...
	- Sanctions were impose on those who did not comply with the rules, as Ardern said that ‘there are still some whom i will charitably describe as idiots’ (Ardern 5 April).
	4.2. Merkel’s communication markers
	4.2.1. Feminine/ ‘soft’ communication topics approached
	-
	‘Solidarity and reason’ – were defined by Merkel as central for the country’s response to the virus (Merkel, 11 March). As Ardern, Merkel tried to make the community responsible and she constantly emphasized the uniqueness of the crisis and the fact ...
	And we are a community in which each life and each person counts. I would like first of all to address all those who as doctors, nurses or in a different capacity work in our hospitals and in our healthcare system in general. You are on the front line...
	Also, Merkel named Germany’s strong points: ‘Germany has an excellent healthcare system, perhaps one of the best in the world.’ (Merkel 18 March). Merkel’s stated goal was ‘to slow the virus down as it makes its way through Germany’ (Merkel, 18 March)...
	- Protection of vulnerable categories (the elderly, children) – emphasis was placed on protecting the vulnerable, children and people with pre-existing conditions.
	Ideally, we should avoid all contact with the elderly, because they are particularly at risk. A well-meant visit or a trip that is not essential can spread infection and really should not take place right now. There is a reason why experts say that gr...
	She repeatedly sent the message that ‘we’re fighting our battle against the virus also for them.’ (Merkel, 23 April)
	4.2.2. Male/ ‘hard’ communication approached
	- Economic issues – Merkel stressed that plans for economic measures to shield business and industry from the effects of the virus are important.
	- Internal politics – Merkel raised the topic and insisted on the need for unity: ‘In my talks with the Minister-Presidents and now here in this House, I want to warn against squandering what we have achieved and risking a setback!’ (Merkel 23 April)
	- International politics – Merkel stated the priority and need for German/EU based products:
	The pandemic has taught us that procuring protective equipment exclusively from faraway countries isn’t a good idea. Masks that cost just a few cents can become a strategic factor in the pandemic. The Federal Republic of Germany and the EU are therefo...
	The analysis shows that gender roles are not stable. Ardern and Merkel combined communal behaviour (the display of traits such as empathy and compassion) with the need to address typically male domains such as politics and the economy. Both leaders sh...
	a) they imposed strict restrictions early into the pandemic (self-isolation was imposed, travel was banned, schools were closed), the ones who did not comply with the rules were reprimanded and punished and topics such as economy and politics (which c...
	b) at the same time, they radiated warmth and sociability. Their speech was clearly built around the idea that solidarity is key to the management of the crisis, the individual was place at the centre of the crisis management policies and was made res...
	In this sense, Blake-Beard, Shapiro, and Ingols (2020) give Angela Merkel as an example of an androgynous leader able to juggle gender-specific behaviours. For example, she took a firm stance on the severity of the pandemic and did not hesitate to ado...
	Ardern and Merkel displayed examples of care in politics. This may be one of the reasons why the population generally respected the rules in Germany and New Zealand, as explained by Merkel and Ardern in their speeches. A higher degree of public trust ...
	As opposed to Ardern’s and Merkel’s speeches, the male lexicon meant mostly the use of a war language to describe the virus and the measures needed to combat it; resistance to the input of experts and science (to maintain the independence and authorit...
	Ardern’s discourse was often analysed in comparison with that of Trump (Sacca and Selva 2021) as the two were seen as archetypes of femineity and masculinity respectively.
	Sacca and Selva (2021) observe (in their analysis of 75 speeches by Trump given from February 26, and April 26, 2020, and 43 speeches by Ardern from March 14 to May 14, 2020) that the speeches of Trump and Ardern were generally addressed the same conc...
	The discourse of women leaders during the pandemic has once again proven that the traits/ qualities associated with femineity are important for crisis management (the pandemic/ a health crisis in this case) and that they are appreciated by the public ...
	Some studies show that women have achieved better results in managing the pandemic (considering objective results — number of COVID-19 cases and deaths — Garikipati and Kambhampati 2021. However, other variables should be considered in further studies...
	Regardless of the objective results of women leaders in dealing with the pandemic, this study concludes that the detailed advice (of how a person should act in different situations during self-isolation, etc.), the approach of many topics related to a...
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	Abstract
	The subject of the paper concerns Russia’s decision to start a conventional war by invading the independent and sovereign Ukrainian state with regular troops on February 24th, 2022. The research question that I will address is how Putin decided in fav...
	The methodology I use to address the issue consists of the following steps: (i) identify mostly in news articles the information that most likely influenced Kremlin’s calculus (thus rejecting some claims that Putin is irrational or insane); (ii) brief...
	The analysis contributes to a better understanding of the decision-making mechanisms that led to war, despite limitations stemming from the lack of reliable information for the time being.
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	In conclusion, what led to Russia starting a war is the motive to regain control over Kyiv, considering also the perceived urgency to act (necessary but not sufficient condition), but also the context and the information that substantiated the calculu...
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	4.1. Background
	Later, Anin (2022) reached out to anonymous individuals from the agency, that confirmed the following aspects regarding Beseda’s case: his main informants on Ukraine were „fugitive officials, security officials, and businessmen from Viktor Yanukovich'...
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	Theoretically, the four positions of Putin and his closest siloviki could be illustrated as points on an axis from maintaining the status-quo (frozen conflict in Donbass) to total war (including the usage of weapons of mass destruction). At the time o...
	6. CONCLUSIONS
	There is still a lot to research and uncover on the topic. Each theoretical model only points to certain characteristics of the situation as being definitory for answering the question how the decision to start the war was made. I end with the hope th...
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